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Second-Order Quantifiers and the

Complexity of Theories

J. T. BALDWIN* and S. SHELAH**

In this paper1 we classify all theories of the form (Γ, <£) where (Γ, £ ) is
the collection of <£ sentences valid on the models of the complete first-order the-
ory T and <£ is one of the following: second-order logic, permutational logic,
or monadic logic. We regard any theory into which second-order logic can be
interpreted (in the strong sense used here) as hopelessly complicated. We par-
tition those theories in which such an interpretation does not exist into four
classes and find a prototype for each class. One of the classes contains unsta-
ble theories; the other three are stable. In the unstable case we show the follow-
ing. First, the permutational theory of the class interprets second-order logic so
only the monadic theory is interesting. We show the monadic theory of the class
is at least as complicated as the monadic theory of order. Now by one measure
the members of this class cannot be differentiated: (under weak set theoretic
hypotheses) all the monadic theories have the same Lόwenheim number-that
of second-order logic. In contrast we show that the Hanf number of the monadic
theory of order is strictly less than the Hanf number of second-order logic. This
proof requires the computations of Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers of various
theories of (well) orderings. These computations are interesting in their own
right. If Γis stable we use a Feferman-Vaught type of theorem to decompose
models of these theories into trees. The nodes of these trees are small models
and the height of the tree is uniformly bounded over all models of T. The other
three cases arise when this tree is: (a) well-founded, (b) imbeddable in λ<ω, or
(c) otherwise. This allows us to compute the Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers of
such theories. A more detailed exposition of the methodology and aims of the
paper appears in the survey (Section 1.2) of results which follow.
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230 J. T. BALDWIN and S. SHELAH

One motivation for this paper arises from a glance at the literature about
second-order quantifiers. There has been a lot of work done in monadic logic
(mainly about orderings and trees) and some on permutational logic but noth-
ing on other second-order quantifiers (<23a2-stepniipotent group)??- What distin-
guishes these two quantifiers? This question was largely answered in [21]. Up
to a strong notion of interpretability there are only four second-order quanti-
fiers of which one, first-order logic, is a degenerate case, and another, second-
order logic, is hopelessly complicated; this leaves monadic and permutational
logic. But another glance at the literature raises another question. Why does
research in monadic logic focus on theories of order and trees and why is
research in permutational logic concerned entirely with the theory of equality?
Much of this paper is devoted to answering this question. We show that if Γis
a "nontrivial" first-order theory then (Γ, 1-1) is bi-interpretable with second-
order logic, so only pure permutational logic is interesting. We find there is one
class of structures which provides an interesting monadic logic that had been
overlooked (the trees: λ~ω). However, in a rough sense made more precise in
this paper, the classes of trees λ<ω, λ~ω and linear orders exhaust the interest-
ing monadic theories. We obtain some specific results about these theories.

In another way this article can be viewed as propaganda for classification
theory as the present material demonstrates the importance of the earlier work
on classification theory by applying it in a nontrivial context.
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1 Introduction Section 1.2 is a survey of the paper; Sections 1.3 and 1.4
elaborate upon some distinctions in the definitions of Hanf numbers and inter-
pretations which arise in the course of the paper.

1.1 Notations and conventions Our notation is standard but we list here
some slight variations and some conventions we adopt which are not fixed in
general usage. We denote structures by capital letters M, N,.. .and \M\ is the
cardinality of the universe of M. We use small letters r, s, t for second-order
variables and R9 S, Tto name subsets (relations) on a model. A barred letter
denotes a finite sequence of variables or parameters. We write m E M instead
of fn E Mlg{m) (Ig = length). If φ(x, a, R) is a formula (with a and R param-
eters from M) φ(M, a, R) denotes {m E M: M N φ(m, a, R)}.

ΓQO denotes the theory in the language of equality which has only infinite
models. Th{<) (or occasionally LO) denotes the first-order theory of infinite
linear orders. (Γoo,2nd) denotes pure second-order logic.

A language L or similarity type (r) is a collection of relation and function
symbols of specified arity. A logic £ is a function which assigns to each similar-
ity type r a collection of <£(τ)-sentences, and a truth predicate h& which to
each pair <M, φ), M a r-structure, φ an <£(τ) sentence, assigns a value of true
or false. When we deal with fixed similarity type we may write <£-sentence rather
than <£(τ)-sentence.

For λ a cardinal and a an ordinal, a set / c \-a or λ < α (sequences of ele-
ments of λ with length < or <a respectively) which is closed under a subsequence
is a tree under the partial order of extension. We write η, r, etc. for elements
of /. If lg(η) is a successor then η ~ denotes the unique predecessor of η; η ~ j
denotes the result of concatenating η and (j). < ) denotes the empty sequence.
If <#/: / < a) is a sequence then Aj denotes {#,-: / <y}.

1.2 Survey of the paper In the later 1950s, model theorists began to study
not only the properties of first-order predicate logic (e.g., preservation theorems)
but also properties of models which were not first-order expressible. Early pur-
suits of this theme were the study of such properties as "omitting a type" and
"being a two-cardinal model". It was quickly realized that those properties could
be expressed in more sophisticated languages: Lωχω in the first case and L(Qγ)
in the second. This discovery spurred investigations of these logics.

Another theme of contemporary model theory is the study of the relative
complexity of various theories in an arbitrary logic <£. Of course this study began
with the early interpretation results regarding decidability. The investigation of
interpretations continues through the study of theories in stronger logics, e.g.,
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232 J. T. BALDWIN and S. SHELAH

the monadic theory of successor, order, etc. Another approach is to classify first-
order theories by whether they satisfy various non-first-order properties, e.g.,
"has a prime model", or by the complexity of certain associated invariants, e.g.,
n(T, λ) (the number of models of Γin power λ). This kind of classification
culminated in the development of stability theory.

In this paper we combine these two themes in the following program. Con-
sider two theories Tx and T2 formulated in a logic <£. To compare their
strengths, choose a stronger logic <£'. Now think of Tx and T2 as <£ '-theories
and investigate their properties.

We divide all countable first-order theories into five classes: The first, those
which interpret second-order logic, we regard as beyond analysis. Each of the
other classes is associated with a class of structures. The second is associated with
the class of linear orders. In the other three cases each model of the theory with
cardinality λ is associated with a tree of height <Xχ. The three cases correspond
to λ< K l, the full tree λ< ω and well-founded subtrees of λ<ω. The rationale for
this classification is based on the relative interpretability of theories with second-
order quantifiers.

There are several notions of interpretation which play a role in this paper.
Here, we only indicate when different notions are used; a careful delineation of
the distinctions occurs in Section 4. We deal only with theories with no finite
models. We write T^ for the theory in the language with only the equality sym-
bol which has this property. For convenience of exposition we restrict discus-
sion in the introduction to countable theories. Much of our work extends to
uncountable languages but we are inconsistent in our stress on that fact.

In this paper we focus on those <£ obtained by adjoining to first-order logic
those second-order quantifiers considered by Shelah in [21]. Informally, we
adjoin to first-order logic quantification over arbitrary second-order variables
which must satisfy a specific first-order condition φ(r) in a language whose only
nonlogical symbols are the r. Thus we can say "there is a permutation r such
that... ". We cannot say "there is an automorphism r such that... ". (The asser-
tion that r is an automorphism requires additional nonlogical symbols which are
not permitted.) Formal definitions of this notion and the ones in the next few
paragraphs appear in Section 2.1.

Shelah proved in [21] that if QΦ{F) is any such quantifier then (Γoo, QΦ(F))
is bi-interpretable with one of: (T^, 1st) (first-order logic); (T^.Moή) (monadic
logic); (Γoo, 1-1) (permutation logic); (Γoo,2nd) (second-order logic). (An ex-
position of this argument, supplemented by the methods of this paper occurs
in [2].)

Our intuitive claim is that if second-order logic is not interpretable in (Γ,
Qφ(s)) then (Γ, β^(5>) is simple. We make this precise by drawing a number
of conclusions from the hypothesis of noninterpretability. We deduce a struc-
ture theory for models of T from this hypothesis. To test the value of this
structure theory we use it to compute the Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers relative
to T for various logics.

In Section 2 we make precise our notion of interpretation and summarize
the combinatorial properties of formulas which are sufficient to imply (T^,
2nd) is interpretable in (Γ, Mon) (written (Γ*,, 2nd) < (Γ, Mon)). In Section
3.1 we extend the analysis of generalized sums from [22] to infinitary monadic
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SECOND-ORDER QUANTIFIERS 233

logic and we allow the sum to be amalgamated over a "heart" N. We refer to
this construction as a free union over N. If every model of Γ has a decompo-
sition as a free union over a countable submodel of countable submodels we say
Γis strongly decomposable. If for some K, each model of Γcan be decomposed
as a tree (with height <κ) of countable models, we say Γis tree decomposable.

Our basic classification of theories is based on whether (Γ, Mon) or (Γ,
1-1) interpret (Γ^, 2nd). This analysis is simplified if we first ask whether the
monadic theory of order (Th(<), Mon) is interpretable in (Γ, Mon), for
(Th(<), Mon) < (Γ, Mon) implies (Γ*,, 2nd) < (Γ, 1-1). We show in Section
8.1 that Γ is unstable if and only if the monadic theory of order is interpret-
able in (Γ, Mon).

Our viewpoint on theories which interpret the monadic theory of order (i.e.,
unstable) is explained more fully in the introduction to Section 8. The follow-
ing results indicate the situation.

We prove that for unstable T (T^, 2nd) < (Γ, Mon) (cf. Definition 2.1)
if Γhas the independence property. We show that (Too, 2nd) ^ (77z(<), Mon)
by a computation of Hanf numbers. (Note that Gurevich and Shelah [7] have
constructed an interpretation of second-order logic into the monadic theory of
order but not one with the strong model theoretic properties we demand here.)

Consider now those theories which do not interpret (Th(<), Mon), i.e.,
the stable case. Our basic intuition is that all models of such theories are "short".
Complete information about a finite sequence of elements depends on only a
countable number of other elements —those below (in a certain tree) the elements
in question.

The basic tool in our investigation of stable theories is developed in Sec-
tion 4.2. For any subset A and elements a, b of a model of a stable theory we
define the fundamental equivalence relation: aEΛb if t{a\ A U b) forks over A.
In general of course, this relation is not transitive but we show that it is if (Too,
2nd) £ {T,Mon).

For any model M of T and any N<M, EN decomposes M into a free
union over TV of the equivalence classes of EN. (For each equivalence class
X, XUN<M.)

There are now several classes of theories T such that Γ is stable and
(Too, 2nd) £ (T,Mon).

The "simplest" class contains those Tsuch that (Γ«,, 2nd) £ (T, 1-1). We
characterize this class in Section 7. We show that in this case the fundamental
equivalence relation is actually "α is in the algebraic closure of A U {b}". Thus
the cardinality of each equivalence class is < | T\ and T is strongly decompos-
able. We also show that (T, 1-1) is bi-interpretable with pure permutational
logic, and that the Lδwenheim number of finitary monadic logic restricted to
models of Tis Ko.

Now suppose only that (Γ^, 2nd) ^ (T, Mon). We show in Sections 3.2
and 4.2 that T is tree decomposable if and only if T is stable. Now there are
three subcases depending on the complexity of the trees associated with T. If T
is not superstable then we show in Section 7 that the class of trees λ~ω can be
infinitarily monadically interpreted in T. If T is superstable there are two cases
depending on whether all the trees associated with T are well-founded (T is
shallow) or not (Tis deep). Again in Section 7 we show that for deep theories
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all trees of the form λ< ω can be interpreted in Γ(via infinitary monadic logic).
We show that this interpretation pushes up the lower bounds on the Hanf and
Lόwenheim numbers of infinitary monadic logic restricted to T. In Section 5 we
compute exact bounds on these numbers for shallow T.

The following chart summarizes the analysis outlined above.

Assume (T^, 2nd) ^ (Γ, Mon).

(Γoo,2nd) < (Γ, 1-1) (Γoo^nd) £ (Γ, 1-1)

(Th(<)9Mon) < (T,λfon) prototype
(unstable) (Th(<),Mon) impossible

(Th(<),Mon) £ (T,Mon) tree decomposable strongly decomposable
(stable) prototypes λ<ω, λ~ω

The sense of "prototype" is much stronger in the stable case than in the
unstable. In the stable case we have the bi-interpretability results of Section 7.
In contrast, in Section 8 (especially 8.2) we see that (7%(<), Mon) is in a
certain sense the simplest unstable theory which does not interpret (Γoo, 2nd).
An investigation of the sense in which it is a "typical" such theory continues.

1.3 On the significance of Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers Intuitively, we
think a simple logic £ should have low Lόwenheim and Hanf numbers so the
computations of those numbers serve as a test question. In the case of
Lόwenheim numbers it is easy to make this notion precise. If ls£ = K then the
collection of validities of <£ depends only on sets whose rank can be bounded
in terms of K. Thus the dependence of the validities of £ on set theory is slight
as they remain the same in any model of set theory provided only that we fix
a small initial segment of the rank hierarchy.

In the case of Hanf numbers this intuition is harder to pin down. Partly
this is because there are a number of variants of the notion of Hanf number
which must be considered. We discuss these variations now; in Section 1.4 we
show how an appropriate Hanf number can be used as a test of noninterpret-
ability.

1.3.1 Notation For any sentence φ the spectrum of φ, spec(0) = {K :
K > Ko 3M f= φ \M\ = /c}. We relativize this notion to a theory: SpecΓ(</>) =
{K > Ko 3M (= TO φ9 \M\ =«}.We say φ is bounded if sρec(φ) is a set. We
say M is a largest model of φ if TV |= φ implies |iV| < \M\. If φ has a largest
model of power λ we say φ characterizes λ. Let K and λ be Hanf or Lόwenheim
numbers of some logic; we say K is bounded in terms of λ and write K λ if
K < Hω(λ). If K and λ are each bounded in terms of the other, we write K — λ.
(Of course, the choice of the function Kω(x) is arbitrary; it is large enough for
our purposes and a correct general definition is unclear.)

Note that we have explicitly ignored finite models.
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SECOND-ORDER QUANTIFIERS 235

1.3.2 Definition
(a) For any logic £ we define the following Hanf numbers:

(i) The Hanf number of£ (h£) is the least K such that for any ̂ -sentence
φ: if φ has a model of power K then φ has arbitrarily large models.

(ii) The Hanf number of £ for theories (H£) is the least K such that any
<£-theory Φ which has a model of power K has arbitrarily large models.

(iii) The Hanf number of Si relative to T {hi) is the least K such that for
any <£ sentence φ in the language of Γif ΓU {φ} has a model of power
K it has arbitrarily large models.

(iv) The Hanf number of <£ for theories relative to T (//J) is defined anal-
ogously to (ii).

(v) The Hanf number for omitting types of T (H.O.τ) is the least cardi-
nal K such that for every type/? (over the empty set), if Γhas a model
of power K omitting p then Γhas arbitrarily large models omitting p.

One further complexity arises when dealing with infinitary languages.
Hanf s general argument for the existence of Hanf numbers requires that the
logic have a set of sentences. The languages L^^ or L£)K (cf. [8]) have a proper
class of sentences if all similarity types are considered, but only a set for any
fixed similarity type (cf. [10], p. 46). Thus we define

(vi) The Hanf number of Si relative to the similarity type r (/*£) is the least
K such that for any <£(τ)-sentence φ: if φ has a model of power K then
φ has arbitrarily large models.

(b) We define a similar family of Lowenheim numbers. To save space we write
out only the definition of ls£ and &J. However, LS£, &J, and LST are defined
analogously.

The Lowenheim number of £(ls£) is the least K such if the ^-sentence φ
has a model, it has a model of cardinality <κ.

The Lowenheim number of <£ relative to T is the least K such that for any
JC-sentence </>, if ΓU {</>} has a model it has model with cardinality <κ.

There is no established convention on the question, "Is the Lowenheim
number the least K such that each sentence has a model of power <κ or the
least K such that each sentence has a model of power <κ?" Thus, the Hanf and
Lowenheim numbers we have defined must be carefully distinguished from the
following variants:

(i) h% — sup{κ: There is an <£-sentence characterizing K}.
(ii) Isg is the least cardinal K such that each sentence with a model has one

of cardinality <κ.

1.3.3 Notation When we write H[ωω(Mon), h[ωuωiMon), etc., we intend
L to specify that we are discussing sentences in the language of T. Of course in
these examples the extension of L by a finite number of unary relation symbols
would make no difference since they could be existentially quantified in finitary
monadic logic. However, in either case the addition of countably many addi-
tional unary predicates is significant. Accordingly, when L is the language of
T we denote by L the expansion of L obtained by adding countably many unary
predicates.
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The following examples illustrate two weaknesses of considering
hL,ω(Mon) as an invariant.

1.3.4 Example Consider the standard example [13] of a theory T with
H.O.T > i j ; any model of T contains two infinite sets Po and Pu a unary
function S and constant 0 E P o such that (Po> S, 0) is a model of the theory of
integers with 0 under successor. Now let φ be the Lωω(Mon)-sentence which
asserts that P o contains only a single copy of (Z, S):

VQ{[Q c P o Λ Vjφt EQ^SxEQ)]
-> [V^GPo^^δ)]}

Moreover, let E be a binary relation between P o and i^ which satisfies the
axiom of extensionality. Now any model of ΓU {φ} has cardinality <2i , so
hLω>ω(Mon) ^ ( A l l -

iterating this example exactly as in the original construction shows

h[ω>ω(Mon) ^ ^ ω
The difficulty here is that Lωω(Mon), although ostensibly a finitary lan-

guage, inherently possesses some of the power of an infinitary language.

1.3.5 Example On the other hand by taking a disjoint union of the theory
in the previous example with the theory of an infinite set we find a fairly
complicated theory Γwith the same language but with h[ωω(Mon) = Ko.

We deal simultaneously with both of these problems by using h[ωιω(Mon)
as our preferred invariant. The first example showed we might as well use Lωχω

since for some theories the complexity of Lωuω is implicit in Lωω(Mon). By
moving to Lωχω(Mon) we are able to eliminate possibilities like the second
example since we are able to fix the simple part of models of the theory. For
example, by adding unary predicates we are able in monadic logic to keep
models of Th( = ) countable.

In fact, the natural closure point for our methods seems to be L^^Mon).
In Section 3.1 we prove a Feferman-Vaught theorem for our notion of gener-
alized sum. This theorem asserts that the generalized sum preserves L%χ(Mon)
equivalence for appropriate a and λ. Just as in proving results in first-order logic
we add constant symbols to witness instantiations, we add unary predicate sym-
bols to witness existential monadic quantification. This construction relies heavily
on the number of variables instantiated at one time (λ) and on the number of
alternations of quantifiers (α), but very little on the length of conjunctions.
Thus the natural language is L^iO3{Mon) (formally defined in Section 3.1).

If we move to Lωuωι we are able to get the analogous results without the
necessity of adding additional unary predicates.

1.4 On the complexity of theories Although much of the emphasis of this
paper is on second-order quantification, we do produce a new classification of
first-order theories. A classification of theories is just a partitioning of theories
into classes such that the common properties of the theory in each class are
of overriding importance for the problem at hand. The most naive such classi-
fication is into those theories which have or do not have one specific prop-
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erty. More useful classifications retain their value from one problem to another.
Thus, the stability classification was designed to study the spectrum problem for
first-order theories, but has ramifications for /,»,*, elimination of generalized
quantifiers, and now the study of second-order quantifiers. The stability clas-
sification suggested the importance of studying the combinatorial properties of
first-order formulas. Here, we study the combinatorial properties of finitary
monadic formulas. The notion of interpretability provides an organizational
scheme for our classification (as opposed to the ad hoc nature of the stability
scheme which succeeds based on its consequences, not on any a priori coher-
ence). It is thus important to examine the notion "interpretation". We consider
several abstract properties one might demand of an interpretation.

1.4.1 Definition The «£rtheory Tx is syntactically ίnterpretable in the
£2-theory T2 if there is a map * assigning to each £rsentence φ an £2-sentence
φ* such that TXY φ iff T2 h φ*.

This is the weakest notion of interpretability. It has no effect on Hanf or
Lδwenheim numbers.

We will now consider several notions of interpretability which demand
some model theoretic content of the interpretation. Namely, we will insist that
the interpretation exert some control on the cardinality of models.

1.4.2 Definition There is a spectrum-preserving interpretation of the
<£rtheory Tx into the £2-theory T2 if there is a map * mapping each
<£rsentence to an £2-sentence φ* such that for each £rsentence φ there is an
£2-sentence φ* such that SpecTι(φ) = SpecTl(φ*).

It is immediate that:

1.4.3 Lemma If there is a spectrum preserving interpretation of the
£rtheory Tx into the £2-theory T2 then ls£\ ^ faj| and h£\ ^ ή / | .

With the aid of these notions we can see that there are some weaknesses
in our position that second-order logic is the most complicated logic. It is of
course clear that there are first-order theories with Turing degree above that of
second-order logic. However, if Γis "normal" (e.g., finitely, recursively or even
arithmetically axiomatizable) this is impossible and (T, 2nd) has a spectrum
preserving interpretation into {T^, 2nd). The following example (worked out
with Victor Harnik) shows that some sort of "normality" assumption is
necessary.

1.4.4 Example There is a first-order theory T such that there is no spectrum
preserving interpretation of (T, 2nd) into (Γoo, 2nd).

Proof: Let (φ/. / < ω) be a list of the bounded sentences of pure second-order
equality theory. Suppose </>, has a model of cardinal 77, and let η = sup(ηι) (77 is
the Hanf number of second-order logic).

Construct a theory T and a second-order sentence φ such that if M |= T U
{</>} then for each / there is a definable subset Xt of M such that Xt is a
model of φt and M = \JXj. Now, there is no φ* in second-order logic with
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Specτ(φ) = Spec(φ*). For Specτ(φ) is bounded by η while each Spec(φ) for ψ
a sentence of second-order logic is bounded below η.

(This example also shows hLωuω(2nά) > hLωω(2nά).)

We will show in Section 8.2 that by adding infinitely many unary predicates
we can convert one of our usual interpretations into one in Lωuω(Mon) which
is almost decreasing and thus preserves the Hanf number.

The normal conclusion of a classification theorem has the form, "all the-
ories in this class have that property". In our situation we cannot get that result
in some cases but we get one which is, in some sense, stronger. For example,
we cannot show specifically a function/such that for every stable but not super-
stable theory Γsuch that (T^, 2nd) £ (T, Mon), h[%ω{Mon) =f{a). But, we
can prove (Section 7.1.15) that such a Γis bi-interpretable in Lωuω(Mon) with
a class of trees λ~ω. Thus we reduce the problem to a computation for a
specific class of models and show that this Lόwenheim number is a property not
of the individual theories, but of the class. Here is a similar result (Section
7.1.14): if Γis superstable and deep then Γis bi-interpretable in Lωuω(Mon)
with the collection of trees λ< ω. We use these trees to designate the class in
Tables 1 and 2 which summarize the results of this paper on the Hanf and
Lowenheim numbers restricted to T for a countable stable theory Γ. An entry
of >/c or <κ indicates a lower or upper bound respectively over all theories
in the class. An entry of (<κ)* indicates there is no uniform improvement of
the bound over all members of the class. An entry of K indicates the bound is
exact for each theory in the class. We have results for uncountable languages
and LootK(Mon) for uncountable K which will be mentioned in the relevant
sections.

The question marks and lack of lower bounds in the finitary case arise for
two reasons. We do not have a finitary monadic interpretation of λ< ω into an

Table 1

Infinitary Logic {L^ω{Mon))
(For simplicity, take a>ωx.)

Hanf Number
Lόwenheim Number (for sentences)

λ^ω κo(cc) X(*)

λ< ω(deep) κx(a) W)

λίepth(r)^(shallow) (2β)
+ (2β)

 +

strongly decomposable (^ I ) + (^ I ) +

Here κo(a) and κ{(a) are functions which do not depend on T. We
conjecture κι(a) < κo(a).

(*)2α if a is a limit ordinal and cf(α) > ω.
(**)Hα if a is a limit ordinal.
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Table 2

Finitary Logic (Lω,ω(Mon))

Lόwenheim Number Hanf Number

λ^ω ? ( < H J *

λ<ω(deep) ? (̂ nj*

λdepth(Γ)=/3(shallow) < m i n ( ^ , X ) ( ^ m i n C ^ , 2 ω ) ) *

strongly decomposable Ko Ko

Some of these values can be improved by considering nicely decom-

posable theories (Section 6.2).

arbitrary stable but not s u p e r s t a t e Γ with (7^,, 2nd) Φ (Γ, Moή). In the case
of λ~ω we find such an interpretation in Section 7.2. However, the theory of
trees λ~ω is still very complicated. In [20] Shelah proves (assuming V — L) that
the Lowenheim number of this class is the same as second-order logic.

2 Interpretations and codings In this section we define precisely the second-
order quantifiers and our notions of interpretation. In Section 2.2 we introduce
the notion of a codable theory and use it to provide several sufficient conditions
for interpretability used in the paper.

2.1 Second-order quantifiers Here are the basic definitions of this paper.
This section describes the results of [23] and indicates how we vary from the
notions defined there.

2.1.1 Definition Let φ(r) be a first-order sentence whose only nonlogical
symbols are f = < r 0 , . . . , rn__x) and equality. For any language L, we define
a generalized logic L(QΦ(F)) with the following semantics. Let M be an L-
structure and let L' = L(r).

M (= Qφ(r)Ψ(r) if for some relations Ro, Ru . . . , Rn_x on M (of appropri-
ate arity)
MV φ(R)Λψ(R).

We will consider pairs (T, Qφ(<f)) where Γis a first-order theory and QΦ{F)

is a second-order quantifier. Thus, syntactically (Γ, Qφ(r)) is the collection of
L{Qφ(r)) sentences true in each model of T.

To simplify notation we assume that for each quantifier Qφ(r) all the rela-
tions symbols have the same arity (depending on φ). If we extended the
definition of interpretation (2.1.2 below) to allow formulas φ(r) where the r,
have several arities, it would be a trivial matter to show any such Qφ(r) bi-
interpretable with a Qψ(s) where all the st have the same arity.
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2.1.2 Notation Let φ(s) = φ(sθ9..., s^-i) be a formula of pure identity
theory with Sj a &-ary free relation variable. For any set, A, RΦ(A) denotes
the set of tuples (So,..., SΛ_i> where S7 is a £-ary relation on A and A |=
Φ(SO,..., 5Λ_i).

Thus we can write 5 G Rφ(A) to abbreviate ,4 N ψ(S).
By second-order logic we mean "quantification over binary relations". Of

course, for infinite domains this is the same as quantification over «-ary rela-
tions (for all finite n).

We focus our attention on four cases: (Γ, 1st), (T, Mon), (T, 1-1),
(Γ, 2nd). Here, (Γ, 1st) and (Γ, 2nd) are simply the first- and second-order
theories of the models of Γand (Γ, Mon) is the monadic theory of T. Thus if
T= Th{<) is the theory of linear order, then (Γ, Mon) is the monadic theory
of order. (Γ, 1-1) requires somewhat more explanation. In this case M V
Qfφ(f) just if there is a permutation a of M with order two such that
M V φ(a). Clearly, this is the same as quantifying over equivalence relations
such that each class has <2 elements. (The equivalence classes are the orbits of
the permutation.) It follows from [11], Lemma 5, that this is the same as quan-
tifying over arbitrary permutations.

We restrict our attention to these quantifiers because Shelah showed in [21]
that, up to interpretability, this is a complete list. To discuss this result we first
make precise our notions of interpretability.

Instead of describing an interpretation as an effective map from the
sentences in L{QΦ^)) to those in L(Qψ(s))> we emphasize the interpretation of
the quantifiers and leave the induction describing the rest of the translation to
the reader. (It follows from Lemma 1 in [21].) One reason for this emphasis is
that we are not dealing with first-order logic and do not have the Lόwenheim-
Skolem theorem at our command. Thus we spell out in the definition a unifor-
mity which trivially follows from less-complicated definitions in the first-order
case. More important distinctions were discussed in 1.4.

In [21] Shelah defined Qφ(r) to be interpretable in Qφ^) if there is a
formula χ(x, y, s) such that for any infinite A and any R such that A t= ψ(R)
there is an S satisfying A |= φ(S) and an ά such that A \= VJc(χ(Jc, a, S) *•

We extend the study here to interpretations of Qψ(F) into theories (Γ,
Qφ(s))- We allow the range of the variable r to be any set which is a (uni-
formly over all models) definable subset of a model of T. The defining formula
is first order but may have both first- and second-order parameters.

We denote by T^ the theory (in the language with no nonlogical symbols)
of an infinite set.

In both our notions of interpretation we allow both individuals and unary
predicates as parameters. We speak of monadic interpretation when the inter-
preting formulas also contain quantifiers over sets.

In the following definition θ picks out the domain of the interpretation and
the Xi define the Rt. Note that since φ(r 0 , . . . , /*π_i) contains no nonlogical
symbols, for any A, in particular one of the form A = φ(M, B9 S), A |=
Φ(Ro> , Rn-ι) makes sense if the Rj are relations on A of the appropriate
arity.
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2.1.3 Definition Let φ(r0,..., rn_x) — φ(r) be a formula in m /:-ary rela-
tion variables, ψ(s) a formula in m' £'-ary predicates, and Γ a first-order theory
with no finite models.

(a) (Γoo, Qφ(r)) is first-order interpretable in (T, Qφ^)) if there exist n < ω
and first-order formulas

τrθ>, 50, . . . , ^ _ i ) , 0(x, j>, 50, ...,5Γ

Π_1)

and

χ/(χO) .>Xk-u ?* sθ9. ,^/t-i) 0" < " 0 ,

where s, is an ra' tuple of &'-ary relation variables such that:
(i) If M N T, a G M and Sθ9.._., Sn-X G / ^ ( M ) and M f= π(a, So,.. .,

Sπ_i) then Θ(M, ά, 5 0 , . . . , SΛ_i) = 5 is an infinite set and Z?0(£) =
{<χo(M, ά', 50, . . . , ^ _ 1 ) , . . . , χ m _ 1 ( M , α', s(>, . . . , ^ _ ! ) > : ά' G M,
5/G^(M)}.

(ii) For all /c > Ko, there exist M ^ Γ ^ G M and s0,..., 5Λ_i G /̂ (̂̂ 4)
w i t h \Θ(M, a, So, ...,sn-ι)\ =κ a n d tπ(a, s0,.. , ^ - i ) .

We write ( 7 ^ , Qφ(n) < (Γ, QH-S)).
The definition (a) applies only to interpretations of {T^, Qφ(η). We have

required no structure on ΘO(M, ά, S) except that specified by φ(r). We will
apply the following more general notion in Sections 6, 7, and 8.

We continue to employ all the notation introduced in (a).

(b) Let To be a first-order theory in the relational language Lo. (Γo, Qφ(r)) is
first-order interpretable in (Tu QφiS)) i f (̂ °°> QΦW) ^ (Ά, Qψ(s)) and for
each relation symbol R G L o there is a formula χ/?(x, j>, so» > ^ - i ) (with
/g(Jc) equal to the arity of R) such that

(I)' if M N Γ L and MY τr(α, S o , . . . , Sπ_i) then X Λ ( M , ά, S O i . . . , Sn-\) c
β(Af, 5, 5 0 , . . . , SΛ_i) for each R and <£, {χR(M, 89S0,...9 SΛ_j):

i ? G L 0 } ) N Γo.
(ii)r For every N (= Γo, there exist_M (= Tu a G M and Sq,..., £„_! G

^ ( M ) such that τr(α, S o , . . . , Sn_0 and 7V« <6>(M, α, S o , . . . , SΛ_i),
{χR(M, a, Sθ9..., S π _ i ) : /? G Lo}>.

We write: ( Γ l f Qφ(r-)) < (Γ 2, Q^ ( s ) ) .

(c) If ( Γ L βφ (f)) < (Γ 2, Q^ ( i )) and (Γ 2, Q^ ( ί )) < (Γ l f Q0(r-)) we write (Γ,,

We will require one further generalization of the notion of interpretation.
Namely, in (b) we can replace the first-order theories To, Tx by arbitrary classes
Ko, K{ (and assertions M (= Γz by M G AΓ;) and/or replace the logic with quan-
tifier Qφ(s) by an arbitrary logic £ .

(d) We then write (Ko, £\) <£ {Ku <£2) if there is an interpretation of Ko into
Kx (modified as noted above) with the interpreting formulas in <£.

In order to discuss interpretations which preserve Hanf numbers we re-
quire the following definition. (The phrase "bounded in terms" is defined in
Section 1.3.1.)
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2.1.4 Definition Suppose (Tu £{) < £ (Γ2, £ 2 ) as in Definition 2.1.3(d).
The interpretation is almost decreasing if for each M(=Π, \M\ is bounded

in terms of |0(M, a, So,..., SΛ_i)|.

The following result is now easy.

2.1.5 Theorem If there is a nondecreasing interpretation (T{i £{) < £

(Γ2, £ 2 ) wftΛ £ < £ 2 then hi} < A/f.

In [21] Shelah proved:

2.1.6 Theorem
(i) (Γ. , 1st) ΐ (Γoo, Mo/i) 1= (Γα,, 1-1) 1= (Γoo, 2nd)

(ii) For any Qψ(r), (Too, Qψ(r)) is first-order bi-interpretable with one of those
four theories.

Now although, (ΓTO, 2nd) £ (TO,, Mon), it is quite possible for a particular Γ
that (Γoo, 2nd) < (Γ, Mon) (e.g., any theory with a pairing function). Such an
interpretation indicates Γis complex. Our aim is to demonstrate this by show-
ing that if no such interpretation can be made then (Γ, Mon) is "simple".

2.2 Some sufficient conditions for interpretations In this section we collect
some lemmas which provide the tools for the principal interpretation results in
the later sections. There are two examples which should be kept in mind. The
prototype of a first-order theory with (Γ, 2nd) < (Γ, Mon) is the theory of two
cross-cutting equivalence relations. The prototype of a first-order theory with
(Γ, 2nd) < (Γ, 1-1) is the theory of an equivalence relation with infinitely many
infinite classes. (These examples are discussed in more detail in Sections 4.2.2
and 6.1.)

To show (Γoo, Qφ(r)) ̂  (T, Qψ(s)) it suffices to satisfy condition (ii) of
Definition 1.3(a) with TΓ, 0, χ, such that M t= τr(^, s 0,..., .sΛ-i) implies

RΦ(B) c {(χo(M, a\ 50,...,5^_!),..., χm_i(M, a', so, , ^ - i ) *
a'e M s; e Rφ(M)}

as the other inclusion can then be obtained by an easy modification of TΓ.
The following obvious remark illustrates the definition of first-order

interpretation.

2.2.1 Definition The theory Γhas a definable pairing function if there are
formulas φ(x9 y, z), Po(χ> y)-> Pi(*> y) which define the graphs of functions
P(x, y), PoM, P\(x) such that p(po(x), P\(x)) = x, PO(P(^ y)) = x and
p\(p(χ>y)) =y>

2.2.2 Lemma If T has a definable pairing function then (Γ^, 2nd) <
(T,Mon).

We want to weaken the hypothesis of this lemma as follows.

2.2.3 Definition
(i) The theory Γ admits coding if there is a model M of Γ containing infinite
sets Bo, Bu C such that some first-order formula Φ(XQ, X\, y, z, Bo, Bu C)
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defines (when appropriate constants Jare substituted for the z) a 1-1 function
from Bo x B{ onto C.

Note that by the Lδwenheim-Skolem theorem if T has one such model it has one
of every infinite cardinality.

Many theories which admit coding (e.g., any nontrivial infinite group)
satisfy the even stronger property that the formula φ does not require unary
parameters.

(ii) T admits strong coding if there is a formula Φ(xu *2> y, z) such that for
some M there definable infinite subsets Bo, BU C and a sequence of parameters
Jsuch that φ(x\9 x2i y, d) defines a 1-1 function from Bo x Bx onto C.

We next show, essentially, that if T admits coding then Γhas a monadi-
cally definable pairing function (although the argument doesn't proceed that
way). This theorem has content since Lachlan showed (cf. [1: Section 5]) that
no superstable theory admits a first-order pairing function while there are super-
stable theories which admit coding.

2.2.4 Lemma If T admits coding then (7^, 2nd) < (Γ, Mon).

Proof: It suffices to interpret an arbitrary relation. Thus, according to Defini-
tion 2.1.3, we must find formulas θ(x9 z9 s)9 τr(z, s)9 and χ(x9 y9 z9 s) such that:

(i) If M N T, a E M and Ό is a sequence of subsets of M such that M t
τr(tf, U) then Θ(M, a, 0) = B is an infinite set and R^(B) = (P(fi x fi).

(ii) For all K > Ko, there exist M t T9 aE:M and subsets U of M with \Θ(M9 a9

U)\ = / c a n d M M ( « , Ό).

Let M (= T and let /(JC, y) defined by ψ(x, y) be a coding of Bx x B2 by Bo

with I Bo I = I fill = K. Fix 1-1 maps a and β of Bo into Bγ and B2 respectively.
Define Pu P2 mapping fi0 to Bu respectively B2, by f(Pγ(y), Pi(y)) = y*

Now let τr(C/0, U\9 U2) assert ψ is a definable coding of U\ x U2 by Uo.
Let θ(x, U) be U0(x) and let χ(jc, ^, £/) be t/ 3(/(Λ W , ^ W ) - τ h e n condi-
tion (i) is satisfied by each i? G (P(fi0 x Bo), interpreting l/3 as {& E βo"
^(α-^P^Z?)), /3"1(P2(*)))} Condition (ii) is immediate.

The formula φ only needs to be first-order to guarantee that it can be
applied uniformly to arbitrarily large models. So the same proof yields:

2.2.5 Corollary If there is an <£-formula ψ for <£ £ {Mon, 1-1} such that
for arbitrarily large K there is a model Mof Twith \M\ = K BQ, Bu C^Msuch
that φ codes Bo x fii into C then (7^, 2nd) < £ (T, £).

We will now consider (Γ, 1-1). Recall that although we are restricted
to quantification over permutations of the universe we can define arbitrary
subsets (e.g., by the set of fixed points of a permutation) and such notions as
"V has the same cardinality as the universe". (3//2(x) = x A f(x) Φ x Λ
V* £/(/(*)) v £/(*)).

We want to provide a similar sufficient condition as that in Lemma 2.2.4
for (Γoo, 2nd)< (Γ, 1-1).
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2.2.6 Lemma If there is a first-order formula φ(x, y) such that for some
M \= T and some A <Ξ M, φ(x, y) defines an equivalence relation on A with
infinitely many infinite classes, then (T^, 2nd) < (Γ, 1-1).

Proof: Note first that by the Lόwenheim-Skolem theorem, if the hypothesis
holds for one M it holds for a model in every infinite power.

Consider a model M of T with a subset A such that \A\ = K and φ(x, y)
defines an equivalence on A with K classes, each with cardinality K. We will find
two subsets of power K coded by a third and conclude the lemma at hand from
Corollary 2.2.5.

Let Uo and Uλ define a partition of A which respects the equivalence rela-
tion φ and such that each [/,- contains K distinct φ equivalence classes. Let/be
a bijection between UQ and U\ such that for each pair of φ-equivalence classes
l c ( / o j c ( / , \f(χ) n Y\ = |1 | . Let Lβ, U[ be a set of representatives for the
equivalence classes in ί/0, U{ respectively. Then each element x of Uo codes the
unique pair of y, z satisfying y G Uό, φ(x, y), z G U[ and φ(f(x), z).

The following result is known so we only sketch a proof.

2.2.7 Corollary (7^, 2nd) < (ΓΛ(<), 1-1).

Proof: Let M be a linear order of power K which is /c-dense, and such that K can
be embedded in M. Let Uo pick out a set <#, : i < K). NOW define φ(x, j>) as
B X ^ i ^ o U l ) Λ U0(X2) Λ VZ (C/O(Z) -^ Z < Xl V Z > λ:2) Λ ^! < X < X2 Λ
Xi < y < x2). Then φ defines an equivalence relation with ^-classes of cardinality
>/c. So, as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.6, Γcan be coded by use of the permuta-
tional quantifier so (T^, 2nd) < (T, 1-1).

3 Decompositions of models

3.1 Infinitary monadic logic and generalized sums Shelah devised in [22] a
formalism for back and forth arguments in monadic logic which is particularly
useful in proving Feferman-Vaught type theorems. In this section we give a
somewhat more detailed account of this formalism and extend it to infinitary
monadic logics. We define the notion of a free union over N of a family of
models which intersect in JV and prove a Feferman-Vaught theorem for this
notion. In the second section we use this theorem to calculate upper bounds for
Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers of theories whose models can be decomposed
as free unions of "small" models.

By Lκλ(Mon) we mean the language built by allowing conjunctions of
fewer than /{-formulas and quantifications over strings of <λ set or individual
variables. L*λ(Mon) denotes the formulas of rank <a (cf. [10]). In the proof
of the Feferman-Vaught type theorem which we give below it is convenient to
induct not over quantifier rank directly but rather over the object mT% which
we are about to define. Roughly speaking, mTj?+ι(M) lists all the possible
complete expansions mT^(M, P) of M. We do not give mT% a specific English
rendering but it can be thought of as a strong monadic theory of jrank a (i.e.,
corresponding to formulas with quantifier rank α). The role of k is to deter-
mine the number of possible additional predicates we are considering. Specifi-
cally, k will be a function with domain containing α. The range of k will be λ
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when we discuss L^^Mon). We deal only with relational languages. Except
when specified the language may have infinitely many symbols.

In specifying an infinitary language there are five parameters which may
be taken into account: the number of relation symbols in the language (|L|),
the number of individuals or relations which can be quantified over (λ), the
number of variables which can appear free in a formula (β), the quantifier
depth (α), and the size of Boolean combinations which are permitted (/c). The
fairly standard notation L" λ takes account of all of these except β. So does the
definition of mT^(L) defined immediately below. We will later define a finer
hierarchy which takes note of β.

3.1.1 Definition
(a) Fix a language L. For any function k mapping { -1} U γ into a set of cardi-
nals, any cardinal λ and any ordinal a, we define the following:

(i) For any L-structure M and any sequence P of subsets of M with
lg(P) < λ, mTl(M9 P) = {3xφ(x, S): M V 3x0(x, P); lg(x) < k(-\)}
(where φ is a possibly infinite conjunction of quantifier-free formulas).
The role of k( — l) is explained in 3.1.2.

mT^\M1 P) = {mTg(M, P, Q): lg(Q) < k(a)}.

mT\{M, P) = U mT%(M, P) if δ is a limit ordinal.
β<δ

(ii) mTj?(L) = {mTj?(M): M an L-structure}

(iii) mT?(L) = {mT?(M): rngk^(μ + |L|)}.

(b) We will also use pT^(M, P) and pT^(L) which are defined as in part (a)
except that in the successor stage we require that the sequence Q partitions M.
For the same k, pTj? is less expressive than mTj?. Thus if k has length Ko with
pT% we can only guarantee a set is infinite; with mT% we can show it is larger
than the continuum. However, by increasing the length of k (in this case to
2K°) we can find &pT% which is as expressive as mTjt.

(iv) To connect these concepts with a more common notation we define
by induction L%^{Mon). A Boolean combination in this definition
may involve arbitrarily long conjunctions and disjunctions.

L2c>λ(5, x) is the collection of all Boolean combinations of quantifier-
free L-formulas in the unary predicate variables {s^ i < u < λ) and
the individual variables <x,: / <u < λ>.

L^X(s, x) = {3F3yφ(r9 y, s, x): φ a Boolean combination of formulas
in L%9λ(rs9 xy)}.

£»,λC^ x) = U^£>,λ(̂ > x) for δ a limit ordinal.
fX<λ

We write L%> λ(Mon) when the particular set of variables 5, x is not
important.

3.1.2 Notes
(a) The definition of mT^(M9 P) involves existential formulas so that it
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determines the Boolean relations between any finitely many of the P. In partic-
ular, mT°(M, P) = mT°(M\ P') implies (when £(-1) > 2) that P, is a single-
ton iff P- is a singleton. Thus quantification on individuals as well as subsets
is encoded by the mTγ .

(b) The possibility of y > a arises only to guarantee that mT^ is defined
for β < a when we prove a result by induction on a.

(c) The role of k{ — \) is just to make the finite language finitary logic case
fit into our general rubric. In that case we set £( — 1) as one plus the supremum
of the arities of the relation symbols in L. This guarantees that mT^(M) is
finite. Otherwise we set k( — l) = Ko

(d) We define both mT% and pT% because the first corresponds more
closely with the L%^(Mon) (see 3.1.5 below) but the second is more convenient
for our computations.

In our discussion of Lowenheim and Hanf numbers the cardinalities of the
MT% play a crucial role. The following remark is used for Hanf number calcu-
lations; the succeeding refinement is needed for the Lowenheim numbers.

3.1.3 Lemma Ifk: α - > λ + |L| then \MT%{L)\ < H 1 + α + 1 ( λ + |L|).

Proof: mTg(L) = {mTg(M): M and L-structure} is the collection of all
(consistent) collections of existential quantifications of infinite conjunctions.
There are < ^ ( λ + |L|) possible conjunctions and so mT^(L) has cardinality
<n 2 (λ + |L|). Note that the cardinality of mT^(L) does not depend on λ.

Suppose \mTl(L)\ < n1+/3+1(λ_+ \L\). Then \mT^ι(L)\ =_ \{mψι(M):
M an L-structure}| = |{/wΓ|(Λf, P): M an L-structure, lg(P) < k{β)}\ <
n 1 + / ϊ + 1 ( λ + | L | ) .

Suppose β is a limit ordinal and for y < β \mTχ(L)\ < ^ i + 7 + 1 (λ + \L\).
Then |mΓ|(L) | = |{mΓ|(M): Man L-structure}| = H 1 + j 3 + 1 (λ+ |L|); for the
map sending mTΪ(M) to (mTi(M)\ y < β) is a 1-1 map from mT£(L) into

\\JmT^(L)) . We have shown 3.1.3.
\y<β I

The number of elements of mT^(L) which arises as mTj?(M) with M of
fixed cardinality does not depend on a. That is,

3.1.4 Lemma For every a, £, L and λ, if Wa = {mTj?(M): M an L-
structure \M\ < λ} then \Wa\ < 2 λ + ' L | .

Proof: The isomorphism type of M determines mT^(M).

The next result, easily established by induction, links the mT% with stan-
dard infinitary languages.

3.1.5 Lemma For each α, k, λ and L and each t E mT%(L), ifλ* denotes
sup (k(β)), there is a Boolean combination ψt of L%> λ*(Mon) sentences such
β<a

that mT?(M) = tiffM^φί.

Note that while quantifier rank and the number of quantifiers are both impor-
tant the length of conjunctions is not significant here. Thus, at least in this
context, the distinction between Z,oofλ and L λ + λ is minor.
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Note that we have interpreted each mT^(L) into an L%>χ(Mon). A con-
verse interpretation is possible but the relation between k and λ* is not the same.

We now describe a kind of "disjoint union" of a family of structures.
Disjoint union is a misnomer in two senses. First, the components are not
actually required to be disjoint, but are amalgamated over a "heart" N. More
importantly, in the intuitive notion of a disjoint union there are no relations
between elements in different components. Here we permit some such relations
but only those which depend on the components separately and not on any inter-
action between them. The following example will illustrate this point as well as
illuminating the role of the heart.

3.1.6 Example Let T = Th(Z; S, R) where Z is the set of integers, S is the
successor relation, and R is an equivalence relation with two classes: the evens
and the odds. Now if M is any model of T and N is an elementary submodel
containing a single component (i.e., an equivalence class for the equivalence rela-
tion, "finitely far apart"), we can write M as a free union of Mt over N where
each Mi is the elementary substructure with universe TV U C, and C, is a com-
ponent. Now R divides each component into two classes. To see whether R(a,
b) holds for a and b on different components ask whether for some
nEN, R(n, a) ΛR(Π, b).

The key idea for this notion of free union over TV is that the holding of
R(a9 b) "should depend" only on t(a; N) and t(b; TV), not on t(a ~b;N). We
analyze "should depend" as follows: Let Mt be a collection of L-structures
which pairwise intersect in N. The universe of the new structure will be UM/.

In order to describe the collection of π-tuples from M for which an «-ary
relation R holds we must consider the partitions of n. We assign to each parti-
tion a sequence of types over N such that an «-tuple partitioned in that way (by
intersection with the M, ) and realizing that sequence of types will satisfy R.
Since we must assign various such correct partitions to R by a map σ we proceed
formally to define a free union of <M/ : / < a) over N (with respect to σ) as
follows:

We make the following definition for notational convenience.

3.1.7 Definition If <M, : / < a) is a sequence of L-structures such that
/ Φ j implies M, Π Mj = TV we call the M, a sequence with heart N.

3.1.8 Definition Let <M/ : / < a) be a family of L-structures with heart N.
To define the free union (with respect to σ) over N of the M, we need first the
following auxiliary notions:

(i) An ^-condition r is a pair <θ, p) where θ is a partition of n into
sets 0o,..., 0*_i with |0, | = /, and p = (p0,... ,pk-X) where pt is a
quantifier-free //-type ELS{N) for / < k and p0 = b is a sequence of l0

elements of N.
(ii) σ is a map which assigns to each relation symbol R of L a collection

of m-conditions (where m is the arity of R).
(iii) Let \M\ = UM/. Let a = (a0,..., an-χ) in M. Partition n as follows:

Let 0O = {i '- ai ^N}. If for some MPV .. ., Mpk_v with the /?,-; dis-
tinct, a - N Q {j (MPJ - N) then θj = {/' : α, G MPj}. Now a

\<j<k
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satisfies the ^-condition (θ, p) if θ = <0O> , #A:-I> and for each
j< kt(άj N) =Pj.

Now M is the following structure:

(a) \M\ = UM, .
(b) RM = {ά : a satisfies an ^-condition in σ(R)}.

We denote this structure as U ^ ί M : * Ξ α} Note that there is no relation
N

between σ and a.
We say M is a free union over N if for some (M/ : / < α) and σ,

M= \J°{Ml '. iGa}.
N

The restriction that the types /?,- which appear in a collection are quantifier
free is not as strong as might at first appear. When we decompose models of
a stable theory in Section 4 we will see that we can guarantee this condition. For
other applications, it is only necessary to check that the usual device of expand-
ing the language by definitions to produce a theory which has elimination of
quantifiers does not affect the result. In those instances (e.g., Section 6) where
we restrict to a finite language we can eliminate quantifiers only as specifically
needed in the argument. This will keep the number of relation symbols in the
language finite.

Several years into the preparation of this paper we discovered that the
definition of a free union could be made more strict by replacing the /?,- in the
definition of an ^-condition by quantifier-free finitary formulas. With this
revised definition all the important results of this paper (e.g., 3.1.13) would go
through and the mT^(M) could be redefined to start with first-order formulas
rather than infinite conjunctions. This would improve the Hanf number com-
putations in Section 3.2 for L%μ{Mon) and a < ω. This relatively minor
gain did not seem to justify an extensive rewriting of the paper. However, we
point out here what is probably the correct definition of a free union and in
Section 4 where the decomposition theorems are proved we indicate how to
extend the result to this strong form.

We must introduce the following notions to make inductions in monadic
logic about free unions with hearts.

3.1.9 Definition If <M/ : / < a) is a sequence of /^-structures with heart
TV, the family (P, : / < a) with P, c M, is a compatible family if P, Π TV =
Pj Π N for all / andy. We extend this definition naturally to <P, : / < a) where
Pi = (Pj : j < β) is a sequence of β subsets of M,.

3.1.10 Notation If P, =JPf : j < β) is a compatible family of subsets of
(Mi : i < a) then (J σ (Mh P,) denotes the structure obtained from \J°rΛ/, by

N TV

denoting U Pj by Pj for j < β.

3.1.11 Context We work with a sequence <M/ : i < a) of L-structures with
a heart N with \N\ = \L\ and we assume L contains names for the elements of N.

Note that if a, E M, - N, aj E Mj - N, M = \Jσ {Mt : / E a} and
_ TV

mT%(Mh άi) = mTfriMj, aj) for some k then tqf(ai\ N) = tqf(aj; N).
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3.1.12 Notation In the following ϋll = «Λ/, , P, > : / G I) and_91Γ = ((Mj,
Pj) : j E J) denote compatible families with heart TV. Each P, denotes a
sequence (Pltl : /< λ> of subsets of M, (similarly for M ) . For any a and k, we
construct structures with universes /, /respectively for the language with Hα + 1

unary predicates by defining appropriate subsets of / and J. Let t G mTχ(L):

Qt={iel:mT?(MhPi)=ή

and

Q!={jeJ:mT?(Mj9Pj)=t} .

Q = (Qt' temTZ(L)); Q' = (Q; : temT^(L)) .

For β < a let Lβ denote L supplemented with k(β) unary predicates and

Wβ,k = { s : s e mT${Lβ) and 3/ G / and _
R c Mi with lg(k) = k(β) with s = mTJ?(Mh Ph R,)} .

In the following, k is fixed so we shorten Wβ'* to Wβ.

3.1.13 Theorem For any a, σ, k and r such that for each β < a, r(β) >

\W%pTni Q) =PT?(J, Q') implies mTgl\JσV(l) =mΓ^( |J σ ^ / V

Proof: The proof is by induction on a. If a = 0, let 3xφ(x, P) G rnT^[ (Jσ9H)
\ N I

where φ is an infinite conjunction of quantifier-free formulas. Then for some
ά G {Jσΐftl, VΦ{ά, P). Fix a partition of a — N into sequences άf = {atj : j <

N

ki) for / less than some m with ά/ a maximal subset of M/ — N contained in ά.
Thinking of the aid as singleton subsets, let st = mT^(Mh Ph #/) and // =
mT^(Mh Pi). For s G mT^{Lf) (when L' is the result of adding lg(a) unary
predicates to L), let Us = {/ G /: mT%{Mh Ph ά7) = s}. For each / < m, Qf/ Φ_0.
Since the Qt partition /, the Q't partition /, and pT?{I, Q) = pT?(J, Qf),
Qtι\ = \Q'tι\ {mod Ko). For each / since / G USι Π Qtι it is possible to choose

j G Q/7, άj G MJ such that mT^(Mj, Pj9 a}) = S/. By the definition of free
decomposition (Jσ31Γ N 3xφ(x, P').

N

Limit ordinals are routine; we turn to the successor case: a = 7 4- 1 for

some 7. If t G mT?+ι( \Jσ(ttl) then for some J? with /g(^) < k(y), t =
\ N I

mTl\\ [Jσΐftl, a)). Let Rj be the sequence obtained by intersecting the mem-
\\ N II

bers of R with Λf, . Then r = mTΊΛ \J (Mh Ph R,)) . Now for s G mT%(L9 R)
\ N I

let
Us={iel: mTl{Mn Pn Ri) = s}\ Ό = {Us : s G W^} .

Note that_the Us partition /. Let r =pl?(l Q> U). Since_/?Γ7+1(7, Q) =
p77+ 1(/, Q'2 and r(y) > | PF |̂ = /g(t7) there is a partition Ό' of / such that
r = mTy(J, Q\ U'). Now if j G t/; Π Q/, mT%+ι(Mj9 Pj) = t and 5 G f so there
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exists an Rj such that mT^(Mj, Pj, Rj) = S. Now by induction mT%l \Jσ (Λf, ,
\ N

Ph Rϊ)\ = m Γ | ί U σ ( ^ / > ^ Rj)) =tsot(Ξ mTl+ιI ( J 'Λf Ί as required.

Observe that while we treated / as a set with no structure, the identical
argument works if we replace / by some structure β (e.g., a linear order). This
observation is exploited extensively in Section 8.

In order to apply this result to compute Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers we
need an explicit characterization of when mT£*(I, Q) = mTfiJ, Qr).

3.1.14 Definition Let Q be a partition of /, and Q' a partition of / with the
same ordinal length. Then (/, Q) =u (/, Q') if for each / either |β, | = \Q!\ < u
or both \Qi\, \Q/\ are >w.

3.1.15 Lemma Let Q, Q' partition I and J respectively with lg(Q) =
fe(Q') <_λ UΊ = (supr(β)) + λ and (/, Q) ^ 7 + (/, Q') then pT^L Q) =
pT?(J, QΊ

Proof: a = 0. All that can be said by an mT%{I, U) is that_each Q, has a certain
finite cardinality or is infinite, a = β + 1: If t e m7?(/, β) , / = m7f (/, Q, #)
with /g(jR) = r(jS). For each / (Q, ) Ξγ+ (Q/), so we can choose Rj so that
|Λ, Π Q\ =r(β)\Rj Π Q/l for each y and /, so by induction t = mT?(J, Q\
R') G mTf{J, Q'). Reversing the process we finish the induction stage. For
limit ordinals the result is immediate.

3.1.16 Notation For any a and k, if f is chosen to satisfy 3.1.13 when the
Qt are interpreted as in 3.1.12, we say/?77(7, Q) determines mT^(M).

Our notion of free union is analogous to the algebraic concept of an
"external" direct sum. We want now to define the corresponding "internal"
notion, an L-congruence. In Section 4 we decompose a model M by constructing
a sequence of /.-congruences and obtaining from them a representation of M
as a free union.

We are going to construct equivalence relations £ Ό n a model M such that
the type of a finite sequence b over a set A c M depends only on the types over
A of the subsequences of b which are in the same is-class.

Considering the theory Γ, Th(Z9 s) of integers under a successor function
will make the following definitions clearer. Any model M of T decomposes into
countable components (the component of x = {sn{x) : n E z}). To know the
type over the empty set of an π-tuple of elements you need only know which
elements are infinitely far apart (i.e., in different components), and for those
elements in the same component, how far apart they are. These components
naturally correspond to the equivalence relation on M: "x and y are finitely far
apart". To completely describe an «-tuple, it suffices to give the type of those
subsequences which are in the same component and the restriction of the equiva-
lence relation to the sequence. In giving a general account of this phenomena
we sometimes must replace the equivalence relation by a more complicated
structure. We also consider one further factor: we have to replace types over
the empty set by types over a small set. This leads to some ambiguity in
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Definitions 3.1.19 and 4.2.1 below. We define an L congruence on M over A
as an equivalence relation on M — A with certain properties. In Section 4 we
define the fundamental equivalence relation EA on all of M (where the elements
of A form singleton classes). These two notions are harmonized by restricting
EA to M - A.

The following definitions provide a convenient notation for generalizing
the last example. A similar, but more detailed development occurs in [15], VII.

3.1.17 Definition The model TV is indexed by the index model (/, R) (where
R is a binary relation) if there is 1-1 function / from TV onto /. Letting
aa = / ~ 1 ( α ) , we write TV = {aa : a G /}. We say a and b in TV are similar if/(#)
and/(ft) are partially isomorphic in (/, R).

In the particular case where we index elements by themselves (i.e., N = X)
and R is an equivalence relation we obtain the following more concrete notion
of two sequences being similar.

3.1.18 Notation Two sequences ά = (a1 : / < n) and 5 = {bι : / < n) are
similar for the equivalence relation E if there is a partition of n into, say, k sets
/0, , Jk-\ s u c r i t r iat b'EbJ if and only if aΈaj if and only if /' and j are in the
same member of the partition. We write a = (a0,..., ak-\) where aj — {a1 :
/ € / , } .

Below, Δ denotes a collection of formulas closed under conjunction and
disjunction, e.g., the quantifier-free formulas, the Σ?-formulas. In particular,
Δo denotes the quantifier-free formulas.

3.1.19 Definition The equivalence relation E on M — A is a (Δ l 5 Δ2)-
congruence over A if for any two similar sequences from M — A, (ά0,..., ak-\)
and (άό,...,άjt_i), t^iβf, A) = tAι(aj\ A) for j < k implies tAl(ά; A) =
tAl{άf\ A). If Aγ = Δ2 = Δ we write Δ- for (Δ^ Δ2)-; if A{ = Δ2 is the set of all
formulas we write: L-congruence. We may say M is is-decomposable over A
(with respect to Δ).

Note that to establish that E is a Δ-congruence over A it suffices to show
that if a = ά0 ~ . . . ~ άk-\ and a' = αό ~ ά[ ~ ...' ~ ^_j are similar sequences as
in 3.1.18 and ίΔ(α0; ̂ ) = ίΔ(άόM), then ίΔ(α0; A U {άi,.. ., ά ^ } ) = tA(aό; A U
{tfj,...,^}).

Observe also that if M is ^-decomposable over M o then truth in M is not
affected by the order in which the components of E are listed. We will exploit
this observation to simplify the statements of some of our lemmas.

We can extend an E satisfying 3.1.19 to an equivalence relation on all of
M b y putting each element of A into a singleton equivalence class. We may have
occasionally slipped into this viewpoint.

We establish now that the notion of Δ-congruence is even stronger than
it appears at first sight. In fact, we will show that an Loo>ω-definable Δo-
congruence is, in fact, an L^^-congruence. This result is proved by a straight-
forward induction. It is not used in the main line of the paper.

3.1.20 Theorem Let E be an Lib ̂ -definable A0-congruence on M over A.
Then E is an L% ̂ -congruence for each a > γ.
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Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose the language L contains names for
the elements of A. We show by induction on a that E is an (Ll£2> ^2>,ω)"
congruence. When a > y ω we have the theorem. That is, we show by induc-
tion on the quantifier rank a of φ that for every φ(x) and every k (with
lg(χ) = k) if a and ά' are E-similar sequences of length k such that for each /,
tp£,Z(ai; A) = tpg,Z(a'i\ A) then M f= φ(a) iff M N φ(a'). If a = 0 the result is
given and limit stages in the induction are easy. The interesting case is qr{φ) =
a + 1 and φ(a) = lxψ(x, a) where qr(φ) < a. Then for some b, M V φ(b, a).
Let χ(y) be the L^-formula Λ tp°tω(b, A).

Now, if for some /, VE{ah b), (3y)(χ(y) *E(y9 z)) is in # £ 2 + 1 ( * , ; A)
and so in tpXt,Z+l(al; >4). Choose 6' to satisfy this formula. If ~^E(ah b) for
each / < k then for each /, M t= 3^(χ(^)) Λ (Vy)(E(y, ai) -• ->χ(j)) (since this

sentence has quantifier rank γ + α + 1) s o M | = ly \χ(y) Λ /\ -" ί 1 ^, ^/) .
L i<k J

Choose δ ' to witness this sentence. Now a ~ 6 and α ~ ft7 are similar sequences
which component by component realize the same L ^ - t y p e so by induction
they realize the same L^-type . In particular, M V ψ(b\ a'), i.e., M |= φ(a') as
required.

By a similar proof (not by propositional logic, since in Theorem 3.1.19 we
assume the components are Looω-equivalent) we can show:

3.1.21 Theorem If E is an Lωω-definable ^-congruence on M over A then
the E is an Lω^-congruence.

3.2 Tree-decomposable theories In this section we define the notion of a
tree-decomposable theory and divide the tree-decomposable theories into three
species which must be investigated by divergent means. Then we prove that the
principal properties of an arbitrary tree-decomposable first-order theory, namely
T, is stable and we can compute upper bounds on Λj for various <£. In
Section 5 we improve these bounds for special kinds of tree-decomposable
theories.

By a "tree" throughout this paper we mean a subset / of the collection of
functions from an initial segment of K to λ (written λ~*) such that if r E / and
σ c 7 then σ E /.

We write p * r if every proper initial segment of p is a proper initial segment
of r.

3.2.1 Definition The model M is decomposed by the tree / g \M\ ~κ if there
exist models {{Mψ Nη) : η E /} such that:

(i) \Nη\=\T\ for every η.
(ii) ηQp then NηQNpQMpQ Mη;

(iii) For T G I, such that for some j τ~j E /, there are index sets / and
functions σ such that:
(a) Mτ = | J σ { M o :j<ΞJ} and

(b) M= \Jσ({M^j:jeJ}\J{Mp\JNτ:pΦτbutp*τ}).
Nτ

(iv) M<} = M; if lg(η) is a limit ordinal Nη = \JNT and Mη = f]Mτ.

(v) M=U{NT: TGI}.
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We say M is κ-tree decomposable if it can be decomposed by some tree of
height K.

In fact, (iii) -> (ii). If we omit (iii)(b) the decomposition is like that in [9]
and [23]. Because of the stronger assumptions in this paper we do not need to
discuss prime models and can recover M at each stage of the construction.

We associate with each model M decomposed by a tree / a family (Ep :
p G I) of equivalence relations. Namely, Ep is the equivalence relation on
M - Np which induces the partition of M - Np given in (iii)(b).

3.2.2 Definition
(o) Let λ be a cardinal and a an ordinal then a tree of height a and width

λ is a collection of functions / such that for each σ G / dom σ C α,
rng σ c λ, if σ G / and τ <Ξ σ, τ E / and a = sup ((dom σ) + 1).

σ<Ξl

(i) For a cardinal K, the theory Γis κ-tree decomposable if every model
of Γ admits a decomposition by a tree of height a < K.

(ii) If Γis a 1-tree decomposable we say Γis strongly decomposable.
(iii) If every model of Γ is decomposed by a tree with no infinite path then

Γ is shallow.
(iv) Note that if Γ is shallow then we can assign to each model of Γ an

ordinal depth (M) (dp(M)) which is the least ordinal assigned by the
Kleene-Brouwer ordering to a tree which decomposes M.

(v) For an ordinal a, T is a-tree decomposable if every model of Γ has
depth <α.

Differing slightly from standard notation, we take the Kleene-Brouwer or-
dering to assign ordinals to the nodes of a well-founded tree / c λ< ω as follows.
If σ is an endpoint then ord(σ) = 0; otherwise ord{σ) = sup (ord(σ ~ /)) 4- 1.

The ordinal of the tree is ordinal of the empty node. Thus every model of
a strongly decomposable theory has both height and depth 1. The height of the
tree is relevant only in computing Hanf numbers while the depth affects both
Lόwenheim number and the Hanf number.

Note that if Γ is strongly decomposable all the constituent models have
cardinality < |Γ | .

3.2.3 Definition Any tree-decomposable theory which is not shallow is deep.

Deep theories divide according to whether their height is greater than
ω + 1 (i.e., whether or not each tree associated with a model can be imbedded
in λ < ω ) . The impact of this distinction will be investigated in the future.

The next few results provide evidence for the intuition that tree-
decomposable theories lack complexity.

3.2.4 Theorem If for some K, T is κ-tree decomposable, then (Th(<),
Mon) £Mon (T,Mon).

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that there is a formula φ(x, γ9 z, r), a model M,
and sequences α, R such that φ(x, y, ά, R) defines a linear order B of length
greater than sup(^ω, K). (If (Γ/z(<), Mon) were interpretable in (Γ, Mon) we
could find an arbitrarily long order.)
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Assign a node rb to each b G B by letting τb be the least σ such that
b G Nσ. Now partition the two-element subsets of B into K classes by {x, y} G
Caif τx\a = Ty\a but τx(a) Φ τγ(a) and {xy} G C*, if r* = τy. By the Erdos-
Rado theorem there is a subset B0^B with |2?0| > X( |Γ | , 2K) which is homo-
geneous for this partition. Since for each r, |7VT| < \T\, £ 0

( 2 ) is not a subset of
Coo. Fix α with i?0

(2) £ Cα. Let r be the largest common segment shared by all
rb for b G Bo. Then each b G Bo is in Mτ~/ for some / and no two are in the
same MT~h

For some n and k the truth of φ(bh bj9 a, R) depends only on mTg(Mτ~h

bh ά, R) and mT^{Mτ-j9 bj9 a, R). But since \B0\ ^ X ( | Γ | ) = XίJiVrl) we
can find distinct Z?z and bj with the same « - k theory and neither equivalent to
any a. Thus M |= </>(&/, 6y, α, R) if and only if M N φ(bj9 bh ά, R) contrary to
the choice of φ.

The previous argument shows there is no Lωjω(Mon) interpretation of the
monadic theory of order into a ^-decomposable theory. A similar argument
would show there is no L%>λ(Mon) interpretation, although the bound on
maximal linearly ordered sequences would significantly increase.

3.2.5 Corollary If for some K, T is κ-tree decomposable, then (7^,, 2nd) -£
(T,Mon).

Proof: This is immediate since (77z(<), Mon) < {T^, 2nd). We will prove a
strong converse to this corollary in Section 4.

3.2.6 Corollary If for some K, T is κ-tree decomposable then T is stable.

Proof: This can be shown by directly computing the number of types or applying
Theorem 8.1.6; if Γis unstable, (Th(<), Mon) < (Γ, Mon).

We could also derive Corollary 3.2.5 from the following results.

3.2.7 Theorem If for some K, T is κ-tree decomposable then (T^, 1-1) £
(T,Mon).

Proof: Suppose to the contrary that there is a formula φ(x, y, z, s, r) G
Lωω(Mon)f a model M and sequences a, R and a set B such that \S\ > sup(2ω9

2X)+ and every permutation TΓ of B is defined by </>(*, y, ά^, S, R^) for
appropriate choice of aπ and Rπ. Exactly as in 3.2.4 there exists a B0Q B and
an Nτ such that no elements of Bo are in the same Nτ^. Now fix a permutation
TΓ of B such that if b G Nτ^ - Nτ then π(b) G Bo - Nτ~h Choose aπ, R^ to
define TΓ. Since \B0\ > ^ω(|ΛΓ

r|)_there exist bh bj G Bo such that mTg(Mh bh aπ9

S, Rπ) = mT%(Mj9 bJ9 5T, S, Rπ). Now if bt = π(b0) we have ϊφφOi bh aτ9

S, Rπ). But then by the definition of free union we also have NΦ(60, bj, aπ9 S,
Rπ). This contradicts the assumption that φ defines a permutation.

Now we compute an upper bound on h[« μ(Mon) for an arbitrary Krtree
decomposable theory T. We will improve this result for shallow theories in
Section 5. We show that it is best possible (for arbitrary tree-decomposable T)
in the strongest possible sense in Section 7.

The idea of the argument here is that a determines a bound on the total
number of possible mT^(M) so if we have a tree decomposition of a model M
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so that "many" of the nodes N have the same theory mT%(N)9 then we use the
Feferman-Vaught type theorems of Section 1 to blow up M to an arbitrarily
large model.

There are a number of variants on the basic theme. The most important
is the distinction between Λj (the Hanf number for sentences) and / / J (the
Hanf number for theories). Other parameters which affect the computation
are \L\ and α, μ where we consider L%>μ(Mon).

As a warmup to suppress the cardinal computations we compute upper
bounds on h[ωω(Mon) and H[ωω{Mon) (3.2.8) for Γ a n K0-decomposable theory.
In 3.2.9 we compute an upper bound hj^ ^Mon). In 3.2.10 we apply this result
to compute an upper bound on h[^ μ(Mon). In 3.2.11 and 3.2.12 we show that
if a is a limit ordinal this bound can be improved. Finally, in 3.2.13 we show
how to improve the bound H[^ (Mon) when a is a limit ordinal.

As they are stated these bounds are not best possible for a < ω. This is
essentially an accident of our notation. We report the remedy after 3.2.12.

We state the results for countable languages. The extension to uncountable
languages is routine and just clutters up the notation.

3.2.8 Theorem If T is a countable ^^-decomposable theory then

Proof: (i) Let \M\ = 2 ω and write M = \Jσ (Mf : / E /) with / c ( 2 J < ω .

N

Then there exists a τ such that M = \Jσ {Mk : k E K] where (a) K = J U {p :
p~ c r " and p Φ r}, (b) Mk = MT~k if k G /, (c) Mk = Mk U Nτ if k G / and
fc~ £ τ~ but A:" ̂  r~ and (d) | ^ | > \M\ = i ω . (Details on the choice of 7VT can
be found in the proof of 3.2.9.)

Now if φ E Lωω(Mon) the truth value of φ is determined by mTg(M) for
some n < ω. But if λ = |/w7f (L) | , then λ + < 2 ω so there exists L^K with
|L | > λ and mTg(Mι) = mT%(Mm) for every /, m E L. For any λ form M λ

as L Γ M ' /eΛΓUλ} with Λ/i = Af/if / G ̂  and Λ/i « Aί} for / < λ ( a n d / a n y
fixed member of L).

(ii) Let \M\ — ( ^ ω ) + and decompose M as above, now guaranteeing
\K\ = _ ( 2 ω ) + . For each n < ω \mTχ(L)\ < l α . So if Xn is the set of j such that
mTk{Mj) occurs less than 3 ω times, \Xn\ < Hω. Thus there exists an m E K such
that for every n \{l : mTg(Mm) = mT^(Mi)}\ > ^ω

+. Now we can find arbi-
trarily large models M ' with mTg(M) = mTJl(Λf') for all n and k by adding
additional copies of M/ over N.

3.2.9 Theorem Let a > ω awd M α morfe/ o/ the countable ^ι-decom-
posable theory T. If \M\ = κ> 2ι+a+ι(μ) then for every λ > K there exists a
model M λ with \MX\ = λ and M λ =L^ M.

That isHl%μ{Mon) < ( n 1 + α + 1 ( μ ) ) M + .

Proof: We know that M is decomposed by some tree / with height < K λ. Then
some node r E /has ^ ί + α + i successors. For, if each has μ < 2i+ Q !+i successors
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then μ*° < (2 n α ) K o < l α + i contrary to hypothesis. So for some r, we can
decompose M to satisfy the following conditions: M = [Jσ {Mk : kEK} where:

(i) Kj= JU {p : p " g τ~ and p * r}
(ii) M* = Mτ-^ if k e J

(iii) Mk = Mk U Nτ if kel and Ar g r "
(iv) \κ\ > |M| > aα+1.

We want to choose Mλ with cardinality λ such that Mλ Ξ=L^ ω(Mon) M. We
will make M λ = i j σ {A(: I GKUλ} for appropriate choice of the A{. Letting

N T

for r e mTj?(L) Qt = {k<ΞK: mTj?(Mk) = ήanά Q't = {leKU λ: mT%{Ai) =
t}9 we must choose the Aι so that mTF

a(K, Q) = mτf{K U λ; Q') where r is
chosen from k as in 3.1.13. To apply that theorem we see that WΊ must be
taken as mT^(L) so r(β) = 21 + j 8 + 1(λ + L) < l i + α + i . By 3.1.15 it suffices to
choose the A/ so that (K, Q) =^ι+ +ι (κ U λ, Q) and this is guaranteed by
(iv).

We can obtain the result for hτas follows:

3.2.10 Corollary Let T be an XΓdecomposable countable theory. Then

Proof: If φ E L%, μ(Mon), then by Definition 3.1.1 φ = 3jc^ where it is a
Boolean combination of formulas in Lί>μ(Mon) for some β < a. Let M V φ
and (Λf, P) N 0(P). By 3.2.9 applied to L(P) since ]Λ/| > li+^+i we can find
Mλ = (Mλ, P') such that (Mλ, P') ^Lgi >#t(Λfolf)(M, P). Thus Mλ |= φ.

Note that this particular argument depends essentially on our rather
arbitrary refusal to close L%μ(Moή) under finite Boolean operations. To
recover this theorem when such combinations are allowed the proof of 3.1.3
must be revised to deal with finite Boolean combinations of theories (i.e., of
mT%(M)).

We pointed out after the Definition 3.1.10 that the definition of free union
could be made to demand that conditions be finite quantifier-free formulas. In
that case, Theorem 3.1.13 holds when the mT% hierarchy is replaced by an nT%
hierarchy which is defined in the same way except nT^(M, P) is the collection
of first-order formulas 3xψ(x, P) true in (Λf, P). Theorem 3.1.13 can be
proved for this hierarchy. Theorem 3.1.13 is improved to \nTχ(L)\ < 2 α ( |L |) .
This allows one to conclude ///« μ(Mon) ^ 2α(μ) for all a.

Now, by an argument like that for 3.2.8(i), we can improve the upper
bound on h[^μ(Mon) for limit a. If Γis not K0-decomposable this argument
works only for a with cf(a) > ω. In 3.2.12 we see this hypothesis on a can be
avoided for K0-decomposable theories.

3.2.11 Theorem If T is a countable ^^decomposable theory then
h[δootμ(Mon) ^ ^ό(μ) where δ is a limit ordinal with cf(δ) > ω.

Proof: Let M V T with \M\ > 2δ. We know that M is decomposed by some
tree I with height <*<!. Some node r of / has at least 1b successors. For, if each
node has μ < 2$ successors then \M\ < l δ (μ) κ ° (= l δ (μ) since c/(δ) > ω
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[11, Theorem 6.17, p. 239]. Thus, we can find r to decompose M as follows.
M = \Jσ {Mk : k E K] where

(i) K = JU {p~ c r - and p Ψ r}
(ii) M_k = Mτ~k if k E /

(iii) Mk = MkUNτiϊ kel and £~ c r -

(iv) I^I > \M\ > n δ(μ).
Now if φ E Z4o,μ then for some β < δ the truth value of </> is determined by

mT^(M). If λ = |mΓ|(L) |, λ+ < αδ(μ) so there exists a subset L of K
such that for every /, m E Z, mΓ|(M/) == mT%{Mk). For any λ form A/λ

as U σ {̂ / J/GA'Uλ} with TV, = M, if / E #, Λ// « M/ (over 7VT) for / < λ and
N - R R

I any fixed member of L. Then mT^(M) = mT%(Mλ) and we finish.
If T is Ko-decomposable the decomposition of M in 3.2.11 does not

require c/(δ) > ω so we can conclude:

3.2.12 Theorem If T is a countable ^^-decomposable theory then for any
limit ordinal δ, h[^ μ{Mon) < Ίh(μ).

Shelah has later shown that for limit δ, Hjb^ (Mon) < 2δ(μ)f for an K r

decomposable theory.
Note that if \T\ unary predicates are adjoined to L, they are absorbed by

the computation of the l α . Thus hτ

L%^Mon) = h[%μ{Mon) and Hl^μ{Mon) =
Hl% (Mon) f° r infinite a This observation is only required to show that some
of the computations in Section 8.2 which require expansion to L are best
possible.

4 Decomposition in stable theories The main result in the section asserts
that T is tree-decomposable if and only if T is stable and (Γoo, 2nd) -& (Γ,
Mon). This result depends on the apparatus of stability theory so we list in
Section 4.1 the main properties of forking which we invoke here. In Section 4.2
we introduce the fundamental equivalence relation aEΛb if and only if t(a;
A U b) forks over A, and we show how it induces a tree-decomposition of every
model of a stable theory Tsatisfying (Γ^, 2nd) £ (Γ, Mon). In Section 4.3 we
show the fundamental equivalence relation is sometimes monadically definable.
This result is essential for Section 7, but is not used elsewhere in this paper.

4.1 Properties of forking We list here the salient properties of the forking
relation which hold in a stable theory and on which we rely in the next section.
See [12] and [15] for further definitions and proofs.

Whenever we write t(B; A) we refer to the type of some fixed enumera-
tion of B.

4.1.1 (Finite character)
(i) t(A; BU C) forks over B if and only if for some finite Ao g A, C0^C,

t(A0, B U Co) forks over B.
(ii) Moreover, if t(a; A U b) forks over A there is a formula φ(x, y) (over A)
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such that for any b' and ά' such that t(b; A) = t(b'; A) if f=φ(a'\ bf) then
t(a'\A U b') forks over A.

4.1.2 (Monotonicity) t(A; B U C) does not fork over B if and only if
t(A; BU C) does not fork over BU Co and t(A; BU Co) does not fork over
B (for any Co c C).

4.1.3 (Symmetry) f(Λ; 5 U C) forks over 5 if and only if /(C; >4U5)
forks over B.

4.1.4 (Extension) If the type p over B does not fork over A and 5 ς C there
is a # e S(C) with p c # such that # does not fork over ^4.

4.1.5 (Existence of non-forking types) For any a and A, t(a; A) does not
fork over A.

The following two important properties can be deduced from the preced-
ing properties.

4.1.6 t(a ~ b; A U B) does not fork over A if and only if t(a; AU B) does
not fork over A and t(b; A U B U {a}) does not fork over A U {a}.

4.1.7 If i(tf ~ b\ A U 5) does not fork over A then t{a\ AU b) forks over
4̂ if and only if t(a; BU b) forks over B.

We also refer from time to time to the stp(a; A) (see [15], III). The key
fact we use is:

4.1.8 Theorem Suppose (α, : / < a) is a sequence such that for all /, j if
stp(aii A) = stp(aj; A) and t(at; A U At) does not fork over A, then {at :
/ < a} is an indiscernible set over A.

We frequently write d.n.f. for "does not fork".

4.2 The fundamental equivalence relation Throughout this section we deal
with a stable theory such that (Γoo, 2nd) £ (Γ, Mon). For any set A c TV a
model, of Γwe make the following definition.

4.2.1 Definition xEAy if t(x\ AU y) forks over A, or x = y.

If Γis stable, for any A, then EA is symmetric and reflexive. If we omitted
the clause, "or x — y" it would only be reflexive on the elements of N which are
not algebraic over A. The following examples show that when (Γ, 2nd) < (Γ,
Mon), EΛ may not be transitive. For any equivalence relation δ we denote by
[#δ] the δ-equivalence class of a.

4.2.2 Example The language L has two binary relations, Eo, Ex. The
theory To asserts that each Et equivalence class is split into infinitely many £Ί_;
equivalence classes. Now if aoEoau axExa2 and -^a0E0a2i -^a0Eιa2, E0 is not an
equivalence relation since it is not transitive.

4.2.3 Example The language L has one unary relation U and one binary
relation R. In any model M of the theory Tx each element of -i U(M) is linked
to exactly two elements of U(M) by R (and every pair from U is linked
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to a unique element from -i(/(M)). Choosing a, b, c E -*U(M) such that #
"codes" {tfo> #i}> 6 codes {#i, α2}, and c codes {α2, α3} we have another
counterexample to transitivity.

It is easy to code an arbitrary binary relation on models of either of these
theories. Lemma 4.2.6 generalizes such a coding. We will show that in our
situation ((T^, 2nd) £ (T, Mon))9 EA is an equivalence relation and if A = M
is the universe of a model of T then EM is an L-congruence.

In the remainder of this section we require only that T be stable and not
admit coding (although we state this hypothesis as (Γoo, 2nd) ̂  (Γ, Mon)).
From these two hypotheses we deduce a number of properties of the rela-
tion EA.

4.2.4 Lemma Suppose there exist a, B = <&,- : / < ω), and C = <cy : j < ω>
such that:
(i) B is a set of indiscernibles,

(ii) C is a set of indiscernibles over B and there is a φ(x, y, z) such that
φ(a, bh Cj) if and only if i =j = 0. Then T admits coding.

Proof: For each /, j there is an elementary map fj interchanging b0 with 6, and
c0 with Cj and fixing all other elements of B U C. Thus hφ (///(#), bk) ct) if and
only if k = i andy = /. If A = {fj(a); ij < ω}, A codes B x C.

Naturally, this lemma remains true if B and C are replaced by Bo,
Bu . . . , Bn_ι satisfying analogous conditions.

If {#/ : / < a} is a sequence, we let Aj = {α/ : / < y } .

4.2.5 Remark The next lemma shows that if Γdoes not admit coding, then
in Γ, forking defines an equivalence relation on single elements and is totally
trivial. That is, an element a cannot depend on a sequence b unless it depends
on a single element of b. This notion of triviality has been exploited in numer-
ous papers since this one was begun, e.g., [3].

4.2.6 Lemma If T is stable and either
(i) 3,4, α, b, c such that t(a; A U b) forks over A, t(a; A U c) forks over A

but t(b; A U c) d.n.f. over A, or
(ii) there exist A, a, bΪ9... ,bn such that the bf are independent, for each /,

t(a; bi) does not fork over A but t(a; {bu . . . , bn} U A) forks over A, or
(iii) there exist A, a, bu... ,bn such that t(a; A U bi) d.n.f. over A but
t(a; A U {bu ..., bn}) forks over A
then T admits coding.

Proof: (i) We will construct for /, j < ω, bh Cj such that t(b, ~ c/9 A) = t(b ~ c;
A) but t(a; A U b^cj) d.n.f. over A unless bt — b and Cj = c. Having done
so, we can choose <α/>y : /, j < ω) such that t{atj\ {bk, bj\) forks over 0 just if
k = i and j = /. (Let a^ be the image of a under an elementary map which takes
b ~ c to bi ~ Cj). Then choosing φ(x, y, z) such that Yφ(a, b, c) and </>(*, Z?, c)
forks over 0 , φ defines a coding of (bi: i < ω) X <c7 : j < ω) by {a^. i, j < ω}.

For the construction, fix stp{b, A) and stp(c, A). Choose {bt : 1 < / < ω}
so that t(bi\ A U BιΛJ {a, c}) d.n.f. over A and bi realizes stp(b, A). Let
b0 = b and B = {bt : i < ω}. Then choose {cy : 1 < j < ω} such that t(Cj\
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A U B U {a} U Cj} d.n.f. over A and cy realizes stp(c\ A). Let c0 = c and C =
{c, : / < ω}. (Setting b0 = b and c0 = c is permissible because ί(c; 4̂ U {6})
d.n.f. over A.) Now suppose / Φ 0 and consider /(#; A U 6, U c7). By the con-
struction /(cy : A U {£,, #}) d.n.f. over A and since / Φ 0, £(&,; .4 U {α}) d.n.f.
over A. Thus, by 4.1.6 and monotonicity t(cj " 6 / M U {a}) d.n.f. over A. By
symmetry, /(α; .4 U {c7, 6/}) d.n.f. over A. Similarly if j Φ 0, t(a; A U {cy, 6,})
d.n.f. over ^4. It remains to show t(bi~c/9 A) = t{b~c; A). But this is
immediate since *(&,-; Λ) = ί(Z>; .4), /(c; A U {£}) d.n.f. over Λ, ί(cy; .4 U {6,-})
d.n.f. over A, stp{ch A) — stp(c, A), and strong types are stationary.

(ii) Without loss of generality we may assume n = 2 and A = 0 . Let c0 =
b\b2 and for / < ω, choose c, so that t(Ci\ Q) does fork over 0 and b[(b2)
realizes stp{bx\ 0 ) (stp(b2; 0 ) ) . Note that for any /, j t(b{, b{\ 0 ) = t(bι,
b2; 0 ) . Thus for each /, j there is an ay such that t(ay\ b[y b{\ 0 ) = t(a; bu

b2\ 0 ) . In particular /(α/y; {b{, b{}) forks over the empty set. By the extension
lemma we can assume /(#,-,; Cω) does not fork over {b[, b{}. Since t(Cω —
{b{, b{}\ {bl, b{}) does not fork over the empty set transitivity of nonforking
yields *(##; Cω — {bl, b{}) does not fork over the empty set. As in part (i),
choosing a formula φ(x, y, z) so that φ(a, b\, b2) witnesses the forking of
t(a; {bu b2}) over 0, we contradict 4.2.4.

(iii) Without loss of generality, we may assume n = 2 and A = 0. For ease
of notation in the argument we rename α, b\, b2 as a, b, c. Thus we have
t(a\ b) and t(a; c) do not fork over the empty set but t(a; b, c) forks over the
empty set. By (ii) we see that t(b; c) forks over the empty set.

Now choose formulas φ(y, z) and ψ(x, γ, z) to witness this forking. That
is, for any b' realizing p - t{b\ 0 ) and cf realizing q - t(c; 0 ) , Yφ(b\ c')
implies t{b'\ c') forks over 0. Moreover, if in addition t{a' ~ b'\ 0 ) = t(a ~ b\
0) and t{b'~c'\ 0) = t(b~c\ 0) then ψ(a'9 b\ cf) implies t(a'\ {b\ c'})
forks over b'. Since \=ψ(a, b, c) Λ φ(b, c) we can assume ψ(x, γ9 z) -• Φ(y9 z).
Now choose a set A = {#, : / < K] of realizations of stp(a; 0 ) and a set B =
{bji j < K} of realizations of stp(b; 0 ) such that if e E A U B, t(e; A U B -
{e}) does not fork over e.

We now code A x B by a set C of realizations of q. Note that for any
a1 EA,b'e B, ί(a\ b'\ 0 ) = t(a, b; 0 ) . Thus for each /, j there exists a cu

with t(ah bj, Cφ 0 ) = t(a, b, c; 0 ) . We claim kψ(ah bj9 ckl) if and only if
/ = k and j — I.

The "if" is immediate by the choice of c/y. Now suppose t=^(α, , 6y, c^/).
In particular, we have φ(bj, ckj) Λφ(bί9 ckj). Thus t{bι\ ckfl) forks over 0 and
(by symmetry) t{ckj\ bβ forks over 0. By (i) (̂6/, ̂ y) forks over 0. By the con-
struction of B as an independent set, j = /. Using this, we have ψ(ai9 bh ckj) Λ
φ(aki bh ckJ). Thus /(α,; {̂ , ckJ}) forks over Z?/ and t(ak, {bh ckj}) forks over
bh Applying (i) with {bj\ as A we have /(#,; {bh ak}) forks over Z?/. By (ii) this
implies at = ak and we finish.

We now show that if M f= Γ, ̂ ^ is not only an equivalence relation, but
an L-congruence. Thus if T is stable and (7Όo, 2nd) £ (Γ, Mon) for any
M (= T and any N < M we can decompose M over iV. We will in this case
conclude the even stronger result that if X is an equivalence class of EN then
TV U X is the universe of a model of T.
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4.2.7 Lemma Assume T does not admit coding. If for every b, t(b, A) is
stationary then EA is an L-congruence.

Proof: Let a = a0.. .ak_x be the decomposition of a by EA. We prove by
induction on lg(a0) that t(a0; A U {άu ά2, . ,^-i}) d.n.f. over A. Since
t(a0; A) is stationary this suffices. Let ά0 = (a®,..., ad)\ c denote (a®,...,
tfo"1); b denote {au..., ak_x}. By induction we have t(c; A U b) d.n.f. over A.
We finish by 4.1.6 if we show t(aι

0\ AUcUb) d.n.f. over AUc. But if t{aι

0\
A U c U b) forks over AUc, applying 4.2.6 (with AUc playing the role of A)
there is some /, 1 < / < / : - 1 and some d G rngaj such that t(ab; AU cU d)
forks over A U c. By 4.1.6 this implies ί(d; A U cU ab) forks over ,4. Now
since d is in a different £4-equivalence class than each member of a0, this
contradicts 4.2.6 (with A playing the role of A).

The following example shows that some restriction on A is necessary if EA

is to be an L-congruence.

4.2.8 Example Let N be a structure with a universe of all functions from
the natural numbers into the integers. Let the language L contain binary relations
Eι and F/ and define σ, r G N: Ei(σ, τ) if and only if σ ϊ / = 7 17 and F/(σ, 7) if
and only if σ \ i = 7 \ i and r(/) < 0, if and only if σ(/) < 0. (Thus the Et and the
Fi are infinitely decreasing sequences of equivalence relations. Each £",- class
contains infinitely many Ei+ι classes and two Ft classes.) Now Γis stable (7^,,
2nd) ^ (Γ, Mon) but if A is finite, EA is not an L-congruence.

4.2.9 Theorem If T is a stable theory and (7^, 2nd) £ (Γ, MOJ?) then for
any N< M V Ty M is decomposable over N.

Proof: Since ( Γ ^ n d ) s (T9 Mon) Γdoes not admit coding (Lemma 2.2.4).
Thus, by Lemma 4.2.6(i) EN is an equivalence relation. As every type over a
model is stationary, by Lemma 4.2.7, EN is an L-congruence. The result is now
immediate from Definition 3.1.18.

4.2.10 Theorem // T is stable, (7^, 2nd) £ (Γ, Mon), MYTandN<M,
then for each equivalence class X ofEN, NU X is the universe of a model of T.

Proof: We show X U N satisfies the Tarski-Vaught criterion. Suppose ά G
XUNznάMt 3vφ(v, a). Then for some b G M, M V Φ(b, a). ifbeXUN,
we're done, if not, t{b; X U N) does not fork over TV and hence by [15],
III.4.10, is finitely satisfiable in TV. That is, for some b' G N, Vφ{a, b') as
required.

In the remainder of this section we compile some useful facts about the
relation EA.

4.2.11 Lemma If a E acl(A) then {a} is an EA-equivalence class.

Proof: Algebraic types do not fork.

Note that this means no nontrivial equivalence class of EA intersects A.

4.2.12 Lemma IfA^B then EB refines EA.

Proof: Suppose t(a; AU b) d.n.f. over A. We want to show t(a; BU b) d.n.f.
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over B. Write B = Bx U B2 U A where B2 contains exactly the elements of B
which are EA equivalent to a or b. Since Γdoes not admit coding, by 4.2.6(ii)
t({a, b) U B2\ Bx U A) d.n.f. over A. But then t({a, b}; BXUB2U A) d.n.f.
over A U B2. Now write B2 as Cx U C2 where Q is B Π [α£U], and C2 =
[6£U] Π 5. By the proof of 4.2.7 we have t(aUCx;AUbU C2) d.n.f. over
A. In particular this implies t(a; AU CXU C2U b) d.n.f. over A U B2. Now
applying 4.1.7 we have the result.

4.2.13 Lemma If A' = A U C #«£/ C is contained in the EΛ class D then
EA> agrees with EA outside D.

Proof: Let a G D and suppose ~^aEAc, ~^aEAb but bEAc. We show bEΛc. In
conjunction with the previous lemma this yields the result. By 4.2.6(ii), t(C;
A U be) d.n.f. over A; i.e., t(bc; AUC) d.n.f. over A. Since ί(6; A U c) forks
over Λ, 4.1.7 yields f(6; ,4 U C U tf) forks over AUC.

Our next result does not figure directly in the sequel, but is a further
illustration of the simplicity of stable theories with (TO0> 2nd) & (Γ, Mon).
Regular types, introduced in [15], V, are types on which a notion of dimension
is well defined. A major difficulty in extending results from superstable to stable
theories is the paucity of regular types over models of an arbitrary theory. The
next shows there is no such problem in our situation.

4.2.14 Theorem // (7^, 2nd) £ (T, Mon) and T is stable, then for every
A, any p E S(A) is regular.

Proof: We use the characterization of regularity given by V.I.9(3) in [15]. Thus,
suppose p EL S(A), B = A U J where each member of / realizes p, a and c
realize p. Suppose further that t(a; B) forks over A and t(c; BUa) forks over
A. We must show t{c\ B) forks over A. By the finite character of forking we
can assume J is finite. So let / = {&,- : i < n}. t(a; B) forks over A, so by
Lemma 4.2.6(ii) for some / < n we have aEAbf. By the same token, since
t(c\ B U {a}) forks over A> either cEAa or cEAb[ for some / < n. Since EA is
transitive, cEAb{ for some / < n, i.e., t(c; A U {6/}), forks over A, whence
t(c; B) forks over A by monotonicity.

We want to show that the fundamental equivalence relation determines a
decomposition of a model into a free union as discussed in Section 3. For this
we need to show EM is a Δ0-congruence. The following lemma is the key.

4.2.15 Lemma If M is a model of a stable theory and φ(x, y) is a for-
mula then there is an n such that for any a £ M there exist b0,..., b2n G M

such that for any m G M N φ(a, m) if and only // V Λ ΦΦh m) : w ^

2n + 1 \w\ = n\.

Proof: Choose by [15], II.2.20, a finite Δ and n such that if <Z?/ : / < ω> is a
Δ-rt-indiscernible set of sequences then for any c either |{/ : Yφ(bh c)}\ < n
or |{/: h</>(£/, c)}\ < n. Now choose in M a sequence <cy : / < ω> such that c,
realizes pt = tA*(a; C, ) (where Δ* is chosen as in [15], II.2.17). This is possible
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since Δ* and c, are finite. Since there is no infinite decreasing sequence of
natural numbers for some k R(pm, Δ*, 2) = R(pk, Δ*, 2) for all m > /:. Now,
noting that for each φ E Δ*, p z is definable over c, by the same formula that
t{ά\ Ci) is, we conclude from [15], II.2.17, that {c, : A: < /} U {ά} is a Δ-
indiscernible sequence. Letting bj = ck+i we have the result by [15], II.2.20.

We will use the following sharper statement of the result: For each formula
φ(x; y9 fn) there is a quantifier-free formula φφ(y9 m; z) such that for each
p = tqf(a\ M) for some a £ M, there is a sequence dp E N such that for all
« 6 M N ^ ( Λ , m; J p ) if and only if φ{x; ή, fn) Ep.

4.2.16 Lemma If M is decomposed over N by the fundamental equivalence
relation EN and (Xf : i E I) lists the equivalence classes of EN then, setting
Mi = Xi U N, for some σ M = \Jσ {M, : / G /}.

N

Proof: We must define a map σ such that σ(R) is a collection of conditions
(θ, p) such that a satisfies one of these conditions if and only if M [= R{a).
The central tool for this result is the definability of types. This tool will apply
directly if a is partitioned into exactly two sequences by the fundamental equiva-
lence relation. This fact is somewhat obscured by the inductive procedure which
allows us to reduce consideration of an arbitrary partition to consideration of
a sequence of two-element partitions.

For any quantifier-free formula φ(x, y, n) with n E N let σ(φ) be the
collection of conditions <0, p) such that for some a EM with M |= R(a), a is
decomposed by EN as ά0... ak_x with άk_λ EN,Θ = </g(ά0),..., lg(ak_x))9 for
/ < k9 Pi = tqf(ar, N) and pk_x = ak_x.

Now we show by induction on the length of a partition that for any
cEMand any quantifier-free formula M t= Φ(c) if and only if c satisfies some
condition in σ{R).

If c is entirely in one component φ(c) E t(c; N) and we finish. Suppose
c = <c 0 , . . . , Ck-\) w i th c^_i E Nx and c satisfies the condition <θ, p) Eσ(φ).
Then there exists a EM with a similar to c. We apply Lemma 4.2.15 to the
formula φ(Xo,... ,xk-\) regarding x0 as the free variable. Then there is a
formula θφ(y, d0) which defines q0 over TV. Since M |= φ(a0, a\,..., a^-i) M |=
θφ(άUL.., άk-u do). Since (au . . . , ^ _ 2 , ak-U d0) is similar to_<c l 5 . . . , c^_2,
cit—i, fi?o)> the induction hypothesis yields M f= θφ(cu . . . , ζt_i, do) Since t(c0;
N\J {c\9..., c^_2}) does not fork over N9 this implies M N Φ(c) as required.

We remarked in Section 3 that we could prove Theorem 4.2.15 in an
improved form where the conditions are single formulas. We indicate here the
necessary revision of σ(R) in the proof of Theorem 4.2.15. We rely on the
following fact about the definability of φ-types pointed out explicitly in [8] and
as Corollary III. 1.23 of [1]. For each formula φ(x9 y) and each/7 E S(.4) there
are formulas θ$(x9 z) and Xp(y, z) and a sequence apE A such that

(i) For some aEA, θ^(x9 a) Ep.
(ii) If θ*(x9 ap) E p then for all b E A, χ^(b9 ap) if and only if

φ(x> b) Ep.

For any pair of types p, q let λ^q(x) be 0*(x, ap) Λ χ$(x9 aq).
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Now we define σ(φ(x)) by induction. σo(φ(x)) is the set all pairs of
formulas (λp,g{x), λp,g(y)) such that for some sequence ά ~ b with t(a\ TVU
b) not forking over TV, t(ά; TV) = p and t(b\ TV) = q. Let σi+ι(φ(x)) be

(J σo(7). The sequence of free variables in σ/+1(φ(Jc)) is shorter than
yeσiiφ(R))

that in σ, since each is a subset of such a sequence for σ/(φ). Thus, the construc-
tion of the σ/ must cease at some stage n. σ(R) = U σ / ( ^ ) *s the required

set of conditions.
In 4.2.15 the conditions are quantifier-free types; in the variation just

discussed they are a finite set of existential formulas. Is it possible to form a
decomposition whose conditions are finite sets of quantifier-free formulas?

4.2.17 Theorem Let T be a stable theory such that (Γ*,, 2nd) £ (Γ, Mori).
If N is a model of T with \N\ = λ then there exist M < TV, \M\ < \T\ and
I <Ξ λκ(τ) such that TV is (/, Q) decomposable over M.

Proof: We define {(Mη9 Nv): η G /} by induction on lg(η). Let M o = TV and
TVO be any submodel of TV with |TVO| = \T\. Let {Xt : i < μ) be a list of the
equivalence classes of EN<> (for appropriate μ < λ). Then M</> = I , UiV().
Suppose for some β we have defined a tree decomposition of N {(Mηi Nη) :
η E Iβ} where Iβ <^λβ+ι. (Note that if lg(η) = β + 1, Mη is defined, but Nη is
not.) Let Nη be any elementary submodel of Mη with |Λ^| = |Γ| and Nη ^
Λ^-. For appropriate μ < λ, let (Xj: i < μ) be a list of the equivalence classes
of EN . Note that by Lemma 4.2.13 for any v with v Φ η, v~ — η~, Mv —
Nη- = Xi for some /. Let Mr~, = Λ7 U Nτ. Then M r = U σ iMτ~i : A7 g Mr}

and M = Uσ{^τΛ/ '- i < μ) for appropriate σ (by Lemma 4.2.15). We must

show TV = U {Mτ: lg(τ) < κ(T)}. If not, for some v G λ" ( Γ ) there is an x G N
such that for every a < κ(T), xEMv,av\a+\ (where av\a is any element of Nv\a).
This contradicts the definition of κ(T) (cf. [15], III.3).

Note that the role of κ(T) in this theorem is to hold down the height of
the tree. Many families {EA : A^N} induce similar decompositions, possibly
of greater height.

We will invoke in Section 7 the following generalization of 4.2.10.

4.2.18 Lemma If T is stable and M> T is tree-decomposed by ((Mη, Nη) :
η G /) with I c λω, then for each n < ω, Nn = U {Nη : lg(η) = n} < M.

Proof: By the usual induction on formulas and the Tarski-Vaught criteria it
suffices to show that if ά G Nn, and for all a, c G Nn, Nn f= φ(ά, c) if and only
if M t= φ(ά, c), then i f M M x Φ(a9 x) (with a G Nn) then there is a c G TVΛ

such that M (= </>(̂ , c). For this, fix c' such that M (= φ(^, c'). For some ̂ ,
c' G A/,. If fe(z^) < n, we finish; if not, let η = v\n and let ά = ao~ax with
a0 G TV̂, «! G U{TVr: lg(τ) = n,j Φη}-No. Then t(c'; NvUa{) does not fork
over A^ so there is c E Nη ^ Nn such that M |= φ(c, 0̂> ̂ 1) (by the "coheir"
definition of nonforking).

4.3 Monadic definability of the fundamental equivalence relation We show
here that if Tis a stable theory (7^, 2nd) £ (Γ, Mow) and Mis |Λ/| + satu-
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rated then for M < TV the fundamental equivalence relation is monadically
definable. This result is applied in Section 7 to compute lower bounds (in the
strong sense) on Hanf and Lowenheim numbers. It provides a tool for finding
prototypes for each variety of tree-decomposable theory.

In this section monadic definability means definability in Lω>ω(Mon), L is
a finite language, and r{L) is the sup of the arities of symbols in L.

Recall that since T is stable for every formula φ(x9 y)9 every A and
every p E S(A) there is a formula dpφ(y) with parameters from A such that
φ(x9 a) E p if and only if dpφ(a). Moreover, if M t= T and dpφ(y)9 dpφ(y)
define p E S(M) in this sense then Vvydpφ{y) ++dpφ(y). In fact, the defining
formula can be chosen as dφ(y9 ap). When the reliance on/? is not essential we
write dφ as φφ (cf. [15], II.2).

4.3.1 Definition Let TV be an Krsaturated model of T and fix Mo •< TV,
Λfo| = Ko

(i) $0 = $0(M0) is the set of A such that Mo c A c TV and for every pair of
formulas φ(x9 y)9 ψ(x9 y): VJE A[(yxE Aφ(x, y) ++ ψ(x9 y) -> Vx(φ(x, y) •+

Note that this condition is immediate if A is a model.

(ii) For each A E $0 if p E S(A), fix a definition dp of p over A. If p d.n.f.
over Mo choose ί/p to define p over Λf0.
(iii) Fix Δ as the set of quantifier-free formulas of T. (Note that Δ includes
φ(x9 y) for each possible placement of the semicolon if φ is q.f.)
(iv) For Mo c: A ς= B9 B is formally good over 4̂ if for every c ELN — B with
/(c) <r(L)f if q = tA(c; A) then ίΔ(c, B) is defined by c^.

We hold Mo fixed for the remainder of this section. A and M will range
through ^o while B will satisfy M0^B^N.

The definition of $0 guarantees that the choice of dp to define p in (ii) is
unique. Thus, "B is formally good over A" is a monadically definable predi-
cate of A, B, and Mo.

4.3.2 Definition We say xE^y (x is formally equivalent to y), if for every
B which is formally good over A9 x E B++ y E B.

Clearly E^ is monadically definable. We would like to show E^1 = £U
However, we have only been able to establish this result when A = M is a model.
We show £ $ ' < EM and £ M < EM\ One direction is easy.

4.3.3 Lemma // M is a model EJST < EM.

Proof: Suppose ~^aEMb. Let B be the EM equivalence class of b. Then, for any
c £ B, t(c; BUM) d.n.f. over M and realizes the definable extension of
t(c; M). In particular, tA(c; B U M) realizes the definable extension of tA(c;
M) so B is formally good over M. Thus -^aE^1b.

To show EM < EMT, we actually show the result for a more general concept —a
protomodel —and then show each model is a protomodel. This procedure high-
lights the properties of a model necessary to show EM < EMT. Moreover, since
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the class of protomodels is monadically definable they may be useful for further
investigations in this area.

4.3.4 Definition A is a protomodel if E^τ is a Δ-congruence. (Recall we
fixed Δ as the set of atomic formulas.)

The following lemma is the crucial step in showing that EΛ < E^r if A is
a protomodel.

4.3.5 Lemma (the automorphism lemma) Let A be a protomodel. Suppose
f is a permutation of N such that:

(i) f\A = lΆ

(ii) bE%τCif and only iffφ)E%τf{c)
(iii) For any EA°T equivalence class, B,ifάGB then tA(a; A) = tA(f(a); A).

Then f is an automorphism of N.

Proof: We need only check that for a relation symbol R, M f= R(a) if and only
if Λί> R{f{a)). But this is immediate from the definition of Δ-congruence and
protomodel.

4.3.6 Theorem If A is a protomodel, \A\ < \N\, and N is saturated then
EΛ refines £J o r .

Proof: Suppose t(a; AΌb) forks over A. Then t(a; A) is not algebraic. We
must show aElAXb. Let ao= a. Choose au a2 so that /(#,; A) = t(a; A) but
ί(αf ; AiUAU b) d.n.f. over A.

Suppose aQE^τax. Since t(aol A) = t(ax; A), there is an automorphism g
of TV which maps a0 to a{. Since E^r is monadically definable, this automor-
phism fixes Co = [tfo£/4°Ί Let/be the identity on N — C and agree with g on
C. By Lemma 4.3.5/is an automorphism of N. But this is impossible as t(a0;
A U b) forks over A and t{ax\ A U b) d.n.f. over A.

Suppose -ια0^iO Γ^i Then (since there is an automorphism fixing A and
mapping aoax to axa2) -^aχE^xa2> So we may choose from {a0, ax, a2} two
elements, say a0 and au such that -^a^E1™ax, -^bE^Ta0 and -^bE^rax. Let h
be an automorphism of TV which fixes A and maps a0 to ax. Denoting [a^E^]
by Co and [axE^T] by Cx define/as follows:

fh(x) xeC0

fix) = } h~ι(x) xecx

U JcgCoUd .

Again, the conditions of the automorphism lemma are clear. Thus / is an
automorphism. But, as in the previous case, this is impossible and the theorem
holds.

Now we show every model is a protomodel.

4.3.7 Definition If A c B c TV then B' denotes (N-B) U A.

Clearly, the collection of all sets A ^ B ^ N forms a complete Boolean
algebra with operations of set intersection and complement. We now show 5%
the class of sets which are formally good over M also form a Boolean algebra.
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In the first paragraph of the proof we spell out the fact that formally good
sets are closed under intersection. In the second we give the more complicated
argument for complementation. Only this second argument depends on M being
a model. It is just a variant of the proof of the symmetry lemma. The distin-
guishing property of a model which is used here is that if a type is defined over
a model then it is defined over every superset.

We rely in the next lemma on another version of the definability lemma.
For each formula φ(x; y) there is a formula dφ(yf z) such that for each set A
and each type p over A there is a sequence dp G A such that for all ά G A9

Φ(x; a) Gp if and only if dφ(ά; dp). The specification of the formula φ for this
result includes the placement of the semicolon. In this theorem we will consider
formulas which are only distinguished by the placement of the semicolon.

4.3.8 Theorem The set ϊ = {B : B^ M9 B is formally good over M) forms
a complete Boolean algebra with operations {Π, U, '}.

Proof: Let {A, : / E /} be a sequence of elements from 3\ Let Ao = Π{Ai :

Fix / E / and a partition of b as bx b2 so that b\ E Aj and for some
jGl9bιΠAj = 0ι.

Let ΦQ = φ(x; yl9 y2), and φx — φ(x, yx; y2). (The difference is in the
placement of the semicolon.) Since a G Ao^ At and At is formally good we
have p = t(b2; M). Let q = t(bx; M) and r = t{bx ~ b2; M). We must show
φo(ά; bu b2) if and only if dφo(ά; dr). Since bx Π Aj = 0, dφx(ά, bx\ dp) if and
only if (letting χ be the defining formula associated with dφx(x, y, z) for free
variable y), χ(a9 dp\ dq).

Now we claim that for any fn E M, Φo(m, bx, b2) is equivalent to both
dφo(m9 dr) and to χ(m, dp; dq). The first equivalence is immediate from the
definition of a defining type. The second follows since χ(m, dp\ dq) holds if
and only if dφx(m, bx, dp) which in turn is equivalent to φx(m, bx, b2).

To finish the proof of the theorem, we now have dφo(ά, dr) if and only if
χ(#, dp\ dq) (as these formulas were equivalent on a model) if and only if
dφx(ά, bx\ dq), since Aj is formally good, if and only if φ(a> bx, b2), since A{

is formally good.
Suppose 2?o is formally good over M. We must show Bό is formally good.
Let φ(x9 y) = φ(y9 x). Suppose d defines tφ(a; M); i.e., for each fnGM

φ(a9 Fn) if and only if dφ{m). Similarly, suppose d' defines t$(c; M); i.e., for
each m GMφ(m9 c) if and only if d'φ{rn). We have d' defines t$(c; MU a)
and assume for contradiction that d does not define tφ{a\ MU c), i.e., VΦ{a9

c) Λ -ιdφ(c). Now let eo = a9f0 = c and define <£?, : / < ω) (f : / < ω) such that

(i) βi realizes the rf'-definable extension of t(a; M) on M U Et U F, .
(ii) fi realizes the c/-definable extension of t(c\ M) on MU Ei+X U Ft.

Since e, realizes t(ά; M)9 Yd'φ{ei) for all /. Similarly, since/ realizes
t(c; M), h -^dφ(fi) for all /. Now, (i) implies for / > j φ{ei9 fj) if and only if
dφ{fi)9 i.e., -iφ(eiLfj) while (ii) implies that for i<j φ(ei9 fj) if and only if
dψ(ei)9 i.e., φ(ei9 fj). Thus we have φ(ei9 fj) if and only if / < j contrary to
stability.
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4.3.9 Corollary If M is a model then every equivalence class of E^τ is
formally good.

Proof: Each equivalence class is a Boolean combination of sets which are
formally good over M.

4.3.10 Corollary If M is a model then M is a protomodel.

Proof: Suppose a = ά0, ai9..., ά^-i a n d a' - aό, άu . . . , α^-i a r e similar
sequences for EJSτ and tA(a0; M) = tA(aό; M). We must show tA(a0; M U
{aλ.. .^-i}) = tA(άό; Λί U {άi.. ά^_i}). Let £ be the EMT equivalence class
which contains a0, aό. By Theorem 4.3.9 B is formally good over Mand 4.3.8
then implies Bf is also. But then both ά0 and άό realize the definable extension
of tA(a0; M).

Combining 4.3.3, 4.3.6, and 4.3.10 we have:

4.3.11. Theorem If M<Nis a model andN is \M\ +-saturated then EM —
EM\ thus EM is monadically definable.

5 Shallow theories Let T be a theory such that every model is decomposed
by a well-founded tree. We called such a theory shallow in 3.2.2. Each such
theory determines an ordinal, β, the "depth", namely the sup of depths of
models of T. We show that the upper bounds on the Hanf and Lόwenheim
numbers in L^^Mon) of such theory depends only on β (and not, as in
3.2.11, on the complexity of the sentence).

The results in this section stand midway between those in Sections 3.2
and 6.3. In Section 3.2 we computed upper bounds on Hanf numbers for
L%ω(Mon) for arbitrary tree-decomposable theories but had no result on
Lowenheim numbers. Here, we improve the upper bound on Hanf numbers
and find upper bounds on the Lόwenheim number L^^Mon) for shallow T.
In Section 7.3 we show that under still stronger hypotheses (nicely shallow) we
can improve these upper bounds if we restrict to Lωω(Mon). In Section 7.1 we
compute lower bounds on Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers to show our results
are the best possible.

The notions of this section should be compared with the discussions of
shallow theories in [7] and [19]. In particular, the upper bounds on «(λ, T)
transfer to this situation.

We defined the Lόwenheim number /s J for individual sentences (i.e.,
analogously to Λj). The following results are actually stronger, showing that
there are "£-elementary submodels" of the appropriate power.

5.1.1 Notation
(i) For any language L and any ordinal β, Kβ denotes the class of β-decom-

posable L-structures.
(ii) mT^(Kβ) = {mTJϊ(M) : MeKβ}.

5.1.2 Theorem Fix a language L.
(i) If M is β-tree decomposable (i.e., M E KβJ then there exists an M' Q M
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with \M'\ < p 0 ( λ + \L\))+ such that for every a and k : α-+λ, mT?(M) =
mTj?(Mf).

(ii) \mT£(K*)\* Viίl^D

Proof: We prove (i) and (ii) simultaneously by induction on β. First we show
(i) for β = 1, i.e., M is strongly decomposable. Write M = U σ ( M : / E /}

for appropriate TV, σ and /. There are at most ^ (|L|) isomorphism types over
TV of L-structures. Let, for each isomorphism type p, Mp be a representative of
p and Qp = {i E I : Af, «̂ v Λ*p} Now choose /' c / such that setting Q'p =
{/ E /' : M, ~NMβ}9 </, Q) s Q l ( W + λ ) ) </', Q'>. We will now apply Theorem
3.1.13. By Lemma 3.1.4 for each a, W*** < ^ ( λ + |L|). Then by 3.1.13 and
3.1.15 for every a and k, mT%(M) = mT%(Mf) where M' = \Jσ (Mt: i E /'>.

N

Now we show (ii) for β = 1; i.e., there are only 2i(\L\) equivalence classes
modulo Loo,|L|(Mow) of models in Kβ. By 3.1.13 an arbitrary strongly decom-
posable model M = [jσ{M, : / E α}. There are n 2 ( |^l) possibilities for σ,

l i ( | L | ) possibilities for TV, and i i ( |L | ) possibilities for the isomorphism type
of Mi over N. For each possible isomorphism type over N we must specify
either that it occurs > ^i( |L|) times or that it occurs λ times where λ is a
cardinal < 2d\L\). This gives us Ϊ2(\L\) possibilities when we classify strongly
decomposable structures according to Loo>λ(Mon)-equivalence.

To continue the proof, suppose we have shown both (i) and (ii) for y < β.
To show (i) at the next stage consider a model M with dp(M) = β + 1 and
decompose M as \J° (Mi : i E /> where for each /, dp(Mi) < β. By the

N

induction hypothesis (i), for each / there is a structure M with \Mj\ < ( ^ ( λ +
|L|)) + such that for all a and k : a -> λ mTg(Mi) = mTgiMft.

Let <2P = {/ : M/ « Mp} as p ranges over the LOO|L|(MOA2) equivalence
typeŝ  of /^-decomposable structures. By (ii) of the induction hypothesis,
</, Q> is a set with ^ + i ( λ + |L|) unary predicates. Choose (/', Q') with
(/', QΊ s ( n / J + l ( λ + W ) ) + (/, Q) so that Q; = {/ EΓ :Mf * Af». If M" =
UίM/' : /E/ 7 }, then |M"| < ( i / 5 + 1 ( λ + | L | ) ) + and by 3.1.15 mT?(M) =
Nσ

mT%{M") for all a and k.
To see if (ii) holds for β + 1, note that any 0 -I- 1-decomposable model can

be written as \Jσ {M, : / E /} where the M, are all /^-decomposable. There are
N

^2(|^|) possibilities for σ, ^ι(L) possibilities for TV, and (applying the induc-
tion hypothesis) 2β+ι(\L\) possibilities for the L^^Mon) theory of each Mh

Now the Loo^Mon) theory of Mis determined by the number (= ^β+i(L)+)
of Mi which have each of these theories, that is, by a function from ^β+x{\L\)
into the number of cardinals < ^β+ϊ{\L\)+. There are < H0+1(|.L|) such func-
tions and we finish.

The limit stage of each induction remains. For (i), suppose dp{M) = δ and
we have proved (i) and (ii) for each ordinal less than the limit ordinal <5. Then
M = {J° {Mi : / E /} where, for each /, dp(M{) < δ. Thus by induction we

N

can replace each M/ by an M with \M \ < Ίb(\L\) and M/ has the same
Looω(Mon) theory as M/. Now choose (/', Q') as in the proof of the successor
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stage so that (/, Q) =2δ(\L\)+(Γ> Q'). By induction, for each a, k, \Wa>*\ <
l δ ( | L | ) , so by 3.1.13 and 3.1.15 we finish.

To see that there are only 2 δ + 1 ( |L |) L^^Mon) equivalence types of δ-
decomposable models, write a δ-decomposable M as [Jσ {Mi : / G /}. Once

N

again there are H2(£) possibilities for σ, Hi(-L) possibilities for N, and Zδ(L)
possibilities for L^^Mon) theory of each M;. As before, the L^^Mon)
theory of Mis determined by a function from i δ ( | L | ) into the set of cardinals
< ( 2 δ ) + and there are, at most, l ό + 1 such, so we finish.

[The referee pointed out the necessity of the dual induction to obtain this
result.]

A slight variant of this argument yields an upward Lόwenheim-Skolem
theorem. If Mis β-tree decomposable and \M\ > ϊβ(λ+ \L\), the /found in
the proof of Theorem 5.1.2 will have cardinality > 2β(λ + \L\) and so for
some ί"o» |{* : Mi =N Mio}\ > 2β(λ + |L |). Thus we can choose /with |/ | = K
for any K > ϊβ(λ + \L\). With this modification we prove:

5.1.2' Theorem IfM is β-tree decomposable and |M| > (^β(L))+ for all
a and k and all K > ^^(L)"1" then there is a model Mκ with \MK\ = K and
mTg(Mκ)=m%(M).

5.1.3 Corollary If T is β-tree decomposable,

0) bί^xiλfon) * ϊβ(\L\ + λ ) .
(ϋ) H[ooMMon)^(2β(\L\+λ))+.

We will see in Section 7 that if dp{T) = β there is a sentence φ G LifO)(Mon)
such that ΓU {φ} has only models with cardinality i£.

6 Nicely decomposable theories The main notion of this chapter —that of
a nice decomposition —is generalized from properties of strongly decom-
posable theories.

Before introducing this notion we discuss some properties of strongly
decomposable theories. In Section 6.1 we prove a theory Γis strongly decom-
posable if and only if Γis stable and (T^, 2nd) ^ (Γ, 1-1) and derive some
properties of such theories.

In Section 6.2 we define the notion of a nice decomposition and such
derivative concepts as nicely shallow. We show that if Γis nicely shallow then
ls[ωω(Mon) is Ko. Further, in 6.2.7 we show the restriction to nice theories is
essential to lower the Lδwenheim number to Ko. In Section 6.3 we study
the effect of restricting permutational logic to strongly decomposable theories.
Our main result asserts that for any theory T either (T^, 2nd) < (Γ, 1-1)
or (Γ, 1-1) is interpretable in (T^, 1-1). (Our notion of interpretation in
Section 6 is that in [13] so this notion is defined (cf. note after 2.1.4)). This
allows us to compute the Hanf and Lδwenheim numbers of (Γ, 1-1) then
(Γoo, 2nd) £ (T, 1-1).

6.1 Characterizations of strongly decomposable theories First, suppose T
is a stable theory and (7^, 2nd) £ (Γ, 1-1). Then we know (as certainly
(Γoo, 2nd) £ (Γ, Mon)) from Section 4.2 that, for any A, EΛ is an equivalence
relation. In fact, we will now show that EA(a9 b) means exactly that a G
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cl(A U {b}). Thus, in this case we have combined the desirable properties of
forking (symmetry) with those of algebraic closure (transitivity and reflexi-
tivity) to obtain the equivalence relation EΆ. One example of such a theory is
the class of all unary algebras satisfying f3(x) = x.

A straightforward compactness argument shows that if Γis strongly decom-
posable then for every TV and M, EN is defined by aENb if and only if a G
acl(NU b) — acl(N). The next lemma and corollary show the converse.

6.1.1 Lemma If T is stable and if there exist α, b such that t(a; b U A)
forks over A but t(a; b U A) is not algebraic, then there is a subset of a model
ofTon which there is definable {with additional unary predicates) an equiva-
lence relation with infinitely many infinite classes.

Proof: Suppose t(a; A U b) forks over A but t(a; A U b) is not algebraic.
Construct <&, : / < ω) such that /(&,-; Bt U A) d.n.f. over A and *(&,-; A) =
t(b; A). WOLOG b0 = b. Fix/}, an automorphism of the monster model,
which fixes A pointwise and maps b0 to bt. Choose /, j < ω, a^ such that
t(au : A U B) d.n.f. over bt U A and extends f(t(a; b U A)). Then for each
iy j> k, t(ciij\ bk U A) forks over A if and only if / = k. Choose φ(x, y) E F(A)
such that φ(a, b) holds and φ(x, b) forks over A. Then we have 0(α7 J; bk) if
and only if / = k. Now, adding a unary predicate U to pick out the 6/s, we
define an equivalence relation on the aiyj by φ(x, y) : lzU(z) Λ [φ(x, z) ++

Φ(y,z)].

6.1.2 Corollary // (7^, 2nd) £ (T, 1-1) ύwtf Γ is stable, then for every A
the relation aEΆb if and only if t(a; A U b) forks over A satisfies:

(i) aEΛb if and only if a is algebraic over A and a— b or a is not algebraic
over A and a is algebraic over A U b.
(ii) aEAb is an equivalence relation.

(iii) Each equivalence class of EA has < | Γ | + \A\ elements.

Proof: (i) follows from Lemmas 6.1.1 and 2.2.6. But if (i) holds, then (ii) holds
as "forking" is symmetric and reflexive and "algebraic in" is transitive. More-
over, (iii) is immediate since the algebraic closure of a singleton has < \T\ +
\A\ elements.

6.1.3 Corollary // T is stable and (T^, 2nd) ^ (Γ, 1-1) then T is strongly
decomposable.

Proof: Let M V T and let N be an arbitrary elementary submodel of M with
power \T\. By Lemma 6.2.7 ENis an L-congruence and by Corollary 6.1.2 each
equivalence class of EN has cardinality < | Γ | . So Γis strongly decomposable.

Very little can be interpreted in (Γ, 1-1) if Γis strongly decomposable,
even if we allow a very powerful logic for the interpretation.

6.1.4 Theorem Let T be strongly decomposable and let £ be any logic such
that truth is preserved by isomorphism. Then Th{<) is not interpretable in the
Z-theory of T.

Proof: Let K be much larger than |Γ | {22(\T\) would do) and let M be an
|L|+-saturated model of T. Suppose some JC-formula φ(x, y, a) defined a
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linear order (A, <) of length K. Let M be decomposed over N and suppose
M = N \J Xa. Further, fix an ordering of each Xa = {x? : / < |Γ|}. Now

α<|M|

since A is so large we can invoke the Erdos-Rado theorem and (possibly replac-
ing A by a subset) find a set of Xa's such that AΠXa = aa and for a Φ β there
is an automorphism of M fixing N and mapping aa to aβ. But then A is a set
of <£-indiscernibles contradicting the hypothesis.

Since permutational logic preserves isomorphism we can combine 6.1.3 and
6.1.4 as:

6.1.5 Theorem Let T be a first-order theory. Then T is strongly decompos-
able if and only if T is stable and (Γ*,, 2nd) ^ (Γ, 1-1).

Proof: The "if" direction is 6.1.3. "Only if" follows from the next claim.

Claim Let T be strongly decomposable and T be the extension of T
obtained by adding finitely many function symbols and axioms asserting each
is a permutation of the universe. Then T is strongly decomposable.

Proof of Claim: Without loss of generality we can assume T' contains names
for the inverse to each of the added functions. It suffices to show that, for
any a G Af, [a\EN> c aclL\a U N') since the latter set has cardinality less
than \N\ + \T'\. But note that any L-formula φ(x, y) which witnesses
that t(a; b U N) forks over N' can be written as φ(x, y) where φ is an L-
formula and each Xi(yi) is a term *,•(#) (ί/O0) Thus t(a; N U b) forks over
TV where α, = t^a) (bj = tj(b)). By the triviality of forking for some / and./',
ί(α;; N U bj) forks over N. As we remarked before (Lemma 6.1.1), α, E
aclL(n U bj), bj G aclv{NΌ b), and a G aclL\aι U N) (since we added inverses)
so aeaclL(bUN).

Now we can deduce Theorem 6.1.5 from Theorem 6.1.4 and the claim.
For, if Γis unstable then we can define in T arbitrarily long linear orderings of
^-tuples for some n. Applying the proof of 6.1.4 to ^-tuples we can see that
(even adding a finite number of permutations because of the claim) we cannot
define such an order in (T, 1-1). Certainly if we cannot define a linear order we
cannot define arbitrary relations so (T^, 2nd) ^ (Γ, 1-1).

We show in 8.1.7 that if Γis unstable then (T^ 2nd) < (Γ, 1-1). Com-
bined with 6.1.3 this yields: (TO09 2nd) ^ (T, 1-1) implies Γis strongly decom-
posable.

Note that in proving (T^, 2nd) s£ (Γ, 1-1) implies Γis strongly decom-
posable, we relied on only two consequences of the noninterpretability: (a) T
does not admit coding, and (b) there is no definable equivalence relation on a
subset of a model of T with infinitely many classes. Using this observation,
we can also characterize this class of theories via a concept introduced by
Buechler [4].

6.1.6 Definition
(i) A type p G Sn(M) is strongly nonalgebraic if ά realizes p implies a Π

Af = 0 .
(ii) The first-order theory Γis bounded if there exists a cardinal β(T) such that
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for every M V T, the set of strongly nonalgebraic complete types over M has
cardinality less than β(T).
(iii) A definable equivalence relation E on Cn is nontriυial if infinitely many
equivalence classes of E contain an infinite set of ^-tuples which are pairwise
disjoint.

6.1.7 Lemma If T is bounded, then
(a) T does not admit a strong coding.
(b) For every n9 every definable equivalence relation on n-tuplesfrom a model
of T is trivial.

Proof: Both of these are easy. Suppose, for example that φ(x, y0,... ,yn-i)
defined a coding of Bo x Bx by C, where \B\ and \C\ > K. Then, fixing
b2,...,bn and c, the types /?, = {φ{x, b[, c)} U {x Φ m : m E M} as b[ ranges
through Bγ define more than K strongly nonalgebraic types.

6.1.8 Corollary The following are equivalent:
(i) (7^, 2nd) £(7, 1-1).

(ii) T is bounded.
(iii) T is superstable and for every n every definable equivalence relation on Mn

for some model M of T is trivial.
(iv) T is strongly decomposable.

Proof: We have shown (i) <-> (iv). Clearly (iv) implies (ii) since if M is a model
of T and p E S(M) is a strongly nonalgebraic type and p is realized by a E
Mi > M where Mx is strongly decomposed over Mo then £ must be in an
£Mo-class which does not intersect Mo but then t(a; M) is determined by t(a;
Mo). From the previous lemma and observation we deduce (ii) -> (i), and
the following variation of the treatment in Buechler [4] (also suggested by
Buechler) shows (ii) «-> (iii).

To show (iii) -» (ii), suppose φ(x, y) defines a nontrivial equivalence
relation. For any cardinal k, choose a model Mk containing {b{: / < k) which
are pairwise inequivalent and such that [ή, ] E contains infinitely many disjoint
^-tuples. Now for each /, the type/?/ which asserts φ(x, b{) but for each j < n,
Xj is not in Mis a consistent strongly nonalgebraic type. Thus Γis unbounded.

For (iii) -• (ii), suppose that Γis unbounded and let M be a saturated model
which has more than 2*° «-types. Since there are only 2K° equivalence classes
in the fundamental order there exists a set P with \P\ > 2N° of types over M
which are equivalent in the fundamental order. Since Mis saturated, all members
of P are conjugate over the empty set (cf. [9]). Let P = {pt : / < (2K°) +> and
for each / choose /, = <αj : j < Ko) a sequence of indiscernibles in M with
A U (/,; M) = Pi. Since the /?, are conjugate so are the //. Since T is super-
stable there is an integer k such that for any /:-tuple b from /,, /?, is definable
over b.

We can cover the set of two-element subsets of P by the sets Cφ = {(p,
q) PφΦ #φ} By the Erdos-Rado theorem for some φ there is an uncountable
subset P of P such that for all /? Φ q E A pφΦ qφ. Without loss of generality
we call P, P. Let for b Q Io with \b\ = k, dφ(y, b) define po\φ. Now let
ψ(w9 v) be Vy(dφ(y, v) ++dφ(y, w). Clearly ψ defines an equivalence relation.
To see it is nontrivial note that if b, c are ̂ -element subsets from /,, Ij with
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/ φ j , we have ->ψ(6, c). For each /, we can choose disjoint sequences (bj:
j < ω) such that dφ(y; bj) defines /?/ for eachy. Thus ψ(w, v) is nontrivial and
we finish.

Here is a sample of another sort of computation that can be made in this
situation.

6.1.9 Corollary If T is a countable strongly decomposable theory then

n(T, K α ) < ( α + K0)
2*°.

Proof: Fix a countable model TV of T and consider models M with \M\ = Kα

and N < M. Then, since T is strongly decomposable M can be viewed as
a free union over TV of countable structures M, . There are only 2'*°l possibili-
ties for the isomorphism type of M, . The isomorphism type of M is determined
by the number of times each countable isomorphism types occur as a factor of
M. That is, for each TV the number of models of T of power Ko which con-
tain TV is <(α + K0)2 . Since there are only 2K° choices for TV, n(T, KJ <

(α+Xo) 2*°.

6.2 Nice decompositions and ls[ωω{Mon) This section is devoted to charac-
terizing those theories T such that ls[ω ω(Mon) = &o We complete this task if T
is superstable and shallow. If T is superstable and deep, or stable but not
superstable, Shelah considers the Lόwenheim number of (Γ, Mon) in [16]. If
Γis unstable we show in Section 8 that ls[ωω(Mon) ^ Lόwenheim number of the
monadic theory of order.

Consider now T which are superstable and shallow. If dp(T) = β9 we
know from Section 5 that ls[ωω(Mθn) ^ (^is)+ We define two notions of nice
decomposition which imply that if T admits a nice decomposition then
kLωM(Mon) = Ko Unfortunately the stronger and simpler of these two notions
(an extremely nice decomposition) does not produce a useful dichotomy; we can
obtain no strong result from its negation. The second notion (a nice decompo-
sition) is more fruitful. If some model of Γdoes not admit a nice decomposi-
tion then second-order logic on the continuum is interpretable in T.

6.2.1 Definition Let <M, : / E /) be a family of L-structures with heart N.
We say M is an extremely nice free union of the M-t over (TV, H) if there is a
finite subset //<Ξ TV such that defining a nice m-condition as in (i)', (ii)' holds.
(i)' An extremely nice m-condition over H is defined like a condition in Sec-

tion 2, but with the additional requirement that each /?,• for / < k is a quantifier-
free type over H.
(ii)' For any ά E M-H and any partition of ά into (ά0, au - > «*-i) where each
άf = a Π (Mj - TV) for some j E / and ak^ E TV, M (= R(ά) if and only if
ά satisfies an m-condition in σ(R) where σ(R) is a set of extremely nice
m-conditions.

We first show that strong decompositions are even stronger than we
thought.

6.2.2 Theorem If T is a strongly decomposable theory in a finite language
L9 then every model M of T has an extremely nice decomposition.
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Proof: We know that the fundamental equivalence relation decomposes M
as \JσMi for appropriate Mh σ and TV. We must show conditions (i)' and

N

(ii)' from Definition 6.2.1 hold.
Note first that it suffices to show:

(*) For every relation symbol R E L, 3 a finite subset HR of TV such that for
all elementary extensions M\ of TV and any sequence b E TV and ά in a
single equivalence class of .Eyv* ^/(#; HR) U ^/(5; ///?) determines the
truth value of R(ά, b).

For, this implies that tqf(a; H) |= ̂ ( α ; TV) where H=Ό {HR : ReL}.
Using this fact it is easy to see that the decomposition is extremely nice.
If (*) does not hold we can find an M = \JσMh an i?, an /, and a

TV

sequence Hj of finite subsets of TV such that for each j there exist #,, aj E
Mi - TV, bj, bj E TV with ^ ( ^ //,) =^(flr/; //,) and ^(5,-; i/y ) = tqf(bj; Hj)
but AT, N R(aβ bj)_anά Mt_V ^R(aj; bj).

Now let άω, 6ω, α ^ 6ω realize an ultraproduct_of (ά^), <6y)_, <α/>, <6j),
respectively. Then tgf(aω; N) = tqf(a'ω\ N) and tqf(bω; N)_= tqf{b'ω\ N). Since
for ally < ω no element of ά7 is in the algebraic closure of bj U Hj, by 6.1.2, no
component of aω is in the same EN class as any component of bω\ similarly for
a'ω and b'ω. Thus by the definition of free union we have R(aωi bω) •*
R(a^ b'ω) but by the construction |=/?(άω, 6ω) Λ -ii^(ά^, ^ ) .

As mentioned above we can deduce no quotable result from the assump-
tion that some model of T does not admit an extremely nice decomposition.
Thus we weaken the notion as follows.

We want to define a notion of nice free union so that if a model M is
decomposed as a nice free union of countable structures over a heart N, then
Mhas a countable Lωω(Mon)-elementary submodel. To describe the decompo-
sition of a model M we will consider an expansion L* of the language L. The
choice of the language L* will depend on the choice of a countable heart
TV for M.

For a finite subset H of N and each n an ^-assignment p is a map from
S£(H) into S£(N).

To form L* add to L unary predicates N, I, Vn^p for n < ω and each
^-assignment p, //m>/ for w < ω and i < ω, a binary relation 5, and names for
the elements of TV.

As an aid to understanding the following definitions we indicate the
intended expansion of an L-structure M = \JσMi to an L* structure M*.

N

N should denote TV, / should denote the index set /. S(m, i) holds if m E M, .
For each n9 Hni is an enumeration of the finite subsets of TV. The index j is in
the denotation of Hni if Hni is a minimal subset of TV such that for each
λz-tuple ά E Mi — TV, t(ά; Hni) determines t(a\ TV). (The existence of such a
finite subset will be guaranteed by Lemma 6.2.10 below.) VΆtP denotes the set
of / such that for any ft-tuple a E M, — TV, t(a; TV) = p{t(a; Hnj)) if Hnj(i)
holds.

Before we give the formal definition of a nice free union, we must describe
the appropriate notion of a condition.
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A nice ^-condition is a triple <θ, p, p) such that θ = <0O> > 0*-i> is a
partition of n9 for j < k — 1, py E S$(Hnj) for some HnJ <Ξ N, pn-\ E N and
βj is a ^-assignment of s£J(HnJ) into S$(N).

A sequence a G M with α Π Λί̂  = ά7 for y < k — 1 and a Π N = άk_x

satisfies the nice n-condition <θ, /?, p) under the following circumstances:

i. For j < k - 1 if HθjJ(ij) then /?, E S^(HθjJ) and άy realizes /?,.
ii. pk_ι =άk-\.

iii. For j < k - 1 ij E F ^ . .
iv. Fory < k — 1, άy realizes Pj(Pj).

6.2.3 Definition Let (M, : / E /) be a family of L-structures with heart N.
Then M is a nice free union of the Mz over TV if:

(i) For some σ, M = ( J ' M and S(M*, /) = M,.

(ii) //Λ)/ c / for n < ω, / < ω.
(iii) Each VntP is a subset of /.
(iv) For each relation symbol R E L and any ά E M, M t R(a) if and only if
a satisfies a nice ^-condition <θ, p, p) with <θ, Po(Po),. , Pk-iiPk-i)) €
σ(i^). In this situation, we write M* = JJ σ Af, .

Now we have a notion of free union about halfway between Shelah's
original version ([22], 2.3) and that in Section 3. Our conditions are quantifier-
free types in a finite language over a finite set; thus they are formulas. On the
other hand, the infinite heart comes into play via the Hh Let L{H) be the
language obtained by adding names for the elements of H to L. Then each
condition is a collection of L(H) sentences for some finite set H c: TV. Now
analogously to 3.1.13 (or [22]) one can prove:

6.2.4 Theorem For any σ, n, k we can find an r such that if M =
\J*Mh t E mTfcUH)) and Qn,t = {/ E JV* : mT%(Mh h)hGH = ή then
N* _ _

from pTF

n(I, V, Q) we can compute mTg(M).

Note that Qnt as defined in the previous theorem also depends on //but
we suppress this parameter to ease readability.

We briefly indicate the difference in the proof of this theorem from that
of 3.1.13. The program of the induction and the method of refining the
partition is just as in the proof of 3.1.13. The difference is in the method of
checking the truth of the formula. For example, just as in the a. = 0 case of
Theorem 3.1.13, we can find j ' E Q'u and aj E Λfj such that mT£((Mj, h,
Pj> (ij)heHj) = Si Since /?7f (/, P, Q) = pT?(J, P, Q') we also know that
Vig(aj),pjV) if and only if Vlg(S)tPj(j').

But then t(atHp) = t(ajH]j) and both VBj9βJ(l) and VθjtPj(j') hold. So
tA(aιl N) = tA(aj; TV). Checking this for each / and associated j \ we see
M' V Φ(a', P') as required.

Note that the nice free union is indexed by a set / with countably many
unary predicates, the VnyP and the Hni. Thus each index set has a countable
Lωω(Mon)-elementary submodel.

6.2.5 Definition The model M is nicely tree decomposed by the tree 1'xϊM
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is tree decomposed by / and each of the free unions in Definition 3.2.1(iii) is a
nice free union.

In complete analogy with Definition 3.2.2 we define the notions of a theory
being nicely κ-tree decomposable and nicely shallow. (We could define nicely
strongly decomposable but Lemma 3.5 shows that, at least in our context, this
notion is redundant.)

Note that if T is nicely shallow we can attach to each model M of T an
ordinal, the Kleene-Brouwer ordinal of the tree which nicely decomposes M. We
will call this ordinal the depth (M) and ignore non-nice decompositions (which
a priori) might have lower depth.

6.2.6 Theorem If each finite reduct of the countable first-order theory is
nicely shallow, then any model MofT has a countable Lωω(Mon) -elementary
submodel.

Proof: First suppose L(T) is finite. We work by induction on dp(M). If
dp(M) = 1, then for some /, σ*, and (M( : / G />, M = \Jσ* {M, : / G /} and

N*

each Mi is countable. By 6.2.4 we can replace / by a countable subset 70 and
N* by a countable elementary submodel Nfi, so that \Jσ {Mj : / G /o} is as

Λ/8

required. If dp(M) = a + 1, M = \Jσ* {M, : / G /} for appropriate σ*, /, M, .
_ N*

By induction each M, can be replaced by an Lωω(Mon) equivalent countable
model and applying the dp(M) = 1 argument we obtain the theorem.

The proof for countable languages can proceed by applying the above
argument, but noticing that for each finite sublanguage we obtain a closed
unbounded subset of elementary models and the diagonal intersection yields the
required L-elementary submodel.

For superstable deep theories, the concept of nice does not suffice to settle
the size of the Lόwenheim number. The monadic theory of single unary func-
tion has Lόwenheim number Ko. But in 1.16 of [20] an example is given of a
nice superstable theory with large Lόwenheim number (i.e., the same as second-
order logic if V -L).

We now show that the requirement that the decomposition be nice is
essential.
6.2.7 Theorem If T is a superstable theory in a finite language which is not
nicely decomposable then second-order logic on the continuum is monadically
interpretable in (Γ, Mon).

This yields, in particular, that if Γis superstable then ls[ω ω(Mon) is Ko if T
is nice and otherwise at least 2N°.

To prove 6.2.7 we will first define "second-order logic on the continuum"
explicitly, then find a more tractable theory which is bi-interpretable with it and
then interpret this theory in (T, Mon).

6.2.8 Notation
(i) By second-order logic on the continuum we mean (T, Mon) where Γis the
first-order theory of the structure (B = (ω, 2ω, G, <>) where G is the member-
ship relation between elements of ω and subsets of ω and <) is a fixed pairing.
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(ii)Let 31 = <ω x 2ω, Eu E2) where Ex and E2 are two crosscutting equivalence
relations; E\ has ω classes, E2 has 2ω classes, and all classes are infinite.
(Explicitly Eγ({n, σ>, (m, r>) iff n = m\ E2((n, σ>, <ra, r>) iff σ = r.)

6.2.9 Lemma (Γλ(»), Λfo/i) =Moτv (7%(«), Afo/i).

Proo/: (21, Mow) < ((B, Mow) is obvious. For the converse, let [rj]^, t jE2 ω

and [/iji?!, Λ < ω enumerate the equivalence classes of E2 and Eu respectively.
Let R = U{[n]Eι Π [η]E2 : τj(«) = 0, η < 2ω, n < ω}. Now, via R, each £ 2

class codes a set of natural numbers, and every subset of ω is coded by an
^2-class. In particular, we can code the pairing function on ω. Then we extend
this coding pointwise to code arbitrary relations on the continuum.

Thus we want to define from a model M of a superstable theory T which
does not have a nice decomposition a structure 21 = {A, Eu E2) as in 6.2.8(ii).
Let M be decomposed over TV by the fundamental equivalence relation.

6.2.10 Lemma If T is stable, M = \JσMh \N\+-saturated and some Mi
N

realizes infinitely many distinct quantifier-free m-types over TV, then (77Ϊ((B),

Mon) <Mon (Γ, Mon).

Without loss of generality, we may assume Mis |TV| +-saturated. Choose
a finite sequence b E Mk with m minimal among all pairs (/, c) such that
infinitely many quantifier-free /-types over TV U c are realized in Mk. Let
<C/: i < ω) witness these distinct types. If / Φj then c"/ and Cj are disjoint. For,
if not, by a weak use of the Δ-system lemma we could find an infinite sub-
sequence of Ci which have a common initial segment b'. But if lg(b') = k, there
are infinitely many (m-Ar)-types over 7VU b U b' contradicting the choice of m
and b. Let C° = {q : i < ω}. Choose an independent sequence {ba U Ca : a <
aω} such that t{ba U Cα; N) = t(b U C°; TV).

If the length of each c" is one, we can easily define the required pair of
equivalence relations by setting £Ί(c", cf) if and only if tpqf(c?\ TVU b) =
tPqf(cf; TVU b) if and only if / =j and E2{cf, cf) if and only if t(cj*; TVU cf)
forks over TV if and only if a = β. If not, write cf as e?d? for each a and /.
We will define the required equivalence relations on {d? : 0 < a < 2*°, / < ω}.
By the construction t(d?; TVU df) forks over TV if and only if a = β. Since the
fundamental equivalence relation over TV is monadically definable we have an
E2 meeting the requirements of 6.2.8(ii).

Thus, we finish if we show Eι(da, df) if and only if / —j is also monad-
ically definable. We require some further notation to establish this result. Let
lg(b) = I and choose subsets Bo,..., B^x such that for / < /, Bt Π \d?\E2 is the
/'th member of ba. Thus, using E2 and the Bh ba is the definable closure of df.
Let D denote {df* : α < 2K°, / < ω}. For d? e D, let (P(rf/*) = {tqf{d?~ba~c\
TV): c G [d?]E2 with lg(c) = m - 1}. By the choice of m, each (?(df*) is
finite; by the construction (9{df) = (9{df) for all a and 0. Since for each α,
JJ (P(ί/Γ) is infinite we can, possibly by thinning, assume that if / Φj (?(d?) Φ
i<ω _ _

(P(df). Remembering that ba is definable from d? by some function b(df*) we
can define Eι(x9 y) by:
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(vze_[χ]E2)(iwe[y]E_2)
\J vv e N((φ(x9 b(x),z, v)~φ(y,b(y), w, υ)))

In the last formula lg(z) = lg(w) = lg(e?).
The preceding proof was suggested by A. H. Lachlan.
Finally, to finish the proof of Theorem 6.2.7 we need only show that

if some model M of T does not admit a nice decomposition, then letting
M = |J°ΓM/, some M/ realizes infinitely many distinct quantifier-free types

N

over N. But this is immediate since if not we could easily choose a finite set H
so that for p, q any two of finitely many quantifier-free types over TV realized
in Mh qφp implies q\H Φ p\H. Since Γis stable for each finite Δ, there are
only countably many Δ-^-types over TV. As each of the finitely many Δ-/7-types
realized in M, are determined by a finite subset Hni of N, we can choose for
each n on ̂ -assignment p to decompose M as a nice free union over N.

6.2.11 Corollary Let T be a superstate theory with (T^, 2nd) £ (7^,
Mon) and suppose T is shallow.

IfTis nicely decomposable ls[ωω(Mon) = Ko Otherwise ls[ωω(Mon) = 2K°.

Proof: We know that every reduct of T to a finite language satisfies the
dichotomy. If second-order logic on the continuum is interpretable in some finite
reduct of Γit is certainly interpretable in Γ. If not, by 6.2.6 ls[ωω(Mon) — ̂ o

6.3 The permutational theory of strongly decomposable theories This sec-
tion shows why all study of permutational logic has been restricted to "pure
permutational logic": Any permutational theory in a finite language either
interprets second-order logic or is bi-interpretable (<i_i) in the sense of 2.1.3
with (Too, 1-1) (i.e., pure permutational logic). If (7^, 2nd) S (T, 1-1) then T
is strongly decomposable (6.1.3, 8.1.7) and, in fact, extremely nicely decompos-
able (6.2.2). Thus it suffices to find formulas (possibly with permutational
quantifiers) θ(x, y, / ) , π(y9 / ) , and for each relation symbol R(x) G L{T) a
formula θR(x, y, f) such that for any set A, elements a, and permutations Fof
A if At ττ(tf, F) then (Θ(A9 ά, F)9 (θk(A; a, F))J N Γand for^very model M
of Tthere exist A, ά, Fsuch that Af « (004, a, F), (θk(A, a,F)). We do not
need to worry about the questions of interpreting the quantifiers (which are
described in Definition 2.1.2) since both of the logics we are discussing admit
permutational quantification.

6.3.1 Theorem IfTis a first-order theory in a finite language (T^, 2nd) -£
(Γ, 1-1), theniT^ 1-1) a M (Γ, 1-1).

Proof: Of course (T^, 1-1) < M (Γ, 1-1). For the converse, note that by 6.2.2
every model of Γis nicely decomposable. Since monadic logic is interpretable
in permutational logic we will use monadic formulas and parameters in our
argument whenever convenient. Give a model M of T with cardinality K we will
define the formulas θR(x, y, f) then choose parameters aM, FM such that
(JC, {βR(κ,AM,FM)))<*M.

Examination of the argument will then show that only the choice of AM
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and FM but not the definition of the formulas ΘR depend on M. Thus the
interpretation is as uniform as required.

Let M be extremely nicely decomposed over the infinite elementary sub-
model TV as \J° {Mi : i G /) with H as the heart of the heart. Add unary

TV

predicates Hx and H2 to be interpreted on N and H respectively. (Fix a permu-
tation F of M such that (TV, F) and each (Mh F) is isomorphic to (Z, S). If
any of Λf, are finite let (Mh F) form a finite cycle under S.) Call a subset X
closed if x G X implies F{x) and F~ι(x) G X. Now define an equivalence
relation on M by x ~ y if and only if they are contained in the same closed
subset. Finally, let θR(x, Hu H2, F) be the formalization of the m-conditions
which define R as \J° (Mt> : / G / ) . That is, for each partition of x, σ assigns

a finite set of sequences (p[,... ,pι

k) of quantifier-free types over H such that
R(ά\9..., ak) if and only if for some /, each ΰj satisfies pj(l <j<k). Clearly
this can be expressed by a single formula.

Shelah has shown that 6.3.1 can be improved by requiring the interpreting
formulas to be first-order formulas (with a finite number of function parame-
ters). This requires about two more pages of argument.

7 Some prototypes In this section we investigate stable theories T with
(ΓQO, 2nd) £ {T, Mon). Of course, this condition applied as well in Sections 5
and 6, but there we discussed even stronger additional conditions. For the
moment, suppose Γis countable. Then by 4.2.16 and 3.2.11 we have established
upper bounds for the Hanf number of (Γ, Mon) (in various languages). The
main result of this section describes prototypes for theories satisfying our con-
dition. We will explicitly describe the prototypes only for the superstable and
deep case (λ< ω) and the strictly stable case. Similar arguments will produce
similar results for shallow and in particular fl-tree decomposable theories.

In Section 7.1, we describe the prototypes up to infinitary monadic equiva-
lence. In Section 7.2 ( which was completed later) we show that in the strictly
stable case we can describe the interpretation in finitary monadic logic and in
fact we can refine the description of the prototypes.

7.1 Lower bounds for Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers The major result
of this section, Theorem 7.1.14, establishes that structures of the form λ<ω,
λ~ω are prototypes for (models of) superstable, respectively stable theories
T such that {T^, 2nd) ^ (Γ, Mon). The same reasoning establishes lower
bounds for the Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers of infinitary monadic logic
restricted to such theories. We have organized the section around the com-
putation of these bounds. Thus, we first show by example in 7.1.3 that if T
is Ko-tree decomposable that our computation h[ω ω(Mon) = X is best possible
by finding theories Tn and sentences φn which are bounded by 3 Λ . Then we
improve the counterexamples to theorems (in the infinitary case). That is, for
every deep Γ, h[ωi ω(Mon) ^ ^ωi (This is an immediate consequence of The-
orem 7.1.10.)
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7.1.1 Example For n > 1 let Ln contain unary predicates <P, : / < ή) unary
function symbols/and g, and a constant symbol 0.

Let Tn assert that the Pj are disjoint, / i s a 1-1, onto function with no
finite cycles, and that/and g commute. Moreover, let Tn assert/preserves each
Pi while g maps />• to P/_! if / > 0, g fixes Po pointwise, for each a g~ι(a) is
infinite, and Po(O) holds.

It is now easy to establish:

7.1.2 Lemma Each Tn is a complete ω-stable theory and (T^, 2nd) ^
(Tn9Mon).

Proof: It is easy to see that Tn is complete, ω-stable, and n + 1 tree decompos-
able so the result follows from Corollary 7.3.15 (below).

7.1.3 Theorem For each ny there are sentences in finitary monadic logic
λn and ηn such that
(i) Mn V Tn U {λπ} implies \Mn\ > Hn and Tn U {λn} has a model.

(ii) Mn V Tn U {ηn} implies \Mn\ < 2n and Tn U {ηn} has a model of power 2 Λ .

Now (i) guarantees the Lowenheim number of (3, Mon) > 2 ω and (ii)
guarantees the Hanf number of (3, Mon) > Hω for 3 the class of superstable,
K0-tree decomposable theories.

In the proof of this theorem we require the following formulas which are
easily expressible in monadic logic: comp(j>, x) (x is in the /-component of y),
y(y) (gk(y) = 0 for some k < n).

7.1.4 Definition Let Mn N Tn. We define by induction on / a predicate
Setι(x, Y). It is defined for any Y c Mn and any x E Pn-ι(Mn) Π γ(M π ). If
/ = 0 and x G Pn(Mn) Π y(Mn) then Sβίo(x, >") = {«: /"(*) G Π F o r ^ Ξ
PΛ./-i(MΛ) Π 7 (M Π ) then Sβ//+1 (x, F) = {S^/(^, Y) : g(x') = x}.

Note that each Setι(x\ Y) is a subset of H/(K0) and is not contained in
Mn. Nevertheless, we are able to define in Mn the relation between Set(x, Y\)
and Set(y, Y2).

7.1.5 Lemma For each /, there is a monadic formula φ/(w, υ, Zu Z2) such
that for x,yePn-ι(Mn), Yu Y2^Mn,

Mn N φ7(χ, j , r l f F2) (fα/irf o/i(y ί/Ser/U, Yx) = Sett(y, Y2) .

Proof: The proof is by induction on /. If / = 0, Φo(u, v, Zu Z2) is
Vw1Vw2[(com/7(w, w^Acompiv, w2)*gn(wl) = gΛ Z(w2))-^(Z1(w1)^Z2(w2))].
The formula φ/+i(w, ι̂ , Zi, Z2) is

(VW!g(w!) = «-• (3w2g(w2) = VASet{(wu Zι) =Setι(w2, Z 2 ) ) ) Λ
(VH^gίW!) =t;-*(3W2£(W2) = ί / Λ t o / ^ i . Z ϊ ) =Sβί/(w2, Z 2))) .

Now let (?o = Z and (P/+1 be the power set of (P/. Again these are not sub-
sets of Mn, but we will show they are representable in Mn in the following
precise sense.

7.1.6 Lemma There is a formula Ψι(u9 Z) such that for x E y(Mn) Π
Pn-i(Mn) and YQMn, Mn V ψ,(x, Y) if and only ifSet,(x, Y) = (P7.
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Proof: We require one preliminary notation. Let ψ*(u9 Z) abbreviate
vziz2u'(g(zi) =g(z2) = wΆg(w') =U)ΛZI Φ Z2-+Set^u Z) ΦSetι-2(z2,
Z). This expresses that for each u'Eg~ι(u)9 Sett(u\ Z) contains each subset
of (P/_2 at most once.

Now we define ψι(u9 Z) by induction for / > 1:

/ = 1: Let I/Ί(«, Z) be Pn^(u) /\y(u) ΛI/Ί*(«, Z) Λ

Vu'vY(g(u') = u^lu"g{u") = UASeto(u\ Y) = Seto(u"9 Z)).

/ + 1: Let ψ,+ι(u, Z) be Pn-ι-X{u) Λ φ*+ϊ(u9 Z) Λ
VwvF(g(w') = u-+(lu"g(u") =uhSetι{u\ Y) = Setι(u\ Z))) Λ
luΊYψtu', Y)Ng(u') = u.

Now, it is easy to prove by induction on / > 1.

7.1.7 Lemma If I > 1, αm/ Mn \= lZψι(x9 Z) then \{m E Mn : ^ ( m ) =

Moreover, it is clear that:

7.1.8 Lemma // / > 0 and Mn V Φ*(x, Z ) , then \{m G Mn : g(m) =

*}|^n/.
Thus, setting ηn as 3 X 3 Z ^ ( J C , Z) and λΛ as /\ VxvZ^(x, Z) we have the

required sentences.
Now we use infinitary monadic logic and the results of Section 4.3 to

extend this result to an exact computation of Λj« ω(Mon) f° r shallow T in a

finite language. We require one technical lemma. (Allen Mekler noted that this

result is true in an arbitrary stable theory.)

7.1.9 Lemma If T is superstate, \M - N\ < ω and a E 6 - M then
t(a; M) does not fork over N.

Proof: Assume for contradiction that M — N = b = (b0,..., &«_!>. There
exists finite a ̂ Nt(b; N) d.n.f. over a. If t(a; M) forks over TV then (possibly
enlarging ά slightly) there exists a formula φ(x, b, a) such that for any q with
Φ(ΛΓ, 5, a) E q, q forks over a. Now since M < C, for some c E M V Φ(c,
b, ά). Then t(c; N) forks over a and c E M - N, contrary to the choice of a.

We also rely on the observation that Ί(a\ A U b) forks over A9 is easy to
define in L\τ\+ ω(Mon) by adding a monadic predicate to name A. The defini-
tion of forking in [11] is directly expressible in this language.

7.1.10 Theorem Suppose T is superstate9 (7^, 2nd) £ (Γ, Moή) but T is
deep. Then for every a < K2 there is a sentence ψa E L~^ω{Mon) such that
TV {φa} has models only of cardinality i α .

Proof: We begin by defining a model Ma. Then we will define a sentence φa

whose only model is Ma. Let Ia c
 < ω l α be a tree with depth α. Since Γis deep,

repeated application of the preceding lemma produces a sequence of models
(Ni: / < ω) such that 7VZ •< 7V/+1, all members of Ni+χ — TV, are is/v equivalent,
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t(Ni+2; Ni+Ϊ) forks over TV,, and \T\ > \Ni+ι - A |̂ > Ko. Now let /be a sub-
tree of <ω2a whose Kleene-Brouwer ordinal is a and define (Nη : η E /> by
choosing Λ^ « TV/ if lg(η) = y, so that for each 77, /, y, Nη~i Π Λ ^ = Λ^, and
t(Nη~i; Nη~j) d.n.f. over Nη if / *y. Let Mα = \J{Nη : η<Ξl}. Now if Mη =
U{7VP : η < p}, Ma is tree decomposed by ((Mη, Nη) : η E />. We now show
how to define a copy of / in Ma by a sentence in L%>ω(Mon). We add unary
predicates (PJ : / < ω, / < |α|> and {Pι: / < ω> to L and interpret them in Ma

as follows. Fix an enumeration of each Nη as (aj1 : / < μη < |Γ|> such that if
77 < Ϊ> and α/7 is defined then a? = aj. Interpret Pf as {a? : η E /, /g(?7) = /} and
P z as TV/ = U{Nη : /g(τ ) = /}. As remarked before the theorem we can monad-
ically define EPι in L\τ\+>ω(Mon). Then we monadically define a predicate
C(x, .y) such that C(xf y) holds just if yGNη- Nη for the shortest η such that
XG Nη: C(x, y) is Λ Pι(x)"Pι(y) Λ Λ ( ( P / + 1 W Λ ̂ W ) - ^ , j ) ) .

Note that C(x9 y) is an equivalence relation and we can define a transitive
reflexive relation on Ma which induces a partial order isomorphic to / when
we form MJC. Define x < y to be V ^ / + 1 (*) Λ ^P'iy) Λ ^pίM Λ EPι-\(x,

l<ω

y) and for convenience let x < j be JC < ^ Λ V P'O*) Λ P / + 1 (^) Λ ~^Pl(y) Λ

^ / " 1 ϋ ' ) .
The remainder of the argument follows that in Theorem 7.1.3 where we

found one theory with Hanf number 2 Λ . We define a collection of sets Setβ(x,
Y) for α < | Γ | + and formulas φ(x, Y, xu Yx) and ψβ(x, Y) for β < \T\a such
that

(i) Mα (= ^^(JC, 7, xu Y\) iff Se^ίx, 7) = Setβ(xu Yx) for j8 < α.
(ii) Mα N φa(χ9 Y) iff 5^/(x, y) = (P/.

Here, (Po = Ko, Py+ι is the power set of (Pγ, and (Pδ = | J (Pa if δ a limit.
α<δ

&ίo(jf, y) = {/ : 3yC(x, y)Λ/\ (Pι+ι(x) Λ -./»'(X) -• P/+ 1(^))}

5ei/+1(x, Y) = {Set,{y, Y) : x<y}
Setδ(x, Y) = U{Seta(x, Y) : a < δ} if δ is a limit ordinal.

Let ψo(*. y, Jf'. Y') be Λ (3^C(Jc, 7) Λ ^ G F Λ P / ( J ) - 3^C(jf', ^) Λ J G

r Λ Pj(y)) and let Φ/+I(JΓ,' K X', Y') be (v^(jf < y -» azj' < z Λ φ,(^, y, z,

ϊ"))) Λ iyy{x' <y^ 3zy < ZΛφι(y, Y, z, Y'))). For limit δ let φs(x, Y, x',

Y') be Λ Φa(x, Y, x', Y')
a<δ

Finally, define ψa by induction for a > 1. Let ψa+ι be ly(x < y Λ
VZ3z(x < Z Λ φα0>, Z) - φα(z, y)) ^

Let ^ δ be Λ Ψa(x> γ)- Taking ψa as 3jc3yψα(Λ:, 7) we have the theorem.
a<δ

7.1.12 Notes
(a) The role of Lemma 7.1.9 is to guarantee that each difference Ni+X — Nj is
infinite. The construction of \pa actually guarantees that |Afα| > ϊa(y) if 7 is
the inf{\Ni+ι : Nt : / < ω}. Since 5 α ( l ) = 2a(X0) for a > ω ω, Lemma 7.1.9
is only important for small values of a.
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(b) In fact, if Tis shallow the argument for 7.1.10 yields: If dp(T) = B < \T\ +

there is a sentence ψβ G L\τ\+jT(Mon) which has models only of cardinality 5β.
The proof of the preceding theorem also allows us to find prototypical

theories for the class of superstable deep theories.

7.1.13 Definition Let Ko be the class of all subtrees of trees in set: {λ<ω :
λ G ord] and Kx be the class of all subtrees of trees in the set: {λ<Kl :
λeord}.

Note that the language L of Ko and Kx contains only one binary relation
(partial order). In the following theorem, bi-interpretability is meant in the sense
of 2.1.3(d).

7.1.14 Theorem
(i) IfTisa countable superstable deep theory with (T^, 2nd) £ (T, Mon),
(Γ, Lωuω(Mon)) =ιωuω(Mon) (Ko, Lωuω(Mon)).

Proof: The interpretation of Ko into the Lωuω(Mon)-theory of Γis contained
in the first half of the proof of Theorem 7.1.10.

The converse is a reformulation of the decomposability of T. We must find
a sentence τ involving < and infinitely many unary predicate symbols P, Q such
that: (i) if a tree (/, c, P, Q) (= TΓ, a specified definable subset of / with rela-
tions defined in terms of < and the P, Q is a model of T and (ii) every model
of T has such a representation.

To prove this, fix a countable model AT of Γ. Let M be a saturated model
of Γ. We will describe an interpretation of < and countably many unary predi-
cates (Pi : / < ω> on the universe of M so that M can be defined by Lωit(ύ-
sentences in terms of < and the P. Since every model of T is a submodel of a
saturated model using one more unary predicate, we achieve (ii). Afterward, we
will describe the construction of π to satisfy condition (i).

Fix a countable model N of T and decompose M as a free union \J {NT:
N

T G /} for some / <Ξ \M\<ω. For each T G I enumerate Mτ — Mτ- as {aj : / <
p < ω}. For a finite sequence k = <A:0,..., A:/_j) of natural numbers we write
^ f o r < < , . . - , ar

kι_χ).
The universe of our tree will be /. There are two important families of

unary predicates which we will define on /. The first allows us to describe the
types of finite sequences which come from any particular Mτ. For any formula
φ(x) with lg(x) = / and any partition k = (k0,..., kn) of / let

Pκ».....*mΦ = {ηEl:M\= φ(άpo°9..., SiH)} .

The second family of predicates allows us to recover the truth on sequences
which intersect independent models. Recall that for any quantifier-free formula
φ(x; y) there is a quantifier-free formula dφ(y, z) such that for any^4 and any
p G S(A) such that for all b G A, φ(x9 b) Ep if and only if dφ{b9 ap). For
each quantifier-free φ(x; y), associated with dφ(yy z) where lg(x) = /o, lg(y) =
lx a_nd lg(z) = k0 + kx + . . . + kn-X let for ic0,..., kn-u Lo Ξ ω < ω , and
lg(Lo)=lo,

Qfo.....*H-ι.Φ.Φ) = {* : <**(?'> s&°> • . a f c 1 ) defines tφ(άlQ; Mη-)} .
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To recover M from /, we will think of M as a subset of / X /. More pre-
cisely, we will code aj1 by (η, r> where lg(τ) = /. Of course in Lωuω we can
recover lg(τ) from r so this is permissible. For simplicity of notation we will
henceforth regard the elements of our intended copy, M*9 of M as having the
form <ry, k). Thus we regard the domain as / x ω. We will define for each
quantifier-free formula φ(x) a formula φ* such that M* h φ*((ηo, k0),...,
(ηh ki>) if and only if M \= φ(aη

k°Q,..., * # ) .
We first define φ* on sequences of the form 3^9 a%j with lg(k0) = I and

lg(kx) = m which are independent over Mη. For such sequences,

Φ*«η~i, *<!>, , O T / , *ό>, <*? ~h k}),...> (V ~j, kΓ»

holds if tφ(a%; Mη) is defined by dφ(γ, 3^°,..., 3}'^) and this defining
formula is satisfied by #|J. That is, we need

0) P_m0,..., mrΦ(rι ~j) if and only if M V Φ ( < , άjj!0°,..., άfr) for each

m 0 , . . . , mr which partition lg{y) and

(ϋ) βpo,...,P/,-i.rfΦ^o^Λϊ')

To see that we can recover the entire structure of M from this coding, note
first that if ά = 30,..., ak where ut = Mτji Π a for / < k, an induction on /:
determines the truth of φ(3θ9..., ak) from the information specified in the
previous paragraph.

Now to settle Φ(3ψQ9..., άjφ we induct on the maximum length of the r, .
We define all φ* on In X ω where In = {τ : lg(τ) < n} by induction on n.

Let each of <τ0, k0),..., <rm, &m> have /g(r/) = 1. Now we induct on m.
If m = 1, the definition is accomplished by the P. If m = / + 1 and we want to
define φ* we have by induction defined dφ*((τ0, k0),..., <rm_i, km_λ)) and
we say φ*(<τ0, fco>, > <^» ^m>) holds if and only if, letting rfφ(^0» ,
J?m_i, m) define ί(ά^w; Λfτ-), we have dφ*({τ0, k0),..., <rm_i, /:w_i>, m*)
where m* are the pairs of sequences attached to m and P^ 0 ) . . . t m n φ(τ m ) if and
only if Φ(ά^9 aJ%/0,..., ά ^ ) for all instances of φ in Afτ-.

Now assume by induction that we have defined all formulas φ*((τ0,
ko>>-> Λτm, km)) with lg(τi) < n for all / < m. Let each of <τ0, k0),...,
(τm> km) have /g(r/) = « + 1. Again we induct on m. Note that by the defini-
tion of a free decomposition

M = U { M r - y : y E / } U { M p U 7 V τ - : p ^ r b u t p - c r - } .

Thus M N φ ( ά | J , . . . , α|^) if and only if letting dφ(y; fn) define t(ajfc; M τ -),

M N rfφ(5g,..., ά | - : ; ™m). Thus we define φ*«τ 0 , *<>>,••.. <τ^^m>) to

hold just if Pmθ9...,mrtφ(τm) if and only if φ{a%9 aΎ^\..., φ for all

instances of φ in M r - and dφ*((τθ9 ko)9..., <τm_i, km^x)).
This reduces the calculation of Hanf and Lowenheim numbers for (Γ,

ΐ ω i > ω (Mo«)) to that of Ko. We have established lower bounds. A forthcoming
paper of Gurevich and Shelah will investigate upper bounds for (Ku Lωuω).
(Kx = {λ-ω: \<ΞCard}).

The situation for strictly stable theories (i.e., stable but not superstable) is
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a little more complicated. We can associate with each theory, the class Kτ of
trees, which can represent the forking relation in some model of T. Then the
proof of 7.1.14 yields us bi-interpretation in Lωχω(Mon). However, we have
no precise description of the class KΊ. The following theorem summarizes our
present knowledge.

7.1.15 Theorem For each countable stable but not superstable theory T
there is a class Kτ of trees which contains Ko, is closed under subtree, and is
contained in the collection of subtrees of trees {λ<Kl: λ G Card}, such that

(KTf Lωuω{Mon)) =Lωuω(Mon) (T, Lωuω(Mon)) .

The standard example of a stable but not superstable theory (infinitely
many refining equivalence relations such that each Et is split into infinitely
many Ei+X-classes) satisfies (Too, 2nd) £ (T, Mori). However, an infinite lan-
guage is not required to obtain such an example.

7.1.16 Example Let L have unary predicates P and Q and a binary relation
R. Define a structure M with universe λ~ω U Kη, η\n, k) : η G λω, n < ω,
0 < k< /!}. Let PM = λ< ω, ρ M = λ~ω a n d i ? M = {<τj, (η, η\n, 1)): η <Ξ λω,
n E ω} U {«rj, η\n, />, (η, η\n, I + 1>>: η G λω, I < n, n G ω} U {«τ?, η\n,
n - 1>, η\n): ηEλ", nGω}.

The following chart indicates how these results extend to uncountable
languages.

Tuncountable: infinitary monadic logic (L^^(Mon)).
For simplicity assume a > \T\.

Lόwenheim Number Hanf Number

λ*m (*) c u m ) ) +

λ< | Γ |(deep) (*) {(1A\T\))+

λ<'Γl (shallow) (M\T\))+ (^(|Γ|))+

dp{T) =β> ω ω

strongly decomposable ( 2 x (| T\))+ (5 {(| T\))+

(*)See[16].

7.2 Strictly stable theories In this section we show that in one direction the
arguments of 7.1 can be improved to yield interpretations in Lωω(Mon) if Γis
strictly stable (stable but not superstable) in a finite language.

Thus, the main aim of this section is to prove (with interpretation as in the
sense of 2.1.3(d)):

7.2.1 Theorem If T is a stable but not superstable in a finite language L and
(Γoo, 2nd) ^ (Γ, Mon) then (Γ, Mon) >Lωω{Mon) (K2, Mon) (where K2 is the
class defined in 7.2.2).
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Fix a cardinal λ and let / = λ~ω, / = λω and K = λ< ω = / - /. For
η, T E /, η Λ τ is the maximal common initial segment of η and r.

7.2.2 Definition K2 is the class of subtrees of <λ~ω, Λ> .

7.2.3 Notation We fix a finite language L and denote by r(L) the maxi-
mum arity of a relation symbol in L. We set Δ = {φ{x\ y)}\ φ a quantifier free
and/g(x) + lg(p) <r(L).

7.2.4 Construction Since T is not superstable we can construct a sequence
of models <Λf, : / < ω> and an aωG Mω - U{Mη : n < ω] such that for each
/, t(aω; Mj+ι) forks over M, . Define for η E Jand /: < ω isomorphisms/,^ with
fη\k £fη\ι if k<l and models λfη\k = fη\k(Mk) such that

t(Mη]k; Ό{Mη]p :p<k}U{Mv: v(k) < η(k)})

does not fork over U{Mη\p : p < k}.

7.2.5 More notation Let M denote U{Mη : η E K) and M* denote UjM^ :
η E /}. For r/ E J let M^ denote {M^ : k < ω}. Since this is a nonforking tree,
M and M* are models of T and M -<M*. (This can be checked using the coheir
definition of nonforking.) Let E = EM<> = £ ^ r be the fundamental equiva-
lence relation over M< >. Note that for η E /, Mη - M is the E equivalence class
of aη which we denote as [aη]E.

The rough plan of the interpretation is now evident; for each η\k we want
to choose an element aη\k which first appears in Mη\k to represent the node η\k.
We expect to recover the tree from the forking relation amongst the aη\k. That
is, we will define the tree order from £ M ( ) . Unfortunately £ M ( ) is not always
monadically definable. However, we can embed Minto a saturated M' where,
by 4.3.11, EM<> is monadically definable as E^y The tree of aη\k will be a sub-
tree of the tree induced by decomposing M' over M<).

For the details of our interpretation we need some more technical appa-
ratus. The following definition is made for an arbitrary formula ψ(x, y)\ our
chief application will be to take ψ as Ak(y; z), the formula which defines the
quantifier-free type of a tuple. We can code all quantifier-free formulas by a
single formula A(x; y) since L is finite. As T is stable, there is a formula
Δk(y, z) such that for each A and each/? E S(A) there is an άp such that Δ(x;
a) E p if and only if Ak(ά> ap).

7.2.6 Definition If ψix, y) = ψ is a formula and lg(y) = lg(ΰ) = lg(v)
then Eψ(ΰ, v) is the equivalence relation defined by Eψ(ϋ9 v) ** Vx(^(x, ΰ) **
Φ(x, v)).

If R is an equivalence relation on m-tuples and b is an m-tuple, we write
[5]R for the /^-equivalence class of 5.

Now we make the key technical definition for this argument. In it we relate
the fundamental equivalence relation E to the equivalence relations EAk arising
from Definition 7.2.6 and the previous discussion.

7.2.7 Definition For each η E /, Aη = \J {[b]EAk: Ak(y9 b) defines
k<r{L)

tA(ά; M) for some a Q \aη]E with lg(a) = k}.
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The remainder of the argument is most easily understood in terms of Ceq.
For background on this notion see [15], III.6, or [8]. Intuitively, if R is an
equivalence relation definable over M the equivalence class A of R is in Meq iff
A Π MΦ 0 . So for our purposes here we could restate the following lemma as:
for each ae [aη]E with lg(ά) = k < r(L), if Ak(γ, b) defines tA(a\ M) then
[b]EAk Π My Φ 0 . But this is clear since by construction t(Mv; M) does not
fork over Mη.

7.2.8 Lemma Aη^M*q(= \J Mej\.
\ k<ω J

Now the crucial fact is that Aη is not contained in any initial segment

ofMf.

7.2.9 Lemma Ifη^J and k < ω then Aη £ M^k.

Proof: We must show that for some a G [aη]E with Ig(a) < r(L), if Ak(y, b)

defines t(a, M) then [b]EAk Π Mη\k = 0 . If not, letting B = (M-Mη) U Mη\k,

B is a formally good set in MU [^l.Eover Mη\k. But then [aη]Eis a union of

Λ̂f II* equivalence classes and by 4.3.11 t([aη]E; M) d.n.f. over Mη\k contrary

to the construction.
With this information we will show how to monadically interpret the class

of subtrees of Kl = {<λ~ω; S(x9 y, z)>: λ G Card} into (Γ, Mon) where
5(τ, σ, η) means r Λ σ < σ Λ T/ for r, σ, 77 G λω.

7.2.10 Lemma For τ9 σ e J, ATΠ Aσ = ATΠ Af%σ.

Proof: Let k = lg(σ Λ r) and let 0 denote the all-zero sequence. Note that
Aτ =fτ(Ao) and Aσ =fσ(Ao) so

Aτ Π ̂ σ =fτ(Ao) Πfσ(Ao) =fτ\k(A*\k) =ATΠ M%k = ATΠ Me

rl .

Now interpret η as aη and 5(ατ, aσ, aη) as AσΠ Aτ^ AσΠ Aη, The pre-
vious two lemmas show the resulting structure is isomorphic to (λ~ω, S). Since
by the construction Aη is monadically definable from aη we can now complete
the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Theorem 2.1: We must construct Lωω(Mon) formulas X(JC), φ(x, y)
and a sentence Π such that if M N ΓU {Π}, </>(x, y) defines on χ(M) a mem-
ber of K2 and every member is so represented.

It suffices to show that trees of the form λ~ω with λ > K { can be so repre-
sented since we can then fix any subtree with an additional unary predicate.

The interpretation of (λ~ω, S) (cf. before 7.2.10) into the associated model
Meq is described in 7.2.4-7.2.10. Let χ(x) pick out the elements {aτ : rGk}.
We saw how to define S in Meq. Since the monadic formula defining 5 uses
only a finite number of additional sorts from Meq and Meq is a definitional
extension of M, this formula can be translated into a formula of M and from
it we can easily construct a φ defining Λ.

In this case the choice of Π is easy since there is little difficulty in writing
a monadic sentence asserting <χ(M), φ(M)) is isomorphic to a substructure of
λ-ω for some λ.
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8 Unstable theories In this section we discuss (T, 1-1) and (Γ, Mon) when
Γis unstable. We first show that the monadic theory of order is interpretable
in (Γ, Mon) for any unstable theory T. From this, we conclude by 2.2.7 that
(Γoo, 2nd) < (Γ, 1-1) so we need only investigate (Γ, Mon). We show that if
Γhas the independence property then (7Όo, 2nd) < (T, Mon). Thus we are left
with unstable theories without the independence property. The prototype of such
theories is the monadic theory of order. In Section 8.2 we study the relationship
between Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers of second-order logic, the monadic
theory of order, the monadic theory of well order, and the monadic theory of
an arbitrary stable theory without the independence property.

8.1 From n-tuples to 1-tuples The relationship between the theory of order
and unstable theories is expected since, roughly speaking, Γis unstable just if
it admits a linear ordering of ^-tuples. More precisely, we recall the following
definitions and basic facts.

8.1.1 Definition
(i) T has the order property if there is a first-order formula φ(x, y) and a
sequence <#, : i < ω) in a model M of T such that M |= φ{άi9 άj) if and only if

(ii) T has the independence property if there exists a first-order formula
φ(x, y) and sequences <#, : / < ω), (bσ : σ E 2ω> contained in a model M of T
such that M |= </>(#,, bσ) if and only if σ(/) = 0.
(iii) T has the strict order property if there is a first-order formula φ(x, y)
and a sequence <α, : / < ω) contained in a model M of T such that M V
Vx(φ(x, ai) -> φ(x9 ak) if and only if k > I.

If a formula φ with monadic parameters satisfies condition (i), (ii), or (iii)
we say φ has, e.g., the order property.

For variants of these definitions and proof of the following consult
[11],Π.4.

8.1.2 Fact [11], II.4.7 Γis unstable if and only if Γhas the independence
property or the strict order property.

Note that these properties are defined on ^-tuples. Our first task is to show
that using monadic predicates we can define similar relations on individuals. Our
procedure is to extract from a set of order indiscernible sequences satisfying the
desired relation, a subset which satisfies the same relation on one coordinate.

Note that if a formula φ(x, y) has the order property (on singletons) it is
an easy matter to obtain with an additional unary predicate a formula with the
strict order property. Thus, the "strict" in the conclusion of the following lemma
is a bonus.

8.1.3 Lemma If the first-order theory of T has the order property then some
first-order formula of 2 variables φ(x9 y) (with monadic parameters) has the
strict order property.

Proof: If T has the order property then there is an integer k such that for
every λ there is a λ-dense ordered set /, a sequence (as: s G /> contained in a
model of Γand a formula φ(x, y) with lg(x) = lg(y) = lg(άs) = k such that:
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φ{άs

9 a*) if and only if s < t. We prove by induction on k that this implies the
existence of a linear order, which is definable in an expansion of Γby finitely
many unary predicates, which is λ-dense on a subset of M. (The λ-density is used
only to guarantee uniformity in the ordering.)

If k = 1, the result is evident.

If k > 1, we make the following simplifying assumptions. First, by in-
duction, we can assume that no such formula ψ(x'9 y') exists if Ig(x') =
Ig(y') < k. Second, by compactness, and the standard Ehrenfeucht-Mostowski
technique we can assume the (as : s G /) are order indiscernible. We write
as = Bs~ cs where lg{bs) = k - 1. We further suppose there exist s < u <
v < t such that VΦ(bs ~ cu

9 b* ~ cv). (This is by symmetry; otherwise we work
with -ιφ.)

Our aim is to show there is a sequence of A:-1-tuples which is linearly
ordered by a formula. Specifically, we will find u0, v0 such that if {s9 t) Π
{u0, v0} = 0 , φ(bs ~ cu°9 b

t ~ cv°) if and only if s < t. In fact, any u0, v0 will
do if we establish:

(*) F o r a n y u9 viϊ {s, ή Π {u, v) = 0 a n d \{s, t}\ = \{u, v}\ = 2 t h e n 5 " < tiϊ
a n d o n l y if φ(bs~cu

9 b'~cυ).

We will establish (*) in several stages by showing that various other alter-
natives contradict the induction hypothesis.

N o t a t i o n W e w r i t e u - v mod(s9 t) t o i n d i c a t e s<t,uΦv,u<s++v<s9

and u < t <-> v < t. We say u and υ are in the same cut determined by (s9 t).

8.1.4 Lemma If u - υ mod{s9 t) then φ(bs~cu

9 bf^cv) ~ φ(bs~cv

9

b'~cu).

Proof: If not,_for some u\ υ' with u' ~ υ' mod{s9 t) φ(bs~cv'9 5'^cM') Λ
π ψ ( 5 ί Λ c 5 , b'~cυ'). Thinking of φ(bs~cu\ b'~cυ') as ψ(bs~c\ b'~c'9
bυ> ~ cv\ bu> ~ cu>) = φ(άs

9 a\ άυ\ άu>) we have by the indiscernibility of the
(άs : s G /> that for any u < v in the same interval determined by (s9 t) as
u'9 υ1 (call this interval /) φ(bs cu

9b
ι cυ) Λ -^φ{bscv

9 bιcu). That is, {cu : u G
/} is linearly ordered by φ(bsx9 bιy) contrary to the induction hypothesis.

We will now show that if all u < v in a cut determined by (s, t) satisfy
φ(bs ~ c", b* ~ cυ) then this is also true when one of u or v is moved out of the
cut. Technically, there are four cases:

u < υ < t-+ u < t < υ
t<u<v-^u<t<υ
u < v < s-+ u< s < υ
s<u<v-*u<s<υ.

Since the proofs are similar we prove only one case formally.

8.1.5 Lemma _ Ifs<u<υ<t implies φ(bs ~ cu

9 bt ~ cv) then fors<u<
t<v9 φ(bscu, b'c").

Proof: If not, by indiscernibility, for any s and / φ(bs ~ cu

9 bt ~ cυ) if s < u <
v < t and -^φ(bs ~ cu, bΐ ~ cv) if s < u < t < υ. Fix w0, s<uo<t9 let Q be a
new predicate picking out {cv : v > uo}9 and let φ'(x'9 y') be:
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Vz[{Q{z))/\φ(bs~cu\ x1 ~z))-> φ{bs~ cu\ f ~z)] .

Now φ'(bp, bq) if and only if p < q holds for uo<p, q <s. For, if υ <p then
v_<qso 1=0(5' c"°, p θ Λ </>(£'c"°, ^ c y ) . But if # < v < p then h φ ^ ' c " 0 ,
ft^c17) Λ -κ/>(fr'cw°, bqcυ). Thus we have defined a linear order on {bp : w0 <
/? < s) contrary to the induction hypothesis.

Now by the assumption that there exist s < u < υ < t such that φ(bs~ cw,
b* ~ cv), and by the last two lemmas (and the analogs of the last), we have (*)
and thus Lemma 8.1.3.

We can now immediately conclude:

8.1.6 Theorem If T is unstable then (ΓΛ(<), Mon) < (Γ, Mori).

This yields, via Corollary 2.2.7 which asserts (Γ*, 2nd) < (ΓΛ(<), 1-1),

8.1.7 Corollary //Γis unstable then (7^, 2nd) < (Γ, 1-1).

We now turn to theories with the independence property.

8.1.8 Theorem If T has the independence property then there is a first-order
formula φ(x, y) with monadic parameters which has the independence property
(for appropriate interpretation of the monadic parameters).

Proof: If Γhas the independence property then there is a formula φ(x; y) and
a sequence <#, : / < ω) such that for each σ G 2 ω there is a bσ satisfying
Φ(bσ, άi) if and only if σ(/) = 0. We prove by induction on k = lg(y) that this
implies the existence of a first-order formula ψ(x; y) with additional unary
predicates which has the independence property.

If k = 1, the result is evident.
By compactness and Ramsey's theorem we can find b and (an : n < ω)

such that

(i) Φ(b;ά2n) Λ-*Φ(b; a2n+{)
(ii) (b ~ a2n ~ a2n+ι : n < ω> is a sequence of order indiscernibles.

(iii) (άn : n < ω) is a sequence of order indiscernibles.

We write an as cn ~ dn and ψ(x; y) as ψ(x; zy w) where Igz — lg(cn) —
k — 1. To reduce the number of cases in the following argument let

Γ φ(x; z, w), -iψ(x; z, w)Λ

lΦ(x;y)9 iφ(χ;y) J

(Proving a statement for some φ E Ψ and m < n is the same as proving it for
φ if m < n and -i^ if m > «.)

Our intention is to translate the independence property on the an to the
independence property on the cn. In fact, we proceed through a number of
cases, most of which contradict the induction hypothesis that the (c2n : n < ω)
do not witness the independence property for any formula χ(x; z) with
monadic parameters. The conclusion of these arguments is that

(*): φ(b; c2n, di) holds for all /.
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The same argument applied to the set (c2n+ϊ : n < ω) yields:

(**): -1^(6; c2n+u di) holds for all /.

We now set out to prove (*). This also breaks into two parts, each of which has
two cases.

(even) ψ(b\ c2n, d2m) all m.
(odd) φ(b\ c2n, d2m+{) Mm.

In each of the next four cases we define a function a from {c2n : n < ω}
into the d's (with even or odd subscript depending on the case) such that for an
appropriate choice of a monadic predicate U and a first-order formula ψ*:

(***) a(c2n) is the unique member x of U satisfying ψ*(b; c2nf x).

Clearly, whenever we achieve such a situation, the formula 3wψ*(b, z > w) Λ
ψ(x, z, w) Λ U(w) has the independence property.

Case (even)Ά: (=^(ή; c2n, d2m) if and only if m = n. To satisfy (***), let ψ* =
φ, a(c2n) = d2n and U = {d2n : n < ω}.

Cί?5β (eυen)b: For some X(Λ:; Z, W) E Ψ, Nχ(Λ; c2 r t, d2m) if and only if m<n.
This case (as case (oάά)b below) has two subcases. To distinguish them, note
that by construction, {d2n : 2 < n < ω} is a sequence of order indiscernibles
over b~ άo~ ά{. It may or may not be a set of indiscernibles.

Subcase (even)b ( i ): {d2n : 2 < « < ω} is a set of indiscernibles over
b~ ao~ a\. Taking d2n as en and c2n as fn in the following lemma shows that
this case contradicts the induction hypothesis.

8.1.9 Lemma If {en : n < ω} is a set of indiscernibles over b and for
each n there is an fn such that φ(b; /„ , em) holds, if and only if m < n then
φ(b, z> w) has the independence property.

Proof: This is a slight variant on [11], II.4.13.

Subcase (even)b(ii): The sequence {d2i : / < ω} is order indiscernible but not
a set of indiscernibles. By an argument of Morley, [15], 11.2.13(7) -+ (5), there
is a first-order formula with parameters λ(x, y) which linearly orders an infinite
subset of {d2i : / < ω}. (By reindexing, if necessary, we may assume λ(x, y)
linearly orders {d2n : n < ω}.)

Now let ψ*(x9 z9 w) be ~χ(x, z, w) Λ V V ^ K L ^ W ! ) Λ λ(w, wx)) -+ χ(x,

z, w)], U = {d2n : n < ω} and a(c2n) = d2n. (ψ*(x, z, w) says w is the least
member of Unot satisfying χ(x, z, w).) This satisfies (***).

We now have proved the (even) case: kψ(b; c2n; d2m) for all m.

Case (odd)a: ϊψ(b, c 2 m , d2n+ι) if and only if m = n. To satisfy (***), let
ψ* = ψ,a(c2n) =d2n+ι and U= {d2n+ι : / < ω } .

Case (odd)b: For some χ(x\ ?, ω) E Ϋ, t=χ(6, c2^, rf2m+i) if and only \ϊ m<n.
As in case (even)b, there are two subcases.

Subcase (odd)b( i): {d2m+ι : 2 < m < ω} is a set of indiscernibles over
b~άo~Uγ. This case is identical with subcase (even)b(i) (using Lemma 8.1.9).
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Subcase (odd)b(ϋ): {d2m+\ : 2 < m < ω} is a sequence of order indis-
cernibles but is not a set of indiscernibles over ά0 ~ ax ~ b. Choose ψ* exactly
as in case (even)b(ii) but let U = {d2m+{ : m < ω} and a(c2n) = d2n+ι.

This concludes the odd case and we have VψΦ, c2n, d2m+{) for all m..
Thus we have proved (*).

The same argument applied to -^φ(x, z, w) and {c2n+ι : n < ω} yields (**).
It remains to derive the theorem from (*) and (**). But this is immediate for the
formula ψ*(x> z):

Vw((/(w) -> ψ*(x, z, w)) if we interpret U as {d, : i < ω} .

We deduce immediately from 8.1.8:

8.1.10 Theorem If T has the independence property (T^, 2nd) < (Γ,
Mon).

Proof: It suffices to show T admits coding. Since T has the independence
property on singletons for any K we can find sets X and Y of power K such that
for every subset A of X there is an element a E Y such that for all b E X,
φ(b, a) if and only if b E A. Now let Uo and U\ partition X into two sets of
power K. Let U2 be the subset of Y containing these points of Y which code sets
A c x with \A Π Ui\ = 1 for / = 0, 1. Now φ(x, z) Λ φ(y, z) defines a coding
of t/0, t/i by £/2 so Γ admits coding.

^.2 Hanf and Lδwenheim numbers of (ΓΛ(<), Mon) One of the major

goals of this paper is to justify the study of monadic theory of order. This justifi-

cation rests on three claims: (i) any monadic theory "simpler" than (ΓΛ(<),

Mon) is "almost trivial"; (ii) (ΓΛ(<), Mon) is simpler than second-order logic

(i.e., (Γoo, 2nd)); (iii) any theory "simpler" than second-order logic is "at least

as simple" as (ΓΛ(<), Mon). In the case of claims (i) and (ii) we make our

notion of simple precise by T\ is "simpler" than T2 if (Γ2, Mon) s. (Γ, Mon).

Sections 4 through 7 show that if (Th(<), Mon) aδ (T, Mon) and (Γ*,

2nd) £ (Γ, Mow) then (Γ, Mow) is at least extremely manageable even if

"almost trivial" overstates the case. In this section we show h™^lfOn) <

^Lωω(2nd) and thus that (T^, 2nd) a£ (7%(<), Mon), thereby verifying claim

(ii). We adduce one argument in favor of claim (iii) by showing that if T is

unstable then h^MMon) > λ£^(<> Further arguments for claim (iii) are

rehearsed in Shelah's paper [15]. Our rather complicated notations for Hanf and

Lόwenheim numbers are explained in Section 1.2.

In this section we somewhat extend the notion of logic by considering
various "applied logics". Thus if one regards a logic as a function which attaches
to each similarity type a set of sentences and a semantics for sentences, then
(Th(<)9 Mon) is apparently not a logic. But we can regard (ΓA(<), Mon) as
a logic in the same general spirit by assuming that part of the semantics is to
make one binary relation a linear order and the others trivial.

The task of this section is to establish claim (ii). This task is complicated
because showing the Hanf number of the finitary theory of order less than the
Hanf number of second-order logic does not immediately yield: There is no
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interpretation of second-order logic into the monadic theory of order. Here there
are two difficulties. First, one must be clear on the definition of interpretation,
as Gurevich et al. [6] have shown, that (under extremely weak set theoretic
hypotheses) there is a syntactic interpretation of second-order logic into the
monadic theory of order. Second, even fixing on the strong notion of interpre-
tation used here (3.1.3), this kind of interpretation need not preserve Hanf
number. Thus our argument that (7^,, 2nd) £ (Th(<), Mon) follows a rather
convoluted path. We first show (via a series of lemmas culminating in 8.2.16)
that not only is the Hanf number of the monadic theory of order less than that
of a second-order logic in finitary logic, but that it is less in infinitary logic with
additional predicates {{L^^iMon)). Then we show that if ( 7 ^ , 2nd) <
(7Ά(<), Mon) then ( 7 ^ , ' L^JMon)) < (ΓΛ(<), L%>tU(Mon)) and this
interpretation preserves Hanf number. The contradiction between these two
assertions yields the required results.

Although claim (ii) is the theme of this section, we will establish along the
way a number of results that are important in their own right. The following
table summarizes one family of such results.

As in Section 1.3 a ~ β means a < iω(j3) and β < Hω(α:). If a(T) and
β{T) are cardinal-valued functions of theories, we write a ~ β* (abbreviating
λTa(T) ~ *\Tβ(T)) if for each To, a(T0) ~ β(T0).

Finitary Logic

(Well order, Mon) (Th(<), Mon) (T*, 2nd)

Lόwenheim number a0 βo Yo

Hanf number a{ βx yx

8.2.1 Theorem a0 < β0 < γ o ; aλ < βx < yύ <*o = «i ~ *β\\ To < 7i Jt i s

consistent with ZFC that a0 = β0 = y0.

(Here is a more precise formulation of the last sentence of 8.2.1.) Gurevich
et al. [5] have shown under the weak set theoretic hypothesis "there is a proper
class of λ such that λ < λ = λ" that j30 = 7o

The proof of Theorem 8.2.1 constitutes most of this section. At the same
time we will prove the infinitary version of the result. All of the results except
one (8.2.16 and 8.2.17) hold in L (i.e., in the given similarity type). For 8.2.16
and 8.2.17 we must pass to L, the extension of L by countably many unary
predicates. For uniformity, and indeed so as to establish claim (ii), we will prove
all the results for L. We have a similar table on the following page for the infini-
tary case; here Γis a countable first-order theory which is unstable but ( 7 ^ ,
2nd) £ (Γ, Mon). (Strictly speaking, each a , β , etc. should be α/\ /3/\ etc. to
indicate the reliance on ££,> ω. Since we treat all a uniformly, we write primes
to enhance readability.)

8.2.2 Theorem a(>< /% < y(>; a{ < β{ < y{\ γό < Ίι\ <*ό = «ί - βu δδ ̂  βό,

«ί - βί.
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The Infinitary Case

Lόwenheim Number Hanf Number

(T, Lltω(Mon)) δό «ί

(Well order, L^JMon)) a^ a[

(Order, Ll^Mon)) ft β{

/£, ω (2nd) 70 7ί

We begin by outlining the proofs of Theorems 8.2.1 and 8.2.2. Note first
that a0 < βo ^ To a n d αi < β! < 7! since "well order" is definable in the
monadic theory of order and monadic logic is a sublogic of second-order logic.
(The analogous results in the infinitary case hold for the same reason.) We will
now show, in a series of separate arguments, that α 0 = au a{ ~* βl9 and

7o < 7i •
To make the arguments in this section more intelligible we write HL for

h™^Mon) = βi ( t r i e Hanf number of the finitary monadic theory of order),
LW for a0 (the Lowenheim number of the finitary monadic theory of well
order), and HW for OLX (the Hanf number of the finitary monadic theory of
well order).

The following three lemmas will establish the technical tools to prove
LW = HW (i.e., a0 = αO, HW is a limit cardinal, and there is no sentence 0,
which has only well-ordered models with min(spec θ) = LW.

8.2.3 Lemma If the ordinal μ = min(spec 0) then
(i) There is a θ{ with only well-ordered models which characterizes μ (as an
ordinal) and therefore characterizes \μ\ as a cardinal.
(ii) There is a θ2 with only well-ordered models which characterizes \μ\+.

Proof: (i) Let Θ{=ΘA Vx(->θ{y : y < x}).
(ii) Let 02 be true of an ordering (α, <) just if a is a well-ordering with

no last element and uncountable cofinality such that every closed unbounded
subset of a contains a bounded subset (Z), <) such that (D, <) |= θ{.

It is immediate from 8.2.3(i) that LW< HW. It is easy to see that this argu-
ment applies to any logic <£ which admits relativization to show h^° > ls^°.
We will give a semi-abstract formulation of the argument showing HW< LW
to highlight the properties of the monadic theory of order used in the proof.

8.2.4 Lemma Let Si be a logic such that for some notion © of sum of
models:
(a) For each formula φ and structure No there is a φ* with No f= φ* such that
for any No which satisfies Φ*,N0®Nι N Φ if and only if No ®NX N φ.
(b) For every K and every λ < K if \M\ = K and \N\ = λ then for some TV',
M~N@N'.

Then if every ^-sentence has a model M with \M\ < μ, μ > Λ£.

Proof: Let M (= φ, \M\ — μ. Choose any κ> μ and let |N 0 | = K. Choose TVό
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such that Λβ h φ* and |Λβ| < \M\. By (b), M = N(>®Nι for some Nx. But
then by (a), No® N{ t= φ so φ does not characterize μ and thus μ > /*£.

8.2.5 Proposition // £ is {well order, Lω>ω(Mon)) or (well order,
Loo^iMon)) or (well order, Loo^Mon)) then £ satisfies the hypothesis
of8.2.4.

Proof: For (a) let φ have quantifier rank a and let φ* be mTg(N0) in the
infinitary case (cf. 3.1.1) and the appropriate analogous finite theory in the
finitary case (cf. 22). Taking © as ordinal sum, (b) is obvious.

8.2.6 Theorem
(i) There is no Θ so that min(spec θ) = LW.

(ii) LW=HW(i.e., αo = αi)
(iii) HW is a limit cardinal o/ co/inality Ko.
(iv) I/θ has arbitrarily large models less than HW, θ has arbitrarily large models.

Proof: (i) If for some θ, min(spec θ) = LW, then by 8.2.3(ii) there is a θ2

characterizing (LW)+ so (LW)+ < HW. But by 8.2.4, (LW)+ > HW.
(ii) We have LW < HW. By (i), we can apply 8.2.4 to LW, yielding

LW>HW.
(iii) If K < LW = HW then by (i) there is a λ, K < λ < HW and a θ with

min(spec θ) = λ. By 8.2.3 (ii) λ+ < HW so //PFis a limit cardinal. There are
only countably many cardinals characterized by Lωyω(Mon) sentences and HW
is their limit.

(iv) Let / fc δ if and only if every proper initial segment of / contains a
subsequence which satisfies θ. If θ does not have arbitrarily large models, δ
characterizes HW which is impossible.

Thus we have α0 = ot\\ we now show <xx ~* βu i.e., HL is bounded in
terms of HW. The idea behind the theorem is easy. Suppose Mis the cardinal
sum of (Nj : i < λ). Then for any fixed n, the theory of M for monadic sen-
tences with fewer than n alternations of quantifiers is determined by the simi-
lar theory of the structure <λ, Qt) where for each / -̂quantifier theory t, Qt picks
out {/ : TV/ (= /}. Thus, we can build large models of Mby considering large
models of <λ, Qt). With a few minor complications, this argument goes
through. We base our formalism on that in [22], since we are working in the fini-
tary case. Note that the analogous theorem showing a{ < β{ will follow by an
identical argument using the formalism in Section 3.1.

8.2.7 Lemma For every monadic sentence θ(<) there is a sentence θ*(<)
such that for any ordinal a there is a linearly ordered model M with a subset
of order type a or a* if and only ifa\=θ*.

Proof: Suppose θ has n alternations of monadic quantifiers and that k indexes
the number of quantifiers in each block. Then there is a function G mapping
S = {ΓAjf (/) : / a linear order} into {T, F} such that G(Th%(I)) = T if and
only if / t= 0. Choose r (by [7], 2.4) so that for any linear order J, if J =
Σ Ir f° r some k and Pt = {r G K: Th£(I) = t} then there is a function F
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mapping S' = {Th"(K9 Pt) : (K9 Pt) a linear order with |Γ | predicates} which
computes Thg(J) from Th"(K, Pt). Let So be the set of sx G Sf such that for
some JO, sx G S* if </, Pt) = </0, Pt) ® Ui, P,> Θ </2, Λ> and sf- = 77^(7;, />,)
then G(F(/, P,)) = T. Now let 0,*c (inc for increasing) hold of (/, < ) if for
some subsets (Pt : t G S> of 7, ΓΛ"(/, P,) G Sό Now α N θ*nc if and only if
every linear order which imbeds a satisfies θ. Construct θjcr (dcr for decreas-
ing) by replacing (Iu Pt) by </*, Pt) in the construction of θ*nc. Let θ* =

θΐnv Vθdcr-

8.2.8 Theorem Σ ( 2 " ) + = HL- τ h u s H L ~ * HW-
κ<HW

Proof: We first show that K < HW and θ characterizes K implies there is a θ *
which has a model of power 2K but does not have arbitrarily large models. By
8.2.6 there is a λ, K < λ < HW and a #i which characterizes λ. Now choose θ*
so that if (X, < ) N (9* and (F, < ) is a well-ordered subset of (X, <) then
(Y, <) |= -ι0!. Now 2" with the lexiocographic ordering satisfies 0* (since there
is no embedding of κ + into 2K) but θ* does not have arbitrarily large models.
Thus 2K < HL and Σ, (2K)+< HL.

κ<HW

Now to show HL < Σ (2*) + note that if some θ characterizes λ >
κ<HW

Σ (2K)+ then by the Erdos-Rado theorem for each K < HW there is a model
α<HW

of θ imbedding either K or K*. Thus θ* has arbitrarily large models <HW. By
8.2.6 (iv) this is a contradiction.

Since £ (2K)+ < ( 2 W ) + this shows HL < ( 2 / / H / ) + and we have
κ<HW

HW<HL so HW ~* HL (i.e., αx ~* βγ).

Some infinitary logics have their Hanf and Lowenheim numbers equal
(e.g., Lκκ(2nd) where K is <κ compact). However, this is relatively rare. Recall
that in order to prove the Hanf number exists we must restrict to logics which
have a set (not a proper class) of sentences. For infinitary logics, this may require
that we fix the similarity type. Thus we will consider the relation between Is^
and /*£ (for some arbitrary similarity type T) .

If a logic £ ( τ ) has μ sentences it has only 2μ theories. Thus, a sentence φ
such that if M |= ψ then M is not ^-equivalent to any substructure of smaller
cardinality is a bounded sentence. For, if Mκ |= ψ with \MK\ = K and Tκ is the
<£-theory of MK9 then for any λ > K and any model M λ of φ with | M λ | = λ,
M λ N Γκ. Thus there can be models of ψ in at most 2μ cardinalities. In order to
formulate the sentence ψ, we relied on £ satisfying the following condition.

8.2.9 Definition The logic <£ is powerful if there is an Ju-formula </>(£/, V)
with £/and V unary relation symbols such that if M (= φ((7, F) then (7(M) Ξ £

F(M).

We will describe some powerful logics in a moment. First, we continue to
explore the effect of this property on Hanf and Lowenheim numbers.

We show that if <£ is powerful there is a sentence ψ * which has a model
of power ls£ but is bounded. If ls£ is attained by a model of a sentence φ, let
ψ* = φ Λ φ. If not, let λ = &£. For arbitrarily large K < λ there exists a sen-
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tence φκ such that φκ has a model Mκ of cardinality K but none of smaller
cardinality. Form a r-structure Mλ by taking the disjoint union of the Mκ and
defining the relation symbols of τ only within the Mκ. Now |Afλ| is a limit
cardinal and for arbitrarily large μ < λ there is a μ', μ< μ' <λ such that there
is a substructure of Λfλ which has cardinality μf and is £-elementarily equiva-
lent to no smaller substructure of Λfλ. Since £ is powerful this property of Mλ

can be expressed by an £-sentence ψ*. By extending the argument for ψ, we see
that ψ* is a bounded sentence. We have proved:

8.2.10 Theorem If £ is a powerful logic then for any similarity type r,
lsl<hl.

To apply this result we must show the relevant logics are powerful. For this
we require one further definition.

8.2.11 Definition The cardinal K is £-definable if there is an £-sentence φ
whose only relation symbol is = such that all models of φ have cardinality K.

8.2.12 Lemma The logic Lω ω(2nd) is powerful', so is the logic L£,κ(2nd)
if μ and K are definable in L£,κ(2nd).

Proof: Note that U =L^ ω(2nd) V can be defined by "back and forths" of
sequences of elements and relations with length μ taken <κ at a time (cf. [10])
and such systems are naturally described in second-order logic and thus in £ if
the cardinals μ and K are definable in £ .

8.2.13 Theorem The Lόwenheim number of second-order logic is strictly
less than the Hanf number of second-order logic. More precisely
® ^Lω>ω(2nd) < hLωω{2nά)>

For infinitary languages, we can say

(ii) If μ and K are definable in Z£tJt(2nd) then for every r, /^ / c ( 2 n d) <

' 5 z4 > ί C (2nd) .

Proof: Both claims are immediate from Theorem 8.2.10 and Lemma 8.2.12.

Finally, to complete the proof of Theorem 8.2.1 we remark that it is con-
sistent for α0 = βo = 7o I n fact> the consistency proofs use very weak additional
axioms. For βQ = γ 0 only the existence of a proper class of λ with λ < λ = λ is
necessary and V= L suffices for a0 = λ0 [7].

8.2.14 Theorem It is consistent with ZFC that the Lόwenheim numbers of
second-order logic, the monadic theory of well order and the monadic theory
of order are the same.

Proof: By [7] it is consistent that there is a cardinal preserving interpretation of
second-order logic into each of the other two theories. By Lemma 1.4.3, this
establishes one inequality and the other is easy.

We include the previous result for completeness but we do not need it for
Corollary 8.2.16, which is crucial to establishing claim (ii). To prove the corol-
lary we need one more lemma.
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8.2.15 Lemma //<£ is Lω > ω(2nd), Loo)ω(2nd) or ZOO)C0(2nd) then for any τ
both /*£ and ls& are strong limit cardinals.

Proof: Note first that for any sentence ψe£ there is a sentence φ* such that
Spec{φ*) = {2K : K e Spec(φ)}. (λ G S/?ec φ* just if there is an N g M with
|M| = λ, TV h </>, and M "is" the power set of TV.) Now if λ = inf(spec(φ)),
inf(spec(φ*)) = 2 λ and if λ = sup(spec φ), 2 λ = sup(spec(φ*)). Thus both hτ

z

and fcje are strong limit cardinals.

8.2.16 Corollary Let the similarity type τ contain only the equality symbol.
(\\ hTh{<) < hr

^ ^Lωuω(Mon) < ^Lωlt(ύ(Mon)'

ym) nLωuω(Mon) < nLωuω(Mon)'

Proof: Consider first the case, Lωω(Mon). We want to show β{ < y{. By 8.2.8,
βι < ( 2 α i ) + ; but aγ = OL0 by 8.2.6 and a0 < y0 so j S 1 (2 7 0 ) + . Since γ 0 < 71
(8.2.8) and 7! is a strong limit (8.2.15), this yields βx < ( 2 7 0 ) + < 7 l .

All of the coding in Lemmas 8.2.3 through 8.2.8 readily extends to the
infinitary case and the Feferman-Vaught Theorem (3.1.13) was proved for infini-
tary logic. Thus a similar argument can be carried out in the infinitary case.

Suppose that a monadic theory T{ can be interpreted into a monadic
theory T2 via sentences in a logic <£ (for various reasonable logics) possibly
containing additional unary predicates but with no monadic quantification. We
show that in an infinitary logic with infinitely many unary parameters we can
guarantee that the interpretation preserves Hanf number. We state and prove
the most interesting case of the theorem. Afterwards, we note the extension to
uncountably infinitary logics.

8.2.17 Theorem If (Tu Lω%ω(Mon)) <zω,ω (Γ 2, Lκ%ω) then via Lω i,ω there is
an almost decreasing interpretation of (Tu Lωuω(Mon)) into (T2i Lωuω(Mon)).

Proof: By Definition 3.1.3 we have formulas π, 0, and χ, such that if M2 (=
τr(tf, 5 0 , . . . , Srt_i) then (0(M2), X/(M2, a, So,..., Sw_j), χm-ι(M2(a, So,. ..,
Sn_ι)) is a model of Tx and for each Mx V T, there exists an M* N T2 such that
(Λfi, Λ)_« 0(Λf*, X) . Our task is to extend TΓ to a TΓ* SO that if M* |= τr*(α,
So, , SΛ_i) then |Λf*| < Dω(|Λ/i|). We do this byaltering the choice of Aff
and noting that the new choice can be specified in L^ ω(Mon).

Let the additional unary predicates be <P, : / < ω>. Let TΓ' be an infinitary
sentence which asserts that P0(x) ++ θ(x, y, so>..., 5"Λ_i) and that each first-
order type in the original language union {S o , . . . , Sn_ι} over (J Pn is realized

exactly once in Pn+ι. Then for any M*, Q = \J Pi(M*) < M* and \Q\ <

^ω(^o)- Thus, if TΓ* is πΛ TΓ', we have required interpretation.
The preceding argument extends to infinitary logic to show that if

(Tl9 LKfJMon)) <Lκω (T2i Lκ,ω{Mon)) then (Tu Lκ,ω(Mon)) < z κ + ω (T2,
LKtω(Mon)).

We need to add the additional unary predicates and describe the process
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in infinitary logic because we are claiming not merely that each M |= Tγ can be
interpreted in a model of T2 which is not much larger than M, but that any
model into which it is interpreted is not much bigger. The sentence TΓ' guaran-
tees this fact, which is crucial as we now establish claim (ii) in a precise way.

8.2.18 Theorem (7*,, 2nd) £ (Th(<), Mon).

Proof: If (7^,, 2nd) < (Th(<), Mon) then by 8.2.15 and 2.3.6 /?£ωl ω(2nd)

is bounded in terms of hιω^ω(<Mon). But in 8.2.16 we showed h™{*lMon) <

hιω{ ω(2nd) and since the power set function is definable in second-order logic

this implies ϊω{h™fflMon)) < hLωιω(Mon).

A. H. Lachlan has given the following direct argument for 8.2.18 which

avoids the appeal to Lωχω{Mon). He argues first via 3.1.13 that h™^Mon) =
hL^jMon) τ h e n h e Points out that (7^, 2nd) < (Th(<), Mon) implies that

for every λ < 7! there is a sentence φ λ in the language of order with an addi-

tional predicate U\ such that for some M, | U\ (M) | < λ but φ\ is a bounded

sentence. Clearly any such λ < h™^on) = h™^on) = ft. But by 8.2.16,

βι < 7i so we have β\ < β\ yielding the result.
This method by which we proved Theorem 8.2.16 provides some evidence

for claim (iii).

8.2.19 Corollary Let T be a countable unstable theory. Then hL (Morΐ) <
, τh«) ω l ' ω

nLωuω(Mon)

Proof: By 8.1.6 we have (Γ, Mon) < (Th(<), Mon). Now applying 8.2.17 and
2.3.6 (ii) we have the result.

9 Further problems

There are several directions for further research connected with this area.
The first direction is to refine or amplify the specific results discussed here.

1. Can this analysis be extended to unstable theories? The simple class
should be those which do not have the independence property even allowing
expansion by unary predicates. A test problem for this situation is to compute
the Hanf number of such a theory but it is more important to find a structure
theory.

Conjecture: If no expansion of T by a finite number of unary predicates admits
the independence property then each model with power λ can be decomposed
into a tree of models, each with cardinality < 2 | Γ | indexed by the structure
<λ~\ <ί, <) where < denotes the initial segment order on sequences and < the
lexiocographic order.

A less important problem here is to compute the exact Hanf number of
(Γ, Mon). There is some information relevant to a possible structure theory in
[19]. Shelah shows the Hanf number of (Γ, Mon) is between w.o., the Hanf
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number of the monadic theory of well-orderings, and, Hω(w.o.). This bound on
the Hanf number shows the property provides a significant cutting point.

2. We remarked in Section 8.2 that for deep superstable theories the "nice"
concept does not suffice to finding a cutting point between theories with high
and low Lδwenheim numbers. Problem: Find such a cutting point.

We found in Section 7 exact conditions for computing the Hanf number
of (Γ, Lωι;ω(λfon)). Can this be improved to (Γ, Lω^{Mon))Ί

3. Suppose Γis shallow but not nice. Then one can define a depth of T
by counting only those decompositions which are not nice. Call this the cruel
depth of T. Problem: Suppose Γis a shallow superstable theory. Show the cruel
depth of T is a if and only if the Lόwenheim number of (T, Lωω(Mon)) is
approximately D α . For a = 0 or 1 this follows from the treatment in Section 7.

A second direction for research is more set theoretic in nature. The prob-
lem is to investigate the Hanf and Lόwenheim numbers of our prototype classes.

4. What can be said about the Hanf number of the monadic theory of well
orderings? Gurevich, Magider and Shelah [6] show it is consistent for it to be
large. Is it consistent for it to be small?

5. Consider the class, K, of structures {λ~ω : λ G Card}. In [20], Shelah
shows it is consistent for the Lόwenheim number of (K, Lωω(Mon)) to be
large. Is it consistently small?

6. Consider the class, Ko, of structures {λ<ω : λ G Card}. Let Qpd denote
quantification over functions which press down on λ< ω . It is easy to see that
Qpd is definable in Lωuω(Mon) if we add unary predicates for the levels. (It is
possible to make this definition with only one additional unary predicate.) But
even ((ω, < ) , Qpd) is stronger than Lω > ω(Mo«).

In [20], Shelah shows that if V — L, the Lόwenheim number of (AΓ0, QPD)
is large (i.e., same as Qu). Is it consistently small?

A third direction of research is to try to derive a similar theory for larger
classes of quantifiers. The most obvious possibility is to expand the notion of
quantifier by permitting some algebraic information about the object one quan-
tifies over. Thus one might quantify over automorphisms, endomorphisms,
subalgebras, etc. For example, in [20] Shelah shows that quantification over the
endomorphisms of a free algebra is complicated by interpreting set theory into
the resulting logic.

Can this result be strengthened to an interpretation of second-order logic?

A fourth and vaguer query is to find a more general rubric which encom-
passes not only the theory here, but the other avatars of classification theory.

NOTES

1. This paper grew out of a series of lectures presented by Shelah in the Fall of 1980.
The authors would like to thank Yuri Gurevich, Victor Harnik, Leo Harrington,
A. H. Lachlan, M. Magidor, Michael Makkai, and Charles Steinhorn for valuable
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conversations. The authors thank the referee most heartily for labors far beyond the
call of duty. In addition to those at Hebrew University who typed the first draft, we
thank Ms. Shirley Roper, Head Technical Typist at the University of Illinois at
Chicago, who labored through several layers of unusually complicated corrections.

2. Preparation of this paper began during the "Model Theory Year" of the Institute of
Advanced Studies, Jerusalem, Israel (1980-1981).
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